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A Weekly Newspaper, Published by the Students of Ithaca College 
Vol. 40 - No. 25 
Students, Faculty 
· Discuss Futu:re of 
· Ithaca College 
'd 
by Kevin Connors 
Managing Editor 
Last Tuesday night at 8 p.m. 
the Egbert Union Board Issues 
committee conducted a panel dis-
cusion on the topic "The Future 
of Ithaca College." The members 
of the panel were Peter Burell, 
president of the student body, 
Jesse Nadelman. president of the 
Egbert Union Board, Walter New-
som, assistant dean of Arts and 
'sciences, Alex Block, vice-presi-
dent of the student body and 
former editor-in-chief of the 
Ithacan, and Dr. Charles Sackrey, 
assistant professor of economics. 
The panel was moderated by Dan 
Karson, chairman of student con-
gress and president-elect of the 
student body. 
The first question, directed to 
the entire panel, was; "How do 
you rate Ithaca College as an 
educational institution?" Jess 
Nadleman replied that he con-
sidered IC to be a second or third 
hoice school; a 'safe' school. Alex 
· lock disagreed saying that Ithaca 
was the first choice of one scio-
economic group, specifically the 
upper-middle class. Peter Burell 
was the last to comment. He felt 
that at present Ithaca College was 
moving in the right direction, 
toward more awareness and a 
more intellectual attitude, but, he 
noted that there was frustration 
which grew from an admission 
office and faculty which operated 
independently of each other. 
,. Asked to comment on the facul-
ty, students, and administration 
of the college, Alex Block noted 
the lack of activism among facul-
ty members as a deficiency of the 
institution. Dr. Sackrey, who is 
generally considered to be among 
the more active members of the 
Ithaca College faculty, did not 
consider this to be a deficiency 
on the part of the other faculty 
members or the institution itself. 
He considered this type of in-
volvement to be something which 
was the direct result of the per-
sonal needs of the individual pro-
fessors. He felt that the lack of 
,. he general conception of) acti-
. vism on the part of faculty mem-
bers was often due to very justi-
fiable personal needs and that 
his awareness of these conditions 
was reciprocal in other faculty 
members views of his own posi-
tion. 
Dean Newsom · commented on 
his hope that the . student body 
will follow the inroads made by 
. the Ithacan in becoming more ac-
. tive)y a part of the decision-form-
- g process of the college. 
When asked to comment on the 
future of Student" Government 
Peter Burell replied that he felt 
the possible elminiation of 
Student Congress was foreseeable 
as well as deletion of the power 
of the executive committee due 
to the importance of the position 
that the Campus Life Committee 
Will have. He stated that "The 
key to the succes of student gov-
ernment is- the Campus Life Com-
'ttee." 
In reference to the Faculty 
Council, Dr. Sackrey said that it 
. as his opinion that no four or 
~ve People were capable of run-
.' !1ng anything as complex as a col-
. ~ge in contemporary American 
ciety and that the locus of 
0wer was of no concern to him 
;,, 
so long as it utilized all of the 
available opinions that could be 
of any help to it in its decision 
making process. More simply, 
that whether it was the students, 
the administration or the faculty 
that had the final say, that final 
say would probably be more like-
ly to be effective if it were the 
product of the best minds of all 
the parties that it would effect. 
In answering "What did you 
get out of Ithaca College and 
would you want your children to 
go here?" Alex Block said "more 
important is what Ithaca College 
got out of me, namely twelve 
thousand bucks". He went on to 
say, that until Ithaca College 
had something unique to offer 
he would not want to send his 
children here. Peter Burell said, 
that the most important thing he 
got out of Ithaca was time. The 
time to explore, discover and try 
new things which one isn't able 
to do when involved in the day 
of day drudgery of working, 
After the discussion turned 
toward the housing situation and 
comments were made-as to the in-
convenience involved, Dr. Sackrey 
commented that the situation of 
three in a room, a wall-to.wall 
carpeted room at that, was of far 
lesser importance than many of 
the other concerns that students 
might encounter during their col-
lege careers. Block stated that the 
problem was 'Wider in the sense 
that the college was only incurr-
ing more problems by bringing in 
more students in an attempt ~o 
raise more money, without ex-
panding facilities to accomodate 
the extra students. 
After a comment to the effect 
that many students complain 
about the restrictions imposed on 
them while living on South Hill, 
off-campus housing had to be 
opened all the way to the fresh-
man class before a suitable num-
ber of students consented to live 
off. In reply to this Dr. John 
Ryan, who was in the audience, 
exclaimed, "Thank God that 250 
students could not be found to 
live off,' his reason being that 
students µving off campus are in 
direct competition with the poor 
for low cost housing and this in-
crease on edmand drives the cost 
of housing up. The ones who suf-
fer are the poor. The effect of 
three in a room on the campus 
comes of the college not consult-
ing its own community on the 
effects of its decisions. Driving 
up the rents in the community 
of Ithac'a comes of the college not 
consulting the community of 
Ithaca of its decision to Jet stu-
dents live off campus. Dr. 
Ryan's statement was not with ap. 
plause from the audience 
In closing the discussion turned 
to the question of the financial 
condition of the college. Many 
seemed to be of the opinion that 
Ithaca College would ultimately 
be forced to become a state in-
stitution. Stating the effect of 
the Bundy Report (which advo-
cates the state reimbursing col-
lege that are privately endowed 
by $40 per graduate) Dean New-
som said, ''I will bet anyone here 
one hundred dollars that Ithaca 
College will be privately en-
dowed in the year 2000). 
Ithaca~ New York Friday, May 3, 1968 
NancyMcGlen Marion Andeir§Ofi 1to 
Named New k C 
Congress Spea at'. ommencememrt 
Chairman Roberta Peters to Per:lform 
Nancy McGlen, a junior politi-
cal science major from Hannibal, 
New York was elected Tuesday 
night as the first female chairman 
of Student Congress. The repre-
sentative from Dorm 5 this year 
and chairman of the constitution 
evaluation committee, will as-
sume her duties with the first 
Congress meeting in the Fall. 
Miss McGlen will work closely 
with Student Body President 
Danny Karson in all phases of 
student government. As a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee, 
she will have ample opoprtunity 
to suggest and implement new 
ideas, proposals and policies. 
As chairman, she will conduct 
all Congress meetings. "I plan," 
Nancy comemnted, "to conduct 
these meetings similar to the way 
it was this year. Danny had sus. 
pended the formality of the meet-
ing by omiting the reading of 
the minutes, and not separating · 
new and old business. This will 
continue as well as this year's 
new instituted dorm reports." 
Nancy will succeed Danny Kar-
son as Congress Chairman, who 
was elected three weeks ago as 
Student Body President. 
33 Elected 
To Who's 
Who 
The following students were elect-
ed to lVho's JV/w in American Co[. 
leges alld Universities for 1967-68 by 
Ithaca College: 
Adamczyk, Dolores A.; Baker, 
Daniel L.; Bosworth, Rhoda R.; 
Brahm, Charlotte L.; Buhr, Rob-
ert D.; Byron, Judith A; Camp, 
Gail D; Cancro, George P.; Con. 
rad, Laurie M.; Desch, Carol J.; 
Dreaney, Kent E.; Fay, Thomas 
S.; Fogle, Elizabeth A.; Heim, 
Doris K.; Hoffman, Rita H.; 
Juliano, Mary Jo; Keane, Paul D.; 
Kielbania, Andrew J.; Lasky, 
Fred D.; MacCubbin, Susan L.; 
Merrey, Elaine H.; Miller, Rich-
ard L.; Pohley, Lucille D.; Reed, 
Constance J.; Sacco, Judy A.; 
Schilstra, Lonnie R.; Schwab, 
Charles W.; Slater, Nancy J.; 
Sandler, Thomas R.; Wesolowski, 
Norreen R.; Yerger, Paula T.; 
Zaher, Susan B. 
Marion 
Anderson~ 
Story of 
A Star 
Honor-laden, as few have been 
in the history of music, America's 
great singer, Marian Anderson, 
has already become a legend to 
millions across the world. 
Winner of · the $10,000 Bok 
Award, the Springarn Medal, 24 
Honorary Doctorates of Music, 
and countless other honors, she 
and Receive Honorary Degree 
by Jean Stillitano 
A tentative graduation schedule 
has been annuonced recently by 
Richard H. Comstick, special as-
sistant to the President. Col. 
} Comstock, in conjuncti'-0n with a 
·. 1 faculty and representative student 
Opera star Marion Anderson will be the main Commencement 
speaker and receive an honorary Doctor of Music degree. 
Friends Surpass 
$75,000 Fund Goal 
committee, arranged the May 18 
commencement schedule. At this 
time, some 800 graduate and un-
dergraduate students are expect-
ed to receive diplomas before an 
audience of "at least 1,500 peo-
ple." 
At 9:30 a.m., I.C.'s 1968 graduat-
ing class will begin the formal 
procession to the gym, where the 
commencement exercises are be-
ing held. The Rev. William Graf, 
I.C.'s Roman Catholic campus 
chaplain will give the invocation, 
while I.C.'s President Howard 
Dillingham will give the saluta-
tion. Next, John P. E. Brown, vice 
chairman of the Board of Trustees 
will make a formal dedication of 
campus buildings. 
Mrs. Marion Anderson, cele-
brated American opera star, is 
expected to give the commmence-. 
ment address. Degrees will be 
conferred by three top names 
from the Schools of Arts and 
Sciences; Music; and Health and 
Physical Education. They are, 
Dean Paul R. Givens, Dean Craig 
McHenry, and Dean Cecil W. 
Morgan. From the Department of 
Graduate Studies, the new Direc-
tor, Stanley W. Davis, will confer 
graduate degrees. 
Presenting the three honorary 
degrees are the Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees, George C. Tex-
tor, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees Executive Committee, 
A perfect match of "75's" failed dividual friends" and 51 "busi- Carol V. Newsom, and Gustave 
to materialize at Ithaca College 1ess friends.'' Haenschen, member of the Board. 
Sunday night- much to the de- Also announced at last night's An honorary Doctorate of Music 
light of more than 400 people affair was the election of Edward Degree will be presented to Mrs. 
attending the Friends of Ithaca F. Arnold as the new Friends Marion Anderson, outstanding 
College annual dinner on campus. president. Arnold, owner of the opera singer, and Roberta Peters, 
$75,000-the goal of the Friends Arnold Printing Company, print- renown Metropolitan opera star. 
1967-68 scholarship Fund cam- ers of the Ithacan, will be assist- The publisher of the Saturday 
paign-was supposed to coincide ed by new vice-president David C. Review, J. R. Cominsky, will re-
with the college's current 75th Weatherby, owner and manager ceive an honorary Doctorate of 
Anniversary Celebration. of an insurance agency, and sec- Letters. 
But when the final result total retary Ben Light. Llght is vice- Conclusion of the commence-
was triumphantly announced by president for planning. ment exercises will include Bene-
Friends president Thomas Ben- Ithaca College president How- diction, given by the Rev. William 
nett, it was well over $75,000-- ard Dillingham, discussed some Graf. I.C.'s concert band, conduct-
$6,000 over, to be exact. recent, and some planned, college ed by Dr. Kenneth Snopp, with 
The special Scholarship Fund developments. also perform at the graduating 
campaign will supply financial He told the gathered Friends ceremoneies. 
aid for area Ithaca College stu- that enrollment at the school will On Friday evening, May 17, 
dents. It represents the latest in enjoy moderate increases because the widely acclaimed radio an-
a succession of campaigns, total- construction of the campus is nouncer, Gustave Haenschen, will 
ing more than $450,000, which virtually complete. The president conduct a Gala Concert entitled, 
the Friends of Ithaca College has stressed that academic programs "The American Album of Fa. 
conducted during its 10 years of will continue to expand and de- miliar Music" for the entertain. 
existence. velop at a substantial rate. The ment of the 73rd graduating class 
Each campaign has met specific institution of a new curriculum and the visiting relatives and I.C. 
needs. Notable among the sue- in art, projected for next Fall, is I alumni. Accompanied by the 
cesses were the construction of one example. Ithaca College orchestra and con-
Friends Hall, scholarships for stu- Those attending the dinner cert chorus, the Metropolitan 
dents, and the purchase of library were treated to an advanced ~tag- opera star, Roberta Peters holds 
books, collections, and science I ~~g of the college's new musical, the leading _soprano role ~or this 
laboratory equipment. On a Clear Day You Can See program. Milton Cross will nar. 
At present, the Friends of Forever." rate. 
Ithaca College include 367 "in- April 26, 1968 A semi-formal dance will be 
is represented in a mural in the 
Department of the Interior in 
Washington, commemorating her 
Easter Sunday concert in 1939 for 
75,000 at the Lincoln Memorial. 
She has sung three times in the 
White House, the second time for 
the royal guests from England, 
King George and Queen Eliza-
beth. King Gustav Adolf confer-
red on her Sweden's "Litteris et 
Artibus" medal; from the Em-
peror of Japan she received the 
Please turn to page 3 
held on graduation night from 9 
through 12 p.m. in the Egbert 
Union Lounge. 
I.C.'s faculty members will also 
participate in the traditional grad-
uation procession. 
Please turn to page 3 
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Senior 
Activities 
Underway 
With only a few weeks left un-
til graduation, activities for sen-
ior week are well underway. In-
cluded in the week-long events 
will be a party on Tuesday, a 
picnic and rock dance on ,ved-
nesday, and a dinner-dance on 
Thursday. 
N e-w- Faculty 
Me]]Jllbers to Airrive 
Thi§ §epten:nberr 
nology, Ph.D. 
Robert Cohen 
To Lecture 
At Ithaca 
Monday 
Student Government 
Chang~s From 
Anrchronistic To 
Chronistic Pulse 
Leonardo"s will be the place 
for the first senior party on Tues-
day, May 15. Starting at 8:00 
and continuing until 10:00 p.m. 
special prices at the bar will pre-
vail. Schaefer beer will sell for 
25c and high balls will be only 
45c. 
On Wednesday, May 16, grad-
uating seniors will meet at Lower 
Treman State Park for an all-day 
picnic. Free hamburgers, hot dogs 
and beer will be available from 
12 noon until 6:00 p.m. 
That evening the Warel1ouse 
will be the place to be. With 
music by The Oz and Ends, 
special prices will be available to 
I.C. seniors - admission will be 
50c per person with beer at IOc 
a draft. 
The week's events wll cul-
minate with a dinner-dance co-
sponsored by the Alumni Asso-
ciation and SAGA Food Service 
on Thursday, May 17 in the Ter-
race Dining Hall. A free cocktail 
hour will begin at 6:30 with din-
ner being served at 7:00 p.m. 
Seating will be limited to grad-
uating seniors. Following the 
buffet dinner, a dance for seniors 
will be held with music by the 
John Whitney Quartet. A full 
cash bar will be opened during 
the dance from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m. 
Attendance at all events except 
for the dinner is opened to sen-
ors and their dates from any 
class. However, dates will be ad-
mitted to the dance following the 
buffet dinner. 
DeWitt Historical 
Society To Sponsor 
Flea Market 
The DeWitt Historical Society 
is sponsoring a Flea Market on 
May 11 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
m DeWitt Park. The proceeds will 
be used for the DeWitt Park 
Beautification Fund. Any student 
or faculty may donate any type 
of goods for the sale. Donations 
should be left at the Union lobby 
next week. 
The College of Arts and Sci-
ences will add twenty-five new 
faculty members to the College 
in September. Dr. Paul Givens, 
Dean of Arts and Sciences, com-
mented: "I am delighted with the 
calibre of instructors we are add-
ing to our staff next year. Most of 
them have earned the highest de-
gree in their fields and they bring 
a wealth of experience to the 
campus. There are a few positions 
yPt to be filled, but recruiting 
should be complete within a 
month. This addition of faculty 
will appreciably reduce the facul-
ty-student ratio and noticeably 
individualize instruction." 
The following individuals have 
been added: 
Art Department: Richard Graham, 
Rhode Island School of Design, 
lVIFA-Sculpture. Rosalind Grippi, 
Institute of Fine Arts, New York 
University, M.A. - Art History; 
Ph.D. Candidate. Salvatore Grippi, 
Museum of Modern Art, Art 
School, New York City; Instituto 
Statale d'Arte, Florence, Italy. 
Biology Department: Steven 
Thompson, Oregon State Univer-
sity, Ph.D. Richard Wadzinski, 
University of Wisconsin, Ph.D. 
Chemistry Department: Robert 
Anderson, University of Cali-
fornia, Ph.D. William -Bergmark, 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
Economics, Business Adminis-
tration and Accounting: Ira Brous, 
Syracuse University, Ph.D. Can-
didate. Roland Laing, C.P.A., 
Northeastern University, M.B.A. 
Candidate. Frank Musgrave, Rut-
gers, Ph.D. Candidate. 
Education: Jules Burgevin, Syr-
acuse, D.S.Sc. Candidate. Willia~ 
Parker, Syracuse, D.S.Sc. Candi-
date. 
English: Mrs. Mary Williams, 
University of Michigan, Ph.D. 
Candidate. 
History: Donald Niewyk, Tu-
lane, Ph.D. Candidate. 
Modern Languages: Douglas 
Armstrong, University of Mich~-
gan, Ph.D. Anthony Bascelh, 
Rutgers Ph.D. Mrs. Waltraut 
Deinert: Yale, Ph.D. Mrs. Judith 
Gogolewski, Vanderbilt, Ph.D. 
Candidate. 
Philosophy: Miss Carol Kates, 
TUlane, Ph.D. Candidate. 
Physics: Murray Steinberg, Uni-
versity of California, Ph.D. 
Political Science:· Harvey Fire-
side, New School for Social Re-
search, Ph.D. Robert Kurlander, 
Cornell, Ph.D. Candidate. 
Social Relations: Miss Mary Jo 
Johnson, Bowling Green Univer-
sity, M.A. Candidate. Steven G. 
Warland, University of Nebraska, 
M.A. 
Margaret Gibson: 
Combination Of 
Artistic and Practical 
by Cheri Dinkins 
Miss Margaret Gibson, the di-
rector for Ithaca College publica-
tions, combines the artistic with 
the practical. She is responsible, 
to a great degree, for the image 
that Ithaca College first makes 
on the reader of the college cata-
log. Miss Gibson also plays an 
integral part in the publishing of 
SKYLINE, the magazine for 
alumni. 
The desire to create a stimula-
ting and artisitc design which is 
also pragmatic is the chief con-
cern of Miss Gibson. The pub-
licity for the Vineyard Players 
illustrates such an accomplish-
ment, in which there is designed 
a display for a restaurant table, 
a booklet of art work, and hand-
bills telling of the scheduled 
plays. 
?1-'lr. Robert S. Cohen, interna-
tionally known teacher in the 
fields of the history and philoso-
phy of science, will speak at 
Ithaca College on Monday, May 
,6, at 8:15 p.m. in Room S-202. The 
lecture is entitled "Science: Life 
and Death." 
Cohen is presently chairman of 
the Physics Department at Bos-
ton University where he has been 
a faculty member for eleven 
years. He has also taught physics 
and philosophy at Columbia, Yale, 
and Wesleyan since 1943. 
In addition to teaching, Mr. 
Cohen is a leader in areas asso-
ciated with his fields. He is a 
member of the executive commit-
tee of the Emergency Civil Liber-
ties commission, and Chairman 
of the American Institute for 
Marxist studies. In 1962-64 Cohen 
was a visiting professor at the 
Academies of Science in Poland, 
Czechoslavakia, Hungary, and 
Yugoslavia. 
The 1967-68 "C. P. Snow Lec-
ture Series" is part of the Ithaca 
College 75th Anniversary cele-
bration. In the series, distinguish-
ed scholars provide insight into 
realms of science and its rela-
tonship with other academic 
fields. 
The school year 1967-68 has 
witnessed a transitional period in 
the history of Ithaca College. The 
student government under rather 
vanguard leadership has initiated 
a change in countenance which 
wants to move from the anachron-
istic to the chronistic pulse. 
Ithaca College has witnessed the 
birth of such committees as the 
campus Life Committee which 
have been very-vital in establish-
ing a dialogue between Adminis-
tration, Faculty, and Student 
Body. This school year has fos-
tered a heartbeat which bas dif-
fused throughout the many veins 
of Ithaca College proper: the Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 
Fund. 
In keeping with the new chron-
istic perspectice of Ithaca College, 
the Students' Afro-American So-
ciety initiated, in the wake of Dr. 
Martin King's death, a scholarship 
fund geared to the fulfillment of 
many un-realized goals espoused 
by many nationwide organizations. 
The death of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. has further emphasized 
the urgency of seeking the solu-
tion of America's social dilemma. 
This obscene act has underscored 
the existence of the various 
chasms within America's society: 
between the rich and poor, the 
powerful and ,the powerless, black 
and white, ond more basically 
between right and wrong, good 
and evil. However, the most peril· 
ous of these chasms is that be-
tween black· and white. 
Speech Path 
Sponsors -
Stuttering 
Symposium 
Dr. King "had a dream", a 
A Symposium on Stuttering dream of dignified reconciliation 
will be held on Friday, May 10, of those segments in America's 
in B-102 on the Ithaca College society. It is to this reconciliation 
campus. The all-day symposium 
is sponsored by the Speech 
Pathoogy and Audiology Depart-
ment of Ithaca College and Sigma 
Alpha Eta, national professional 
speec_h pathology and audiology 
fraternity. 
which we, the Students' Afro-
American Society, address our ef-
forts. To meet this imperative 
task we have generated a compre-
hensive program. The Society has 
thought it appropriate to place 
the program under the heading of 
the "Dr .Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Memorial." The Memorial aspires 
to bridge the canyons of ignor-
ance that separate White Ithaca 
College, Black Ithaca College, and 
the greater Ithaca Community. At 
a glance, this is the program: 
I. Lecture Series (Symposiums) 
for ensuing school year 
II. Library and Museum of Ithaca 
College 
and seminars on Black Politics 
Literature and Music, Sociology: 
History, Art, and Science. 
The position of key speakers 
will be filled with a personality 
such as Mrs. Coretta King (wife 
of Dr. King), Dick Gregory, 
Muhammed Ali, Bill Cosby, Sid: 
ney Poitier, etc. This is the posi-
tion around whom the series will 
be oriented. The seminars, how. 
ever, will constitute the heart of 
matters. 
The seminars are designed t~·-~ 
scope the pertinent scholastic 
areas included in the curricula 
of most institutions of higher 
learning. These areas (Black poll. 
tics, literature and music, soci-
ology, history, art, and science) 
will each comprise a seminar. It 
is felt that the scene of area; 
will suffice to attract the entire 
Ithaca College Body. 
The structure of the seminar 
will be that of lecture followed 
by open participation (questior:• 
and answer), because the central 
purpose of the entire program 
will be to "bridge the canyons of 
ignorance" through communica-
tion and exposure. And too, the 
experiences of the persons con. 
ducting each seminar will highly 
qualify them for bridging these 
canyons. 
Recognized specialists such as 
Dr. Kenneth Clark, Dr. Edwards, 
Dr. John Hope Franklin, Dr. 
Charles V. Hamilton, Gordon 
Parks, Rep. Julian Bond, etc., will 
be the persons conducting these 
seminars. These are the perso , 
who will really make the Lecture 
Series. Furthermore, a Lecture 
Series of this nature will be pre-
sented both ~emesters of the 
forthcoming school year. 
Working in conjunction with 
Mrs. Howard Dillingham, we will 
purchase various works of art. 
These works of art will include 
pottery, sculpture, leather craii 
metal craft, etc. The motif will 
be to bridge through· exposure. 
This art supplement will expose 
a very vital part of •the Blac'n 
culture-a side that is a necessit)!J 
in the appreciation of any culture ~ 
Hopefully, all these program a 
of the Students' Afro-American j 
Society will spread to the local 
community. But not relying ol , 
hope, we have designed a pro-
gram specifically for the enhance-
ment of the Ithaca Community, 
THE VILU.A 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Laiiagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Miss Gibson explained that a 
variety of factors play a role in 
achieving the desired image of a 
publication. The texture of the 
paper, the layout of a page, the 
size of the publication, and the 
pictures used can all play a cru-
cial role in how the finished 
product affects the reader. 
Although few have heard of 
Miss Gibson's position or know in 
which building she is located 
(third floor, Job Administration 
building), it soon becomes ap-
parent that without this lady's 
skill and craftsmanship, an im-
portant part of Ithaca College 
would leave a great deal to be 
desired. 
The Symposium on Stutterlng 
will be presented jointly by Dr. 
Albert Murphy of Boston Univer-
sity and Dr. Edward Nuttall of 
the University of Oklahoma. Dr. 
Murphy is the author of "Stutter-
ing and Personality Dynamics." 
Dr. Nuttall heads the speech and 
hearing department at the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma. 
The morning section of the 
symposium, from 10-12 a.m., will 
deal with the current theories of 
stuttering and the linguistic and 
psychological implications of the 
disorder. The afternoon section, 
from 1-3 p.m., will be on the 
therapy techniques used for stut-
tering cases. A panel discussion 
will be held from 3-4 p.m. 
A. Books, films, and records 
pertaining to the various 
aspects ot the Black cul-
Workshops, comprised of quali· 
fied instructors will be estab-
lished, directed at all interested 
segments of the Ithaca commun 
ity, .to instruct courses in Bia 
culture. The structure the work 
shops will take will be similar t 
I~ 
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CURLEY1S 
CHICKEN HOUSIE 
367 Elmira Rd. 
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CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
1:xotic Oriental Dancers 
3 Shows - 1 0, 11 & 12 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophets 
Word fl'o the Wise: 
In order to get a 
head, concerned offi-
cials may tend to 
overdevelop t h e i r 
bust ... tomorrow. 
Registration for the symposium 
will be held from 9-10 a.m. in the 
Egbert Union. Coffee will be 
served. 
Speech pathologists and audio-
logists and the public are invited 
to attend. 
AJLLOW THREE WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 
OF YOUR GIFT PORTRAITS FOR 
Mother's Day - May 12th 
/Father's Day-June 16th 
GORDON CAMPBELL BUZZELL 
Portrait Photography 
128 East State Ctreet Phone 272-3473 
(Over Brooks Pharmacy - across from Kresge's) 
ture · 
1. Academic areas 
a. History 
b. Sociology 
c.Arts 
i. literature 
ii. paintings 
iii.sculpture 
iv. etc. 
d. Psychology 
e. Science 
f. Athletics 
III. Community Projects 
A. Cultural 
B. Social 
IV. Social Projects 
A. Black Arts Festival 
1. Speakers 
2. Entertainment 
3.Etc. 
The lecture series will be struc-
tured thusly: with key speakers 
the seminars of the Lectui 
Series. The intent of the wort 
shops will be that of enhanciD/ 
social interaction among the me::: 
hers of 1he community, an ~ 
hancement very vital for the M· 
rication of the political machine11 
of the community. 
Taking note of the conditio: 
of the Black community in Itha 
we wil,l initiate various functio 
directed toward enhancing th!( 
social conditions. Here, vario' 
community projects will be su 
ported by the Students' AJ!O-
Americ;n Society of Ithaca Co! 
lege. 
The Students' Afro-Americi: 
Please turn to page 18 
Commencement Announcements 
are now available at the 
Analysis of Drug 
Survey C.olllpletedl 
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Marion Anderson Cont. of Jewish Women's Organizations, 
Yukosho medal; Finland has presented with the Philadelphia 
given her its esteemed Order of Newspaper Guild's "Page One 
the White Rose and the Marshall Award," and granted by Moravia 
Mannerheim Medal, and other College her fifth Honorary Doc 
decorations have come from torate. In August she departed 
by Martin E. Rand 
The first detailed analysis of have more than simply knowledge 
the results of last January's drug for knowledge's sake. The ques-
surveY has no\Y been completed. tion of what ,practical uses can be 
The results were presented to a made of this knowledge is a very 
national meeting of the Ameri- relevant question and then there 
can College Health Association at are at least two very immediate 
Minneapolis, Minn. yesterday. practical steps that the results 
This would appear to be an ap- suggest should be taken. The 
propriate time for me to offer a heavy use of drugs prior to col-
personal reaction to the drug legc has now been documented. 
survey and to the results of the More importantly, the results in-
survey. I would like to stress that dicate that individuals who use 
I am offering my personal reac- drugs in jr. high school and high 
tion and that I am not speaking school are more indiscrimnate 
for the drug committee in doing wth reference to the drugs they 
so. I would like to express my use. The results of our survey in-
' appreciation to the 2,150 students dicate that educational programs 
who participated in the survey. such as that used by the Ithaca 
I realize that ·it was somewhat of College Drug Committee need to 
an inconvience to fill it out be started in junior high school. 
during registration. I do feel, The other practical steps sug-
however, that it was a wise deci- gested by the results has to do 
sion to use the registration day with the small number of stu-
as a means of collecting the data. dents who are using dangerous 
At no other time are our students drugs quite extensively. During 
conviently gathered in one place, the past year, I have made it a 
so that using registration to point to read quite extensively 
gather data is, in the long run, on the whole area of drug use. 
more convienent for the students In addition, my professional back-
as well as easier for the research- ground has involved working with 
er. I regret that more of our stu- a few individuals who have had 
dents did not take part in the very serious problems as a result 
survey, and I hope that there will of their use of illegal drugs. Prior 
be less resistance to future sur- to my association with Ithaca 
veys. College, I had encountered three 
I think there are probably two or four patients in mental hospi-
major questions that need to be tals who were these as a direct 
asked with reference to the sur- result of heavy use of the amphe-
vey. The first of these questions temine type drug. I have also 
is simply "Was it worth doing?" known a couple of patients who 
This survey represented a rela · 
· almost committed suicide acci-
tively major research task. There 
was a considerable investment of dently by taking more barbi-
time and energy in completing turates than they realized. Within 
the survey. In addition to the the past three years, I have also 
tiJ!le spent by the 2,150 students encountered a few students who 
there was also approximately 20 had to be hospitalized as the re-
hours of time involved in key 
punching the questionnaires on sult of recall experiences similar 
to IBM cards. Another 20 hours to an experience while on a 
were required in sorting these psychedelic drugs. I have also en-
cards in various ways, and be- countered other students who are 
tween 40 and 80 man-hours were having recall experience, which 
spent in analysing the data, pre 
paring the tables and graphs, and interfere with their ability to 
in preparing the initial report. function in a campus situation 
Speaking as an individual mem- even though they have not as yet 
. her of the campus community, I found it necessary to admit them-
am convinced that the results of selves to mental hospitals. My 
the survey fully justify this ex penditure of time. In an aca: background, in other words, has 
demic community, knowledge is given me a healthy respect for 
valued for its own sake. The in- each of these drugs and what ap-
formation gathered from this proaches a fear with reference 
drug survey is more accurate and to the psychedelic drugs other 
::r:r~~:~:e:s~f:::e~~ns;::ul:~ than marijuana. On this basis, I 
tions about the size and scope of am quite concerned about cer-
drug use among our students. I tain Ithaca College students. My 
am well aware of many of the knowledge and background leads 
criticisms made and of the me to believe that these students 
avoidance of the survey by some are using drugs to a degree that 
students who are known to be in-
volved in drug use. Recognizing is definitely dangerous to their 
this, I am quite sure that if the physical and, possibly, mental 
complete truth were known the health. I am convinced that the 
results obtained on the present use of amphetemines more than 
survey represent a conservative 10 times in a three month period 
estimate of actual student use. 
Certain aspects of the survey 
may be seriously dangerous. The 
results did, in fact, confirm pre- results of the drug survey suggests 
vious estimates and ideas about that there are at least 30 students 
student drug use. Other aspects using amphetemines this often. 
of the results, however, were I am convinced that the use of 
quite unexpected. It is these un- barbiturates more than 10 times 
expected results that will prob- · 
ably, in the long run, be the more m a three month period may be 
important. The lack of -any signi- quite serious. The survey sug-
ficant difference between the gested that there are 10 to 15 
drug experiences of freshmen, students in this category. I am 
sophomores, juniors, and seniors convinced that the use of barbi-
was quite unexpected. The stereo- turates other than as perscribed 
type of many people that drug 
users tend i:o "drop out" is some- by a physician, and even many 
what shaken by the results of times when used as prescribed 
this survey. There is no question Please turn to page 18 
now but what some students do 
use illegal drugs without it hav- I 
ing any harmful effect on their 
ability to remain in school. 
Another of the unexpected re-
sults concerned the number of 
students who have commenced 
the use of illegal drugs prior to 
the college experience. 
Tho other important question 
that occurs to this writer is the 
question "Of what use is this 
knowledge?" To justify the time 
and energy involved in this sur-
The Derby 
Cocktail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a -smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272-9715 
very, it is to be hoped that we' •--------------' 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
Gown at FREEMAN'S SPORTING 
State Street, no later tran Monday, 
1. Order Cap & 
GOODS, 102 W. 
May 6th 
FREEMAN'S STORE HOURS 
Weekdays ................ 9:00- 5:00 I 
Haiti, Liberia, France and the once more for European engage 
Ph·1· · ments, receiving from Sweden's ~ 1ppm~s.' and scores of organi-
zations, cities, and states. King Gustav Adolf his govern 
: She was called to New York to ment's "Litteris . et Artibus' 
Friday ...................... 9:00 - 9:00 I 
sing the "Star Spangled Banner" ~edal, and packmg London's 
, at New York's historic V-E recep- giant Royal Albert Hall on two 
1 t· f occasions. After commencement return Caps & Gowns to: 
Lecture Hall B 102 
1
10n or General Dwight D. Eisen-
hower, and to Hyde Park for the In August, 1958, Miss Anderson 
dedication of the Roosevelt Me- , was appointed by President Eisen 
I 
morial Library. ! hower U. S. Delegate to the Unit 
, In December, 1945, on the oc-\ ed Nations_. Here she served her 2. GALA CONCERT- Friday, May 17th at 8:30 P.M. pres~nted for the graduating class, parents and al-
umni - Gustave Haenschen's re-creation of his fa-
mous radio program, "American Album of Familiar 
Music." Featuring Metropolitan Opera star Roberta 
Peters, Soprano; Milton J. Cross, Narator and others 
with the Ithaca College Orchestra and Choir. ' 
· casion of the tenth anniversary of, cou?try with distinction. In the 
her return to the United States \ Spring of 1959 she received 
I\1is: An.derson was tendered ~ 
1 
honorary degrees. fro~ Princeton 
teshmomal supper by her man- j No~th~estern l!m".'ers1ty, and the 
[ ager, S. Hurok. \Valter Damrosch, i l!mves1ty of IVI1ch1gan, and Ober 
3. COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES - Saturday, May 18th 
at 10:00 A.M. Line up at 9:00 in front of Dorms No. 
3, 4, 5. In case of rain, meet in lower corridor of the 
Physical Education Building. 
4. c.ommencement tickets (4) will be in envelope with 
final grades, to be picked up at the Registrar's Of-
fice, beginning Thursday, May 16th after 10:00 A.M. 
I 
Elsa Maxwell, Edward Johnson [ hn College. She received another 
Olin Downes, Martha Graham' I batch of awards including Phila 
Ezio Pinza, Agnes de Mille, and delpha's Gimbel Award, and a 
1 
other notables gathered to honor, Gold Medal from the Institute of 
her. Summing up their tributes I A~ts & Sciences; high schools in 
Fannie Hurst said: "Marian An~ Willowbrook in Southern Cali-
derson has not grown simply I fornia, an in Oklahoma, were 
great, she has grown great sim- named for her. 
5. Location of class receptions and distribution of di-
plomas after comemncement exercises: 
A. & S. - Egbert Union (Lounge & Terrace) 
MUSIC - Music Building 
P.S. & P.T. - Physical Education Building 
MASTER'S DEGREES - Library 
11Bigness Os Not One Of Our Goals11 
Greenville, S.C. (I.P.) - ''Big-
ness is not one of our goals--but 
excellence is." With these words 
President Gordon Blackwell of 
Furman University recently clari-
fied misunderstanding which has 
apparently arisen concerning the 
university's stopping point in in-
creasing student enrollment. 
Some speculation arose on cam-
pus recently that Furman had 
decided not to level off at 2500 
students by 1975, but instead to 
level off within the next few 
years, at about 1900. Blackwell 
pointed out that Furman's ten-
year projections are reviewed 
and revised every year, and 
"serve as frameworks for plan-
ning purposes; we set goals which 
at the time seem to be realistic." 
This year's revision, just com-
pleted and embracing the decade 
ending in 1978, sees 2240 full-time 
or equivalent students in 1977-78. 
However, he noted, the total num-
ber of students, including part 
and fulltime, would approximate 
2500. 
The current projection would 
raise the number to 2500 by 
school year 1976-77. This sched-
ule, Black-well said, "does not 
amount to much departure from 
our original projections." The 
2500 enrollment would be reach-
ed one year later than previously 
planned. 
However, the president added 
Commencement Cont. 
Class receptions and distribu-
tion of diplomas after commence-
ment exercises will be held ac-
cording to schools in the follow-
ing places: 
Arts and Science - Egbert Union 
Lounge and Terrace 
Music - Music Building 
P.E. and P.T. - Physical Educa-
tion Building 
Master's Degrees - Library 
that Furman's enrollment is 
growing at the moment "faster 
than we would like for it to." 
There was a 44 per cent increase 
in number of freshmen entering 
last fall, and with the completion 
of a new girls' dormitory by next 
fall, another significant increase 
will occur. 
Because of the rapid growth, 
Furman will hold up after next 
year, in the words of Blackwell 
"to catch our breath and take ~ 
good hard look at the situation." 
Enrollment will then be studied 
from three aspects: the number 
applying, the quality of available 
students and the financial pic-
ture. 
It is entirely possible that pre-
v1ous projections will be then 
modified. In fact, he stated that 
~e ''would not be at all unhappy 
1f we decided to level off at 
around 1950 or 2000." 
Blackwell replied with a firm 
"no" when asked if he desired 
to see Furman's enrollment ex-
ceed 2500 at any time in the fu-
ture. 
Construction of a new dorm for 
men, scheduled for 1970-71, will 
d~pend on the results of the plan-
rung study of the enrollment situ-
ation. This dorm originally was 
scheduled with the idea of grad-
ually increasing the enrollment 
to about 2500. 
'WEST. 
A~~';:!,.., 
~ ~ and Contad 
Lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
AR 2-0994 
"Make It Better To See 
You With My Dear'' 
I (l)j_t I l W Gif!13 
RENT FREE 70 po.go gn.tde. A 
g." ~ ~ munt for motoring a.broad 
'\... ·~ ~ or BUY Gives complete lnforma.: 
_,....., tlon on Rental, Leasing, 
or- ~nrchase. 
_ Ml Volltswagen Mercedes Peugeot 
Simco, Fiat IIlllmnn Ford, BMW 
Citroen JaguAr Renault, Opol 
Anstin, DKW Porsche MG. Triumph 
Volvo Rover Alfa-La.ncln. 
EUROPE BY CAR INC. Tho Oldest o.nd· Lo.rgest Overseas Deliver System 
Reprcsentnt.ive: Burt Natkins 
37 D Hasbrouck Apts. Tel. 607-273-2097 Ithaca, N.Y. 
I'm interested in (cars) . . . ..... . . 
Name .. 
Address 
City. 
..... Departure Date 
..... . . . State ... M-29 
ply." In the Spring of 1960, honorary 
The following year Miss Ander-1 degrees came from Boston Uni-
s?n ~;as designated one of the v:r~ity,. Boston College, Syracuse 
five key women of the year" by ~mvers1ty, and Brandeis Univer-
the Women's Division of the , sity. 
Federation of Jewish Charities of I In the Fall of 1960, Miss An-
~ew York'. and 600 music editors derson was invited to sing at 
m the Umted. States and Canada President Kennedy's Inaugural. 
polled ~y.Mus1cal America named Another important Washington, 
her radios ~oremost woman sing- D. C. event was her concert in 
er for the ~1xth consecutive year. March, 1962, when she sang in 
In the Sprmg of 1947, Miss An- the new State Department Audi-
derso.n made her first tour of torium on an invitation from the 
Jamaica and the West Indies. President's Cabinet. The Attorney 
In the Summer of 1949, Miss General, Robert Kennedy, intro-
Anderson returned to Europe for duced the singer to the distin-
her first tour there since 1938 guished audience which included 
In eight countries, she performed the Congress, Supreme Court and 
to houses sold-out weeks in ad- Diplomatic Corps. Miss Anderson 
vance. Stage seats were the rule made concert tours of Europe in 
and in Helsinki she was decorated the Summer of 1961 and again 
by the Finnish Government. that Fall. She also flew specially 
In 1950, immediately following to Berlin to sing for the Ameri-
her American tour, the singer re- can Armed Forces on Christmas 
turned to Europe where she gave D3:y, 1961. In 1961 she also re-
20 concerts in five countries in ceived an Ho~orary Doctorate 
May and June. At the end of June fro~ th: Amer1.can International 
she sailed from Enoa for South Umvers1ty, makmg a total of 24. 
Am:rica. In two months she sang In May of 1962 she made an ex-
25 times. To fill the demand, Miss Please turn to page 14 
Anderson sang four concerts in 
Rio de Janeiro, four in Sao Paulo 
~hree in Montevideo, and seve~ 
m Buenos Aires. 
Again, during the summer of 
1951, the singer made a South 
American tour, and, following 
one of the few real vacations in 
her career, launched her Ameri-
c3:n season with an appearance 
with the Bach Aria Group in New 
York's Town Hall. During 1952 
she was named "Woman of 
Achievement" by the Federation 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
V 
Good Foods at reasonable 
prices 
V 
Students are always 
welcome at 
116 N. Aurora St. 
"NO MUG SHOTS !" 
just fine, high quality and 
amazingly low priced pass-
port and cnllege applica-
tion photos taken by the 
experienced Ithacan Pho-
tographic Laboratory staff. 
X 3207 
277-3202 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE AR 2-2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
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Editorials - - Letters to the Editor 
§ch.oRarliness? All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and signed. 
~II letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we rf> 
~erve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Item 54. I have probably en. 
couraged students to take cuts be-
fore and after holidays if you 
mean that- I tell them that I can. 
not write on excuse for them. But 
if they wish to use their cuts at 
that time, that is their option. 
Appearing in the letters to the editor col-
umn of this week's lt.hacan are two replies 
from the administration concerning the Fac-
ulty Council Questionnaire results. 
Assistant Dean of Arts and Sciences, \Va!ter 
Newsom has responded because he feels that 
"since I do not have faculty status and was 
not asked to answer the questionnaire, and 
since I have not been commented on in th.:: 
questions, I feel that I can respond to these 
parts of the questionnaire which I have known 
to be inaccurate. 
Provost Davies reminds us that "since some 
of the comments were particularly directed 
toward the Provost with what seemed to be 
negative implications, you may be sure I read . 
them with particular care." 
\Ve are certainly pleased that these two ad-
ministrators have read our articles and edi-
torials and were moved to comment ~n them. 
However, since both express dismay at the 
questions, we would hope that they would at 
least agree on the reasons. 
Mr. Newsom felt that "the faculty ques-
tionnaire is about the worst example of good 
scholarship that I have ever seen. I must say 
that this questionnaire was quite a disappoint-
ment to me." \Vhile the Provost remarked that 
"I find the results of the faculty questionnaire 
a remarkable tribute to the general scholar-
shipliness of the Ithaca College faculty." 
We never made any opinions or recommen-
dations based on this survey. It is for each per-
son to draw his own conclusion as Dean New-
som and Provost Davies have done .. 
In Provost Davies' letter he comments on 
his duties and performance as Provost saying 
that during his first year as Provost he wrote 
an important report to do with the college's 
accreditation by the Middle States, yet, he 
states, probably few faculty members know of 
the work involved in this report or its signifi-
cance to the institution. Provost Davies, may 
we ask a question? Who's fault is that? If 
this was so significant shouldn't you have in-
formed the faculty on this important matter. 
Dean Newsom makes many criticisms of 
the questions, giving _explanations which ap-
pear to say nothing. You state that the editor 
of the / thacan assumes that many faculty pre-
ferred not to respond to questions whereas 
you feel many had no opinion. How long does 
it take to form an opinion about someone. 
We've heard many times comments from other 
astute individuals about others who were un-
able to form opinions about someone. We sub-
mit that in the case of the Provost two years 
of service is quite adequate to form an opinion. 
We would wonder as to- the astuteness of our 
faculty if longer time is required. We say that 
they did not answer because of possible fear 
of repercussions from the administration about 
what some of them had to say. Isn't that why 
the first page of the original questionnaire was 
destroyed? A most unhealthy college situa-
tion, wouldn't you agree? 
Referring to another question, Dean New-
som answers the questions concerning the Pro-
vost's actions on AAUP salary ratings with, 
"the salary scales for the 1967-68 academic 
year were sent to the AAUP in October of 
1967. However, I believe that the salary scale 
approach of the AAUP is an oversimplifica-
tion. With the technology currently available, 
we should be able to come up with a better 
approach to salary scales than we could 20 
years ago." \Ve tried to, Dean Newsom, but 
just couldn't figure out what the point of the 
statement is. 
While the Provost remarks that many 
faculty members answered individual ques-
tions cautiously by adding "if it is true" with 
the it bothers me question, he is pleased that 
many are so cautions. What about the 40 or 
50 who answered yes. Are these faculty what 
you would call "unscholarly"? 
Undoubtedly many of the faculty question-
naire questions were loaded. However, why 
did so few write, if it is true, and the others 
just concur with the questions. The questions 
were aimed for response and most either did 
or, as we stated before ( which has been con-
firmed by speaking to many faculty mem-
bers), were afraid to answer. 
You also request that faculty should bring 
to your attention any differences of opinion 
concerning commitments. Is that request also 
open for faculty to make other complaints? 
Obviously no faculty members who wants to 
remain at Ithaca College and does not have 
tenure, will take advantage of the invitation, 
if there is one. 
It greatly puzzles us how you, Provost 
Davies, can be "genuinely . gratified by the 
results of this questionnaire." This is your in-
terpretation, and you may believe what you 
want. 
In closing may we mention that perhaps 
both administrators ought to re-examine the 
resuLts of this survey and evaluate faculty re-
action to yourselves. To answer a question of 
Dean- Newsom's concerning the fact that "the 
people who respond generally are more dis-
satisfied from those who do not respond," we 
say, "So what!" It doesn't make a damned bit 
of difference. A good number as you can see 
are dissatisfied-whether they are justified is 
something you'll have to find out for your-
selves. 
Isn't it odd, too, that out of only 50 Pro-
vosts, Shylock should know one of them? ..• 
or maybe Mr. Davies means paraphrase. 
Letters muse not exceed 400 words. 
Newsom Item 12. I have.often heard the 
Admissions Office criticized. Since 
Resp~nds I worked in the Admissions Office 
Dear Mr. Hyman: for two years, I have often won-
Since the results of the Faculty dered exacUy what we were do-
Questionnaire were published i~ ing wrong. What could be done 
the April 26, 1968 Ithacan, I (jon't better? I have never heard one 
feel that they may be allowed to specific constructive comment 
stand withOut some clarification. about .the.--Admissions Office. 
Since I do not have faculty status -,- ¥iii 34. It~uld bother me 
and was not asked to answer the if I were a facult member and 
questionnaire, and since I have had the same r~· ghts and privi-
not been commented on in the leges as a white collar worker. 
questions, I feel that I can re- However, most fac J,_ty feel that 
spond to those parts of the ques- this is one of the reafailvantages 
tionnaire which I know to be in- of being a professor. They findl 
accurate. t heir time is much.more th · 
I am quite concerned about the wn. are able to into a 
results because I do not know th classroom nd teach hout out-
sample that was questioned n r side interf ence. 
the percentage who respond d. Item 39. The President informs 
Was the sample intended to i me that any faculty member may 
elude all full time people with ny part of the budget except 
faculty-status (I know of two who that h ing to do with salaries. 
were not sent a questionnaire)? Item 40. I would expect that 
Were part time faculty asked to the departmental chairmen who 
particip~te? How many tenured work with -their departmental 
faculty 'members responded in faculty on the budget for many 
contrast to non-tenured faculty? hours would feel that they have 
What is the distribution of length participated in drawing up the 
of service of those who responded budget. 
in contrast to those who did not Item 45. The salary scales for 
respond? Isn't it true that the the 1967-1968 academic year were 
people who respond generally are sent to the AAUP in October of 
Item 65. The Faculty of Ithaca 
College voted to have the marks 
of the GIPPE courses averaged 
into the student cumulative av .. 
erages at the meeting on May 26 
1965. ~ the faculty, at this poin~ 
feels that this. is not right, there 
are procedures for changing it. 
The implication from the queS-
tion is that this decision came 
down from above. -
Item 68. I come in contact with 
faculty loads from working with 
the time schedule. It is not right 
to assume that every faculty mem-
ber at Ithaca College should have 
exactly the same number of con-
tact hours. Many faculty members ,,..;, 
have obligations outside of the 
classroom working with students 
that do not show in in contact. , 
hours, but they are still an eS-
sential part of the teaching 
process. (Droma department and 
the plays; TV-Radio department 
and their productions.) 
I have a high regard for faculty 
members because of their scholar. 
ly approach to life. However, the " 
faculty questionnaire is about the 
~orst example of good scholar- . ' 
ship that I have ever seen. I 
must say that this questionnaire 
was quite a disappointment to me. 
Walter B. Newsom 
more dissatisfied than those who 1967. However, I believe that the Assistant Dean 
do not respond? What percentage salary scale approach of the College of Arts and Sciences 
of the original sample responded AAUP is an oversimplification. 
to the questionnaire? With the technology currently 
Let me respond to specfic available, we should be able to 
items: come up with a better approach 
Items 25 through 29. It is very to salary scales t1!an we could 20 
Davies 
Responds 
difficult to evaluate colleagues years ago. Dear Mr. Hyman: ,: .. ~ 
and administrators unless there ' Item 49. I have been unable to In The Ithacan for April 26, 
has been opportunity to observe find any dormitory that was you presented the results of a 
their performances. The Editor of closed before exams were over in recent faculty poll and editorial· 
the Ithacan assumes that many December 1967. ized about its possible implica· 
preferred not to respond. I would Item 51. The Calendar for the tions as to the academic climate 
assume many had no opinion. school year was discussed at the at Ithaca College. 
Frankly, I would be reluctant to All College Faculty meeting of Since some of the comments 
form an opinion about many peo- March 3, 1965. were particularly directed toward 
ple here without spending more Item 52. I have checked with the Provost with what seemed 
time finding out what their duties Dr. Taras, 'Yho was a member of to be negative implications, you 
are and how well they handle the all College Curriculum Com- may be assured I read them with 
these duties. mittee (this committee had repre- particular care. As Shylock once 
Item 5. I don't plan to stay at sentation from all Schools of the observed: "Hath not a Provost 
Ithaca College permanently, but College). This Committee ex- eyes? Hath not a Provost hands, 
this is certainly no reflection on plored the use of the lecture-tape organs, dimensions, senses, affec-
the school. r am nomadic by na~ system prior to its installation. It tions, passions? · - - If you prick 
ture so I will wander on sometime also surveyed pOSSible faculty _them, do they not bleed?" 
in the near future. usage. Continued ori page 5 
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In 75 years Ithaca College has emerged from 
a small Conservatory of Music to a modem 
educational institution with 3500 students, a 
College of A, ts and Sciences, and two addi-
tional schools. 
So, too has the / thacan progressed from the 
four page Once-A-Week first published in 1926 
by the Conservatory students, to its present 
status. The color_pictures in this week's Ith-_ 
acan reflect just a part of the growing cha'lge 
in the paper and the students on campus. No 
longer are the students or the newspaper con-
cerned with only social problems or those af-
fecting them on campus, but national, inter-
rtati<;mal and local problems greatly affect their 
lives and actions. 
Students pressuring the administration to 
offer courses on Negro history and black cul-
tures, demonstrating against the War, the 
draft, and the administration of the college 
itself, are events remarkably new to the Ithaca 
College campus. This was the year of -the first" 
college demonstration, everyone was set for 
the worst, but it was peaceful and orderly. 
This was the year students actively !-;Up-
ported McCarthy in primary contests, Ken-
nedy in his race, and the radio and television 
stations of the college presented elections cov-
erage of major local contests. 
This was the year the newspaper Peace ap-
peared and gave a new voice to campus af-
fairs. Students turned out in great numbers 
to hear Floyd McKissick, Arthur Schlesinger 
and the first campus teach-in. The teach:in 
was received so well, that the orientation com-
mittee has planned a teach-in as part of the 
program for incoming freshmen. Also in the 
orientation program are meetings and dinners 
with professors, lectures and discussions, 
During this year many students invited 
faculty members to dinner or to their dorms 
for informal sessions with them. The student 
Government tried and will plan for next year 
an academic weekend. 
This is the year that the idea for a co-
education dormiitory was founded and will go 
into effect next year. Bringing to the_ students 
the idea that dorms are not just a place to 
sleep, the CO·ed dorm will give students from 
similar majors and interests an opportunity to 
live, work and study together. 
This is the year that students became aware 
that Student Government really exists. Stu~ 
dents became involved in Congress, Freshman 
Congress, and class elections. 
This is the year the Ithacan became in-
volved. Involved in many ways with the stu-
dents, the faculty, the administration, and 
national and international issues. 
This week gives us, as well as the stu-
dents, a chance to see the changes from 1926 
to 1968 not only in the Ithacan, but the Ith-
aca College campus, and the new attitudes 
among students on the campus and through-
out the country. 
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A Man You Can 
Identify With ! 
by Alo" B. Block 
Nelson Rockefeller has thrown his hat into the ring along 
with Harold Stassen, Robert Kennedy, Ronald Reagan, Richard 
Nixon, George Wallace, Eugene McCarthy, Hubert_ Hump~~ey, 
and Joe Begigi. Yes, Jcie Begigi, Ithaca College's first poht1cal 
presidential office seeker. 
Joe is graduating this May after a four ye:ir tour_ of t~e 
mal!;ical mystery land of Ithaca, New York_. Havmg maJor_ed in 
Liberal Lunacy Joe found that the only thmg he was eqmppe~ 
to do upon graduation was buy term papers, and run for presi-
dent. The latter of which is one of the easiest jobs in t~e coun-
rrv. Naturally Joe has no intention of being elect1:d, he Just gets 
-1 ·kick out of running. As he said at his untelev1scd news con-f crencc "I can do more for the country as an active candidate, 
than as an inactive college student." Thus Joe ~as ~ossed his 
skimmer into the ring ( the one he got at Gay Nmet1es 1968). 
You might be interested in kno_wing how Jo,~ came to t~e 
decision to run. So I have asked him for you. Joe, how did 
you come to the decision to run?" .. 
· "I was talking to my top personal advisor," says the latest 
candidate, "my father; and he asked me what I planned to do 
next year. I told him I didn't want to go to graduate school, 
and my $12,000 education has equipped me to do only one 
thing. Run for the presidency." Joe's father agreed, and two 
davs ago from the jam packed ballroom of the Ithaca Hotel, 
Jo~ made the important announcement. 
"I will accept the nomination of any party as a candidate 
for President of these United States." 
The first question the news man Joe hired to come asked 
\\ as about Joe's foreign policy. . 
"The foreign policy plank of my platform," says Joe, "will 
be to build modern buildings everywhere in the world by tax-
ing the residents beyond their means." I asked Joe what that 
would achieve. "Look at how well it's worked for Ithaca Col-
lege,'' said the aspiring politician. You can': argue with l~gic. 
Joe was next asked about the problem of the war m our 
streets, to which he replied: "I can't 1:omment on that.,l've 
been in Ithaca for the last four years and those problems have 
no effect on my life." The crowd of one reporter, Joe's father 
and I began to electrify as we became inspired by Joe's answers. 
How arc you going to straiohten the dollar? I asked. 
"Simple," replied Bcgigi, "Y will borrow from my father, 
and loan to mv uncle (Sam). It has worked for me for the last 
four vears." The applause was now deafening as the crowd grew. 
:\ co~struction man working on restoring tl_1e hotel c_ame over 
to find out who this man of stature was with the microphone 
in the rubble. 
I grabbed the constru_ction man's lapels ~nd screamed: "It's 
JOEY!!!!!" I could tell right away he was impressed. 
The construction man decided to test out the new soon to 
be a national hero. "How do you feel about the Union?", he 
asked. . 
''It's too small," replied Joe. "Great," said the construction 
man. "How you gonna' build it up." 
"Federal subsidies," replied Begigi. "I understand plans and 
blueprints have already been drawn up to allow for future 
tripling of membership in this ~omplex area." Joes' father a_nd I 
pulled the teary eyed construction w~rker off Joe, ~s he pleaded 
to be allowed to shake the candidates hand. \Ve la1~ the worker 
aside and asked Joe the question we knew all America _would be 
asking him in the months to come: "\Vhat are you gomg to do 
to foster national unity?" " 
Joe· paused for a second and took a deep breath. I have 
asked the Monkees to serve ;s Co-secretaries of defense to exc\te 
the young, and Lawrence ~elk to serve as post!11aster to exc1_te 
the old. I will make Tex Ritter Secretary of Agriculture ~o satis-
fy the southerners, and Shirley Temple Black Vice President to 
satisfy the westerners." 
I realized it was bold of me, but I asked Joe anyways: "Do 
you really feel these people are qualified to serve in, those im-
portant offices?" . " . . 
"At least" replied the candidate, as quahf1ed as Ronald 
Reagan and ~yself." You can't argu~ ~ith a m3:n who has o~ly 
America's ·welfare in mind. Joe Beg1g1 for President. The kmd 
1 of president only Ithaca College could spawn. 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Friday, May 3 
7:30 Radio-TV Awards Ban-
quet - Rec. Rm. 
Saturday, May 4 
12-4 TAM Car Wash-Dorm 9 
1:00 Fr. Baseball vs. Oswego 
(H) (2) 
1:00 Var. Track vs. Buffalo (A) 
1:30 Var. Baseball vs. Susque-
hanna (A) 
7:30 Student Affiliates of 
Amer. Chem. Society 
Banquet - Rec. Rm. 
Sunday, May s 
1-5 Quarry Open House 
Quality 
Custom /Framing 
<71,,e, dl11ame Sliop 
Dry mounting - Plcturo 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Cataloguos Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
1:00 Chamber Music Recital-
Lounge 
1:00 Var. Baseball vs. Canisus 
(A) 
Monday, May 6 
1:00 Var. Golf vs. Cortland (A) 
3:00 Var. Baseball vs. St. 
:Lawrence cm 
5:00 WGB - U-1 
6:00 WICB A,M Staff - Job 
7:30 French Club - U-5 
8:00 Spring Weekend '69 Meet-
ing - Rec. Rm. 
8: 15 C. P. Snow Lecture -
Robert Cohen - S-202 
Please turn to page 7 
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State & Cayuga 
AR 2-9678 
by Jo1111 Nodolmon 
"If I had wings no one would ask me should I fly. 
The bird sings, no one asks why. 
I can see in myself wings as I feel them. 
If you see something else, keep your thoughts to yourself 
I'll fly free then. 
Y csterday's eyes see their colors fading away. 
They see their sun turning to grey. 
You can't share in a dream that you don't believe in. 
If you say that you sec and pretend to be me 
You won't be then. 
How can you ask if I'm happy goin' my way? 
You might as well ask a child at play. 
There's no need to discuss or understand me. 
I won't ask of myself to become something else; 
I'll just be me. 
If I had wings no one would ask me should I fly. 
The bird sings, no one asks why. 
I can see in myself wings as 1 feel them. 
If you see something else, keep your thoughts to yourself; 
I'll fly free then." 
Good-bye, and truly, a good luck on your whole life. 
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of the Ithaca College faculty. For I customary approach to any prob-
perhaps more than in any other !em is that of the scholar. 
way a scholar may be identified! Because I have been extensive-
by the care with which he forms ly involved in the problems of the 
his judgments. No scholar worthy I faculty since coming to Ithaca 
of the name will pass judgment I College, I am genuinely grati-
on an issue until he is reasonably ficd by the resuts of this ques-
sure of both the accuracy and ex- tionnaire in revealing the quality 
tensiveness of his facts, It is also of the Ithaca faculty. It is in-
a part of his scholarship to ascer- deed a group of scholars with 
tain with some care the kinds of whom I am proud to be asso-
faets that are finally necessary to ciated, and I can only regret that 
the formation of a valid opinion 1
1
. the feeling is not in some cases 
in :my area of life and thought. mutual. 
Unless he is quite certain that he I am of course disturbed by 
, is indeed dealing with facts and ·I the expressed belief that I have 
1
1 
unless he is quite certain that he , not always kept my commitments 
is in possession of most of the I to the faculty. I can only suggest 
I 
facts relevant to the area of de- j that if any faculty member feels 
cision, he will suspend judgment' I have failed to keep a commit-
\ 
awaiting further knowledge. ment I have made to him, I shall 
Since the position of Provost is seek to redress the grievance as 
a relatively unusual one in Ameri- soon as he brings it to my atten-
l can education (there are only tion. The local chapter of the 
about 50), and since it is a newly AAUP is also, of course, a chan-
created position at Ithaca College, ncl of appeal for those who be-
many faculty members would pre- Iicve they have been wronged. 
sumably feel that they had either Very sincerely yours, 
too few facts or the evidence was Robert M. Davies 
too uncertain for them to express Provost 
a scholarly opinion. Thus, for 
example, during my first year 
as Provost I wrote an important !For McCarthy 
Copyright--Wnrncr Bros. records. "'H I Ha,l Wings" hy Yarrow and Yardley on report having to do with our ac- Dear Editor: 
"Album 1700" by Peter. Puul, oud Mnry. creditation by the Middle States, 
Dear ReadeF 
by Lauralyn Bellamy 
yet I think few faculty members 
knew of the work involved in 
this report or its significance to 
the instituton. I might cite quite 
a few similar instances from my 
own office, as could also be done 
I have been campaigning for 
Senator Eugene :'.\fcCarthy in the 
preferential presidential primary 
in Scranton, Pennsylvania. The 
major purpose of the primary is 
to elect district delegates to rep-
resent the state in the national \Vhat can I say to you? It's the end of another year and by any other admin1strator at the 
I can only wonder if I've p-otten through to you. Every writer College. Many faculty know that conventions. Tonight, our efforts 
h ., b · · do not seem to have been re-fears t e irony of failing to communicate a out commumcanon. some of this work must be going 
Looking back on my columns, I, too, face that fear. on, yet because of the legitimate warded. The indePendent dele-
Somc of you read me. \Vhat do you think? I'll never know. demands of their own duties are gates supporting Senator Mc-
Hopefully, I have provoked you to the point of thinking about , content to assume that other peo- CarthY in Lackawanna County 
have been defeated three votes what's been said. A few of you may actually act upon those pie are helping to share the 
thoughts! Aside from the ego gratification involved, that is burdens of the institution. Yet to one. The poll watchers have 
, cl I witnessed the illegalities of a what I ve tried to get you ( faceless rca ers.) to do. because of the scholarly habit of 
h b political machine in the area. \V at are your responsi ilities to yourselves, your school mind so many of them possess, 
f r h · Many people try to vote twice, and community, your country? A ter the stiirm u11d drarzg o, finals t ey naturally refrain from ex-
I . people who have been dead for is ended, take the time to look at yourse vcs in these various pressing an opinion about the 
ten years are registered to vote. contexts. You arc not one hundred percent pure individuals performance in those other areas h People working for the govern-gliding through t~is world self-contained. In the myriad of roles wh':m t ey are uncertain a~. to mcnt are told for whom to vote. 
we, as social beings play, affect, and are affected by, those their degree of knowlcdgeab1hty. If they vote differently, they will 
\vho come into contact with us. Those of you who will go In a similar vein, I understand lose their jobs. We heard this 
through life saying "But what can I do?" will have failed to I lhat many faculty members reply many times canvassing 
see vourselves as a part of a whole that doesn't be!!:in and end answ_ered individu_al q,,uestions 
J ~ from house to house. Teachers 
with yourselves. cautiously by caymg, It does are registered as illiterate so 
\Vhile preserving the sanctity of the individual, you, col- bother me that such and such is that some one may assist them in 
lectively, have enormous potential for affecting the educational the case" and then wrote the voting. The polling places in some 
growth of Ithaca College (have any of you written to l\fr. Stan words "if it is true." It is par- districts are in the basements of Davis about courses in Black history and culture?) and the ticularly noteworthy that the 
moral, political, and economic rejuvenation of this country. Only faculty were so cautious, for I delegates running for. ~ffice. 
a precious few of you fully realize this. The rest of you will be know that at least two of the Under these cond1tionS, o~e 
herded into the "mainstream" of American life to join the questions are false assertions of i may ask_ why bot?er: to be ID-
"nation of sheep." :May the A.S.P.C.A. watch over you! fact and I believe that at least volved m campaigning at all 
fou; or five others are distortions when he does_n't have any con-
LETTERS Continued 
Well, to come to the point, you 
thought it strange that 50 faculty 
members should choose to ex-
press no opinion as to whether 
the Provost adequately performs 
his duties, a situation empha-
sized, you felt, by nearly the 
same degree of silence concern-
ing many other administrators. 
Your conslusion is that only fear 
kept the faculty silent about such 
~uluau 3!Ulln 
1757 Slatervlllo Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
SUNDAYS 
Noon to 8:00 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Primo Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
272 • 6171 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
matters: "Is fear the reason for 
not answering? \Ve can only rea-
son that it must be fear ... " 
As I say, I have spent consider-
able time thinking about this 
questionnaire, for many of its 
questions concern areas with 
which I am charged by the Board 
of Trustees as part of my respon-
sibility to Ithaca College. 
Quite contrary to your analysis, 
I find the results of the faculty 
questionnaire a remarkable tri-
bute to the general scholarliness 
or misrepresentations that vir- trol ~ver who 1s elected. ~c fact 
tually force the reader to a sim- remams, however, that 1f the 
ple answer that is essentially s~stem can be ke~t honest and, 
false because of its simplified 
I 
ltve peoP_le. vote mstead of ~e-
misreprcscntation of complex is- ceased v1ch~s _o~ graft having 
sues. the say, the md1v1dual vote does 
As I say, therefore, though the I count. Each _person must feel 
questionnaire itself seems to me th~t h~ and his vo~e mean some-
to be one of the most inept docu- thmg 1f he doesn t w~nt to be 
ments I have ever seen published controlled by the maehme. 
a careful study of the results wili No~ every state has a P_Ol_iti_eal 
emphasize the fact that the co]- machine. In these states, 1t 1s 1~-
lcctive judgment of the Ithaca portant to keeP. the voters _m-
College faculty is that of a group formed on the issues for which 
of responsible individuals whose Please turn to page 7 
Coeds at a famous unuversnity 
here n n the !East were to~d 
that they had to gnve up 
enther mono-dresses 
oir Genesee lBeer. 
,,rN n"rw co FlOCH N ... 
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West Torw-er~ A 
ModleR D0)1rJ11I1li1toli°y 
During the last seven months, 
West Tower has been what Coun-
cil President, Lance Cunha calls, 
"a model of efficient and enjoy-
able dormitory living." The Coun-
cil a chartered organization, ad-
mi~istered by Lance Cunha, Vice-
President George Calver, Secre-
tary William Braun, Treasurer 
John McGhan, and Member-at-
Large Robert Habersaat, has 
achieved the following goals: 
1. a high degree of integration, 
maturity, and responsibility; 
2. a sense of democratic and 
efficient dormitory government; 
3. a highly organized dormitory 
administration; 
4. a greater range of social 
activities; 
5. a greater range of educa-
tional facilties, incentives, and 
atmosphere; 
6. fostering and sponsoring of 
inter-dormitory and intra-dormi-
tory athletic events; 
7. an increased sensitivity to 
the desires of the men in the 
dormitory; 
8. development of a high level 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
'V 
!HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tloga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Down in 
ulh e 
VcnllUey 
rH1011J1se 
801 West Buffalo 
You'll Have 
PIZZA 
The Way You D..ilce Ut! 
of communication between West 
Tower and other student govern-
ments, dormitories, and college 
administrative and faculty mem-
bers; 
9. the creation of a wide range 
of desirable and expedient dorm 
services; 
10. the establishment of a 
strong, influential, and presti-
gious government which has 
furthered the political, social, 
educational, and cultural ·goals 
at Ithaca College. 
The Council has succeeded in 
accomplishing all of the above 
goals via organizational efficiency 
and a superb communications 
mechanism. The following pro-
grams can only suggest the scope 
and magnitude of the dorm's 
functions: dorm I.D. cards to pro-
mote intregration in the dorm, 
academic incentive awards to en-
courage scholarly pursuits, stu-
dent-faculty forums to increase 
faculty involvement in the dormi-
tory, a loan fund,_ to aid those 
men in the dorm who may be in 
temporary financial difficulties, 
receptions for distinguished 
guests at Ithaca College (especial-
ly Parent's Weekend), cocktail 
parties, a dorm library (presently 
totaling approximately 650 
books), regular "at-homes," floor 
and . dormitory photographs, a 
dorm scrapbook, a glee club, 
several informal social mixers, ef-
ficient dorm damage policies, 
which encouraged a lasting Teap-
proachment between the West 
Tower and the ideological zealots 
in Job, the writing of a charter 
(i.e., a constitution) establishing 
three distinct branches of gov-
ernment, the creating of commit-
~ces (e.g., social, public relations, 
educational, c u l t u r a 1 , an d 
athletic) and subcommittees (e.g., 
damage investigation, constitu-
tional, etc.), concerts (e.g., the 
"Baroque Folk"), the sponsoring 
Please turn to page 18 
D~s A Specia8 Treed: il'o Visit 
MA VIER'S SMOKE SHOP'S 
FINE NEW STORE AT 
318 EAST STATE STREET 
(Just east of the Strand Theatre) 
With its large selection of 
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7/'wo Summell Greek Columns 
Sessions 
Two five-week summer ses-
sions, replacing the old six-week 
single term, highlight Ithaca Col-
lege's enlarged summer program 
of courses this year. 
Two features result from the 
revised program. Students at-
tending both summer sessions can 
pick up a total of 12 hours -
nearly a full semester of aca-
demic work. Previously, the 
maximum summer workload was 
six credit hours. 
Also, students planning an ex-
tended vacation can do so by en-
rolling in only one session. The 
opening term runs June 10 
through July 13. The second be-
gins July 15 and ends August 17. 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
by Judy Pauley 
Mu Phi Epsilon has recently 
been contemplating helping the 
organization CIVITAS along the 
lines of music therapy. Martha 
Glaze, the spokesman for- our 
sorority, bas been attending their 
meetings at Cornell and dis-
covered this opening to us last 
week. As music therapy is one of 
the goals of our sorority, this op-
portunity for work in that field 
is encouraging to our sisters. 
Congratulations should be ex-
tended to Martha Glaze and Julie 
Green for their admittance into 
Aspen Music School and festival, 
with a $200 scholarship to boot! 
They will be spending tbeir sum-
mer at Aspen studying under 
some of the finest musicians. 
Not only have the sisters of 
sions, a two-week Intersession Mu Phi Epsilon been seriously 
graduate program will be offered. working bard but have been 
Intersession, July 1-13, consists of working hard at having fun too! 
courses in education, speech, and For instance, Nancy Pescho bas 
health, physical education and been crawling out of classes. Sue 
recreation. - Cahill seems to make a fun game 
In addition to the double ses-
In all, Summer Sessions at of finding weird places to wash 
Ithaca College include more than her hair. Ginny Knowles, our 
200 graduate and undergraduate senior super stellar sister, found 
courses. Students will be admit- her fun in bobbling around on a 
ted either as degree students or broken toe. Congratulations, 
with an unclassified status as Crash! Marilyn Kessel also finds 
visiting stu_dents. injuries profitable; there is al-
Featured also are a number of ways someone to set your hair. 
advanced teacher-education grad- right, Marilyn? 
uate courses. Teachers in private Fun or work, the sisters of 
and public schools, as well as pro- Mu Phi Epsilon enjoy being a 
fessionals working in related' 3orority. We will sincerely miss 
fields, may apply. our four graduating sisters next 
A varied "studies abroad" pro- year. Betty Poplowski, Ginny 
gram consists of courses, taught Knowles, Fay Belknap, and Helen 
by Ithaca College professors, Pagel, we wish you the best of 
that carry graduate and under- luck in the future, and, Helen, 
graduate credits. These courses save your chops for Alfie! Al-
include three and six-week Euro- though losing four stellar sis-
pean travel courses in special ters, we gained ten new sisters 
education, comparative education, last Sunday. Welcome, girls, and 
music, physical education and we only hope 'we can give you as 
physical therapy. Also offered much inspiration as you showed 
are a cultural travel course in the us during your pledging period. 
Caribbean and a language travel 
course in Spain, Morocco and 
Portugal. 
Special programs - notably 
driver education and director's 
certification - and workshops 
will be offered on campus. Off-
campus programs will be pre-
sented in a number of western, 
central and eastern upstate New 
York communities. 
Complete information concern-
ing Ithaca College's summer pro-
gram is available from the Sum-
mer School Catalog. 
•t•;.+!+o;'*,i,:,~ .. :-1>+: ...... :._.._.. . : .. :++lo-H~l J COIN SHOW 
:t. Sunday, May 5, 1968 
* V.F.W. 
~f 10 a.m. 'til auction in p.m. I ): F~~o~~::~~N I f Candor Coin Club • 
{• Ithaca, N.Y. •i f Chairman - Earl Mix Jr. f f. AR 2-4985 or AR 3-9414 i 
<•X••:.+: ... :~+~J.~:.-.z.,...~~. 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
The Red Baron, Snoopy, and 
SAI struck again on Saturday in 
the Spring Weekend float parade 
and a riotous time was had by all. 
Our thanks go to the Red Baron 
alias Karen Nezbeda and all the 
other sisters who trooped out to 
good old Mr. Eldridge's to work 
on the float. Undaunted by 
freezing rain, nails that just 
wouldn't go in straight and paint 
that seemed to end up every-
where but on the float, they 
strove on to complete the-iinpos-
sible mission. The only casualties 
were a few shot chops and various 
assundry bruises attributable to 
drums and tubas. 
Congratulations to Genia Hol-
lander and Ginger Merrey on 
their fine recitals. Also, our 
sincerest congratulations and 
warmest welcome to our newest 
sister, Mary Schaefer. 
<CODDINGTON CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WDTHDN WALKING DISTANCE 
SANDWICHES - COMPLl:TE DINNERS - PIZZA 
IFLllEIE DEII.BVERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
4 • 12-7 days awoo!t 
Call 272-1379 
Sigma Alpha Eta 
Sigma Alpha Eta, national pro-
fessional speech pathology and 
audiology fraternity, held its an-
nual spring induction of key 
members on Thursday, May 2, at 
Sylvan Hills. The following asso-
ciate members were inducted as 
keys: Judi Feldman, Martha Meis-
ter, Karen Ostby, Bonney Lee 
Persons, Andrea Randel, Sara 
Rosenfeld, Pat Salk, Michele 
Shank, Barbara. Stein, Bonnie 
White and Mary Widding. Our 
congratulations are out to these 
girls! 
A Symposium on stuttering is 
being held on May 10, in B-102. 
The all-day affair is sponsored by 
Sigma Alpha Eta and the Depart-
ment of Speech Pathology and 
Audiology. Dr. Albert Murphy of 
Boston University and Dr. Ed-
ward Nuttall of the University of 
Oklahoma will present current 
theories of stuttering, the linguis-
tic and phycbological implications 
of the disorder and therapy tech-
niques used for stuttering cases. 
Members and interested students 
are urged to attend. 
Rho Mu Theta 
Well, Rho Mu· has done it 
again! We've gone down in Ithaca 
College history by winning the 
float parade for an unequaled 
third year in a row and for the 
fourth time in seven years! The 
competition was very close this 
year as Phi Delt and Phi E K 
combined forces to come up with 
an excellent float. Pi Theta Phi 
also bad a very good one, as did 
the West Tower. 
Meanwhile, \he weekend went 
according to plan and we wish to 
congratulate the Junior class for 
an excellent weekend. This year, 
we shared a ~odge with Pi Theta 
Phi and everyone who went had 
the time of their lives. The "In-
dian" bad all of us worried when 
he got lost in the woods Saturday 
afternoon after having a tremen-
dous battle with a keg of beer 
(he won) .. But he finally turned 
up on Sunday afternoon as the 
second base in a feverish soft-
ball game. 
Belated congratulations to new 
brothers Dick Leone and Chuck 
Millan and all the other new fra. 
ternity and sorority members. 
Tau Alpha Mu 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
by Ron Kobosko 
For Alpha Epsilon Rho, the 
national honorary RadiO-Televi. 
sion fraternity, its been a week 
for all of us to .readjust ourselves 
to academics after a busy and 
successful Spring Weekend. Our 
telecast of the Weekend Float 
~arade went smoothly; everyone 
gave his maximum effort toward 
achieving a good production. 
Then, after the concert, the bro. 
thers and sisters and their dates 
enjoyed our party at Sylvan Hills. 
With a good band, and plenty of 
food and drink, everyone had a 
groovy time. 
Tonight, of course, another 
Alpha Epsilon Rho sponsored 
event takes place: the Fourth 
Annual Radio - Television - Film 
Awards Banquet and Wine. 
Sampling Party. The event takes 
place at 6 p.m. in the Union Rec. 
Room, and will feature a buffet 
dinner and guest speaker Profcs. 
sor Charles C. Russel of Cornell 
University. Admission is only 50c 
with a Student I.D. card, and 
$2.50 without. 
As this academic year draws to'-
a close, Alpha Epsilon Rho looks 
back on what turned out to be J 
very successful year. It saw mere 
Alpha Epsilon Rho profes,ional 
and social activities than e·,cr be-
fore - the freshman orie!"itation 
tour, the TV-Radio Department 
film, and Parents' Weekend Ban-
quet, our Fall Weekend Booth 
and Party, our TV Show "Spot. 
light," the Float Parade telecast, 
Spring Weekend Party, and to. 
night's Awards Banquet, to name 
only the highlights. Seventeen 
new brothers and sisters were 
welcomed this year, and their 
talents and ideas have already 
begun to contribute to our fur-
ther success and growth. The un-
dergraduate members of the 
fraternity congratulate the Sen-
ior members, who have contri-
buted much to both Radio-TV 
operations in the Department and 
to Alpha Epsilon Rho, and who 
provided much of -the leadership 
for this year's dynamic growth. 
Best of luck on all your future 
endeavors to graduating brother~-· 
Fred Eisentbal, Ernie Sauer, 
Miles Kinocb, Stephan Schiffman · 
and sister Jessica Savitch. Elec-
tions for next year's officers will , 
be held early next week, and 1 
general plans for next fall will 
be discussed. The brothers and 
by ~ Ames _ sisters wish everyone good luck 
N th t S · W k d . on finals, and a pleasant and ow a pnng ee en 1s . 
over, most of the activities in-1 ;,rof:table summer. 
volving the fraternities and 
sororities have been completed. 1 
The Tammy sisters are extremei-: i 
pleased with the success of this I 
first semester's events including ! 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by WIiiiam Menf% 
the Easter egg hunt, the costume I Another year has come to an 
party, and especially with its I end. We lcok back and see two newest members. . Yery successful mixers, one with Again, many thanks are given Delta Phi Zeta and one with Del!J 
to all the people who have of- Kappa. We see a successfal 
fered their time to help Tau UNICEF Card Sale and United 
Alpha Mu to become an establish- Fund drive. We see growth both 
ed part of the Ithaca College life. in the house and on the campus. 
Remember, next fall will be We pass another Spring Weekend 
the time for the planned all- {collapsable caboose and all) an~ 
Greek picnic. Pleaso tum to page 9 
OTlHACA GUN COo 
SlJMMER WORK _ 
The Ithaca Gun Co. will train students to work the l st 
and 2nd shift in the Machine Shop or Wood Shop. 
Apply 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. -
Monday • Friday 
Personnel Office - 123 Lake Ave. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
l 1 
I 
! I 
I I i: 
LETTERS Continued 
they are voting. It does have an 
effect on the voter when he is 
pesonally spoken to concerning 
bis opportunity and responsibility 
to make a decision. I feel that 
, this is my main purpose in cam-
- paign'ing for McCarthy. If, how-
ever, I work twenty.four hours a 
day and ten other people work 
the same amount of time, our 
time isn't enough. It is more im-
portant for many to volunteer a 
small amount of their time and 
their ideals to the campaign. 
Jn Scranton, I not only cam. 
paigned for McCarthy, but for 
myself, also. I spoke to people 
and saw things in Scranton that 
made me realize common prob~ 
]ems and individual needs of the 
area. I saw culm banks and waste 
, that I could not fathom existed. 
< -· I've never lived in a mining town. 
For these reasons I intend to 
keep campaigning for McCarthy 
in future primaries and hope that 
more people will contribute more 
time to this election so that they 
can have more time for them-
selves. 
Thank you, 
Betsey Glaser 
Receiving Diplomas 
Dear Editor: 
I have just learned that a com-
mittee has decided that the 
diplomas will not be given out to 
the seniors at the Commence-
ment Ceremonies but at some 
receptions that the Deans will 
have to give after the ceremonies. 
Is this fa'ir? The reason given 
is that it would take about one 
hour to have them given in front 
of evecyone, ·so· they have decided 
to have them handed out in back 
of everyone. 
We parents have waited a Jong 
time to be given the honor of 
waiting an hour or even more to 
hear our children's names called 
out in front of all their friends 
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and relatives and to see them 
walk up and receive their diplo-
mas. Surely the committee has 
not the right to take this away 
from us. 
If they feel the ceremonies will 
be too long then cut down the 
speeches, ti is the seniors' day, 
not the speakers. Why, after sit-
ting through long speeches, do we 
have to go to a forced reception 
to receive that which should have 
been given at the ceremonies? 
Namely, our children's diplomas, 
and why do the Deans and Facul-
ty have to attend another boring 
reception? Everyone has their 
own plans and I am sure are 
anxious to get going after the 
ceremonies. 
It is not too late to change 
this childish idea and make this 
graduation a real college gradua-
tion. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mrs. Beatrice F. Ruff 
Senior Week 
Dear Graduating Senior: 
With only a few weeks left un-
til graduation, activities for 
senior week are well under way. 
Included in the week-long events 
will be a party on Tuesday, a pic-
nic and dance on Wednesday, 
and a dinner-dance on Thursday. 
Leonardo's will be the place 
for the first senior party on Tues-
day, May 14. Starting at 8:00 
p.m. and continuing until 10:00 
p.m. special prices will prevail 
at the bar. Schaefer beer will sell 
for 25c and high balls will be 
only 45c. 
On Wednesday, May 15, grad-
uating seniors will be at Lower 
Treman State Park for an all-day 
picnic. Free hamburgers, hot dogs 
and beer will be available from 
12 noon until 6:00 p.m. 
That evening the Warehouse 
will be the place to meet. With 
music by The Oz and Ends, spec-
ial prices will be available to LC. 
seniors - admission will be 50c 
a person with beer at 10c a draft. 
The week's events will culmi-
nate with a dinner-dance spon-
sored by the Alumni Association 
and SAGA Food Service on Thurs-
day, May 16, in the Terrace Din-
ing Hall. The free cocktail hour 
will begin at 6:30 p.m. with din-
ner being served at 7:00 p.m. 
Seating will be limited to grad-
uating seniors. Following the buf-
fet dinner, a dance will be held 
with music by the John Whitney 
Quartet. A full cash bar will be 
opened during the dance from 
8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. 
The Senior Class greatly appre-
ciates the kindness of Saga Food 
Service and Mr. Hewitt, Director 
of Alumni Association, in helping 
to make this a successful and 
memorable occasion. 
Cordially, 
Bill Whelan 
Senior Class President 
Money for King Fund 
Dear Sir: 
At its regular monthly meet-
ing, Tuesday evening, April 30, 
the United Christian Fellowship 
Council unanimously passed a 
resolution which should be of 
considerable interest to the en-
tire Ithaca College community; 
to wit: 
The United Christian Fellowship 
Council believes that contribu-
tions to the Reverend Doctor 
Martin Luther King Memorial 
Fund should have priority at the 
present time over contribution 
of funds for the construction of 
a religious center on campus. 
Resreetfully, 
Janet E. Ives, 
Chairman, 1967-68 
Keith Ripka, 
Chairman, 1968-69 
CALIEN DAR Conttinued nationwide debut on television in 
a youth concert with Leonard 
Tuesday, May 7 Bernstein and the New York 
12-5 P.T. Careers Conference- Philharmonic in 1963. Substitu-
Rec. Rm. ting for Gleen Gould in a Phil-
3:00 Var. Baseball vs. Cortland harmonic series concert that sea-
(H) son, he received immediate recog. 
3:30 Var. Lacrosse vs. Alfred nition in musical circles. 
(H) Watts has performed with lead-
6:30 Student Congress - S-202 ing symphony orchestras, among 
Wedneosday, May 8 ' them Philadelphia, Washington, 
3:00 Var. Track vs. Syracuse Berlin, London, and Amsterdam. 
(H) He has toured throughout the 
3:00 Fr. Track vs. Brockport world for the U.S. State Depart-
(H) mcnt. 
3:00 Fr. Baseball vs. Syracuse The second concert features 
(H) .Jacqueline du Pre, established on 
3:45 Head Residents - Job the international music scene as 
Saturday, May 11 one of the extraordinary instru-
1:30 Var. Baseball vs. St. Bona- mentalists of our time. The young 
venture (A) British cellist will present a re. 
Sunday, May 12 cital on Friday, November 22. As 
1:30 Var. Baseball vs. Hartwick a tribute to her talent, Miss du 
C1D Pre has received from anony-
Outdoor Band Concert mous donors two Stradivarius 
May 13, 14, 15 celli, one dated 1673, the other 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Used Book Buyer 1712. 
-Union Lobby 
Soloists 
Headline 
Concerfc 
Series 
by Paula Silbey 
Two outstanding young soloists 
will be featured in the 1968-1969 
Ithaca College Concert Series, to-
gether with a visiting chamber 
orchestra and an accomplished 
baritone. 
All four concerts will be held 
in Walter Ford Hall at 8:15 p.m. 
Tickets are on sale at the Ithaca 
College School of Music for $7.00 
to I.C. students and staff. 
Pianist Andre Watts will open 
the series on Thursday, October 
3. The 21-year-old artist made his 
She is the wife of Israeli 
pianist and conductor, Daniel 
Barenbeim, with whom she fre-
quently gives joint recitals. 
The Israel Chamber Orchestra, 
touring the U.S. for the first time 
next season, will come to Ithaca 
Wednesday, Januacy 29, 1969. 
The orchestra, founded by Gacy 
Bertini, its artistic director, is 
one of its own country's most 
popular ensembles. Under Ber. 
tini's baton, the chamber orches-
tra will play from a varied repcr-
tore, which ranges from baroque 
to contemporacy compositions. 
The concluding concert in the 
series will be given Wednseday, 
Mar. 26, 1969, by Hermann Prey, 
one of the leading interpreters of 
lieder. The Berlin-born baritone 
won his first musical success in 
1952 when be placed first out of 
2,000 contestants in the Meister-
singer competition sponsored by 
the U.S. Armed Forces in Ger-
many. Since then, his appear-
ances in Europe and America 
have brought him critical acclaim 
as a foremost performer of lieder, 
oratorio and opera. 
CONGRATULATI-ONS 
to the 
EDITORS and STAFF 
of THE ITHACAN 
New York (NAPS) - New York 
on no dollars a day? Well, not 
quite, but this summer New York 
City will be a real vacation bar-
gain with "15 Great Free Things 
to Do." That's the special theme 
marking the 15th anniversary of 
the "New York Is a Summer Fes. 
tival!" season, reports the New 
York Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. 
These 15 activities have been 
selected as New York's way of 
showing visitors how to enjoy the 
city during summer '68 - with-
out spending a penny! East Side, 
West Side, all around the town, 
the city will swing with exciting 
activity. 
The 15 free things arc: New 
York Philharmonic concerts in 
the city's parks, United Nations 
meetings, Shakespeare in the 
Park, Richmondtown Restoration 
on Staten Island, TV shows, folk 
and square dancing in the parks, 
Chinatown, New York Stock Ex-
change, fireworks at Rockaway 
and Coney Island, neighborhood 
walking tours and street festivals, 
flowers shows at the New York 
Botanical Garden, Brooklyn Bo-
tanic Garden and Channel Gard-
ens in Rockefeller Center, New 
York's great free museums, win-
down shopping, Times Square and 
Allied Chemical Ex!libit Center, 
and Goldman-Gug6cnhcim Band 
concerts. 
The world-famous New York 
Philharmonic, celebrating its 
15th annivers:;.ry year, will offer 
15 free concerts in New York's 
parks. Visitors can attend per-
formances in Sheep Meadow, 
Central Park, on three consecu-
tive Tuesday nights - July 30, 
Please turn to page 14 
upon the eompletion @i ~iioih<l9w 
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oll~-P~ 110N A CLEAR PAY . .. '' by Jeannette Smyth 
by Susan Longaker .On A Clear Da,y You c'an See Forever is a strange musical 
that doesn't cllclCThe book and lyrics· are by Alan Jay Lerner, 
, It is with some regret that I end my year ·and the' column the music by Burton Lane. ·It is said that Lerner wrote the story 
that I have become quite attached to. It has been quite a year as a labor of love after having had some experience with the 
as far as poetry and other crea~ions at ~thaca College. I am par- twilight zone of hypnosis, ESP, and reincarnati?n. pn, A Clear 
ticularly heartened that there 1s a growmg number of poets, who Day is th~ story of Dr. Mark Bruckner, a psychiatnst who falls 
are no longer hiding their works in the closets. _Althoug~ I have in love with Daisy Gamble's alter-ego, a .long_. dead charmer 
not received as many poems as I would have hke to pnnt here, named Melinda, who comes ito life only when Daisy is hypno-
1 have informally seen many peoples' "works." Monday night tized 'into somnolence. When Daisy discovers this weird tri-
was a good one for me in many ways, for it was a small ~th- angle, she says "ll won't have you using my head as a motel;= •.. " 
ering of poets reading their own works that were ent~r~d m a The story is told through the use of flashbacks and special 
contest. I finally met Ray DeMarco who has, been sendmg '!le stage effects: while Daisy and Dr. Bruckner stand in front, 
poems for what seems like years and I have never otherwise Melinda's story is. enacted behind a semi-transparent curtain. 
known him. Dr. Ogden hosted several others who all read well When Daisy is brought out of her trance, .the curtain .becomes 
and who put forth some well-written ver~e. It was g_?od for_ us_ the ·opaque wall of Bruckner's office. The love affair is un<:on-
to get tog..,ther and I hop~ that t~e.re will b_e m?r~ 1!1teract1on vincing; the script is sp~tty - the jokes are good, ~e ex~ama· 
between all writers and wishful writers. I. thmk 1t 1s important tions bad; there are a couple of superfluous and mexphcable 
for any writer to have con~act with others who writ~. I want, production numbers ("The Gout" and "The S.S. Bernard 
finally, to say to all who write, hon cha~c~ and. use this ~u~~er Cohn"); there are ·~ome beautiful •love_ scenes and a hair-raising 
time to its fullest for your. art. Try writmg with t~e d1sc1plme deja vu scene. I wish Lerner would give ithe story to someone 
of rising every morning to ·the pe~ or t~e cygewnter. It was who can write - he has a knack for messing up good ones. 
Pope who once said that to be a serious writer, one must forget Can we f?rget the !Dess he made of. Tke Once a,nd Fura_re ~ing? 
father and mother ( and other) and cleave to it alone." ( Essay The music and lyncs of Camelot are great, but the scnpt 1s ... 
on Criticism). . incredible. . 
I shall close with a selection from some of my favorite This handicap of Lerner's. does not faze our cast. The sing-
poets and the poems that will leave you a rare feeling of good, ing is always good; Stephen 'Brown and his orchestra have a 
and perhaps a little hope . . . . - 1 sure touch; all of the performers are ene~tic and bright. Lynn A LATE SPRING DAY IN MY LIFE Pheasant as Daisy gives an upbeat, urbane performance. Her 
by Robert Bly exhausting costume changes and demanding switches of person-. 
A silence hovers over the earth: ality are smoo~hly and ~uavely don1;. Stevt: S~aefer as' Dr. 
The grass lifts lightly in the heat Bruckner combines the air of' professional scientist and young 
Like the ancient wing of a bird. lover, comiog up with a suitable air of avid poise. Both he• and 
A horse gazes steadily at me.· Miss Pheasant look and sing very well. Charles Light, as Ed:. 
FOLLY OF CLOWNS ward Moncrief, Melinda's dashi.!l_g husband, sings a wonderful 
by Kenneth Patchen duet with Miss Pheasant, ''She Wasn't you." Alice Cohen. does 
Come laughing when the wind a good torrid dance; Don Croll does an excellent tongue-twis~ng, 
Has blown a hole fast-paced scene with Mr. Schaefer. Gibby Brand makes his· 
In the world final funn~ appearance on the Ithaca College stage as a carica-
See the moving sparkle covers ture Viennese psychiatrist. Unusual scenery and lighting de-
Such chits as orchards 
Thrones and caravansaries 
Blackened eye-sockets. above the grit 
And silt of destinies 
0 come ~ere laughing anyway 
And let your head 
Be daft 
mands are met imaginatively by Peter Forward, Geraldine 
Palmer and W. Scott Robinson. · 
Some of the mystifying plot problems and transitions might 
have been smoothed by a more deliberate and. dramatic hand; 
explanatory choreography ana staging could have been used for 
a better effect. Per~!1PS Messrs. Cornea. and Barµwell (respec-
tively) were as mystified as I by the scnpt. · ·- · . 
Music- Review 
' 
111rr~ 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
... ' 
CINEMA-Elvira Madigan-Week number ~o for Bo Widee. 
berg's clasic and,...tragic love· story of two/people who could 
not turn everyday into. a summer afternoon although they 
tried to the end. · · ··' 
STATE-~o Way To Treat A. Latfy...;...R°«>d Steiger goes through 
' a myriad of voices and costumes in this black comedy 
about .a Manhattan St~n~ler •. George Segal is the pursuing 
d~tect1ve and Lee Renuck 1s his threatened wife. 
STRAN~ The s~cond week for Mark Rydell's adaptation of · 
. - the D. H. Lawrence novella, _The Fox. Sandy Dennis and 
Anne Heywood are. two lesbians · on a Canadian chicken 
farm and Keir Dullea is the male fox that invades their lair. 
... ' . ' 
TEMPL~Ives Montand, Anne Giradout,-and Candice Bergen , 
star m Claude LeLouche's · ~ale· of adultery among the ad. 
v~nture set. _Mo~tand· is a war correspondent in Viet Nam, 
· G1r_adout, his wife, and Bergen ·his model . mistress. The 
film is entitled, with such piercing insight and profundity 
Live. for Life. · · · ' 
ITHACA-:-A Man and A. w ~n, "pretty people pretty scenery 
· pretty colors, pretty music in this very 'pretty film by 
·- Claude Le~he, who for good measure adds pretty sports 
cars for racmg fans, · 
. None of th_e filfl!S in town this week, \Vith the ~ception of 
Elvira Madigan ( rey1ewed last issue). is a particularly good work 
to dose these past three ye~ of reviews. Ther.efore, l will turn 
to a br!>ad~r fook at-the cinema and some comments on the high- '· -, 
ly subJecnve matter of personal favorites. · . 
"~y don't th.e critics· like. anything that is entertaining?" 
To this C0!11fflOn m!sunderstandm~ one· must.explain that there 
are. two kinds of cinema. There 1S. entertainment and there is 
ar~ .. The latter cat~ry obyi_ously · is: the only one !equiring . 
cnt1cal comment. Usmg art m one of its broader defimtions as 
the co~uni~tion of an ~dea or a feeling through the limit; of 
a sp~Cific_me<li:um, a. growing number of films fit the definition. 
Paymg attennon ·, to tht: re;st, the. solely. ente~aining cinema 
would be analogous of reviewing the Sunday funnies or the· weekly 
TV ~i~tion. comedies. There ~re some that are better than oth-
ers, Jt 'ls as ~in:,J?le as .that •. S!) ~ answer_ to th~ question of what 
I hke -that· 1s Just enertaming' there follows a listing of some 
of my fav~~tes. !{ortl,, by North.we.rt, Charade, A Nigkt At The 
Opera, R#fi, Ksng Kon.g, My Fair Lady, The Pink Panther,-:..,, 
The Wrong Pox, Wlw¥S"\New Pussycat?, It's A Mad •.. Mad . 
World, Breakfast At Ti/fMVys, Mary Poppins From Russia With · 
Love, These. Magnificent·_ Men in· Tkeir' Flyi,ng· Machines 
P.rycko, How to Steal A Millwm,-...That Man From Rio Seduced 
and Abandoned,.'1:op H-at an4 a 'list C?f .m~y o~ers. One thing 
With sun and glitter of 
Running 
Naked beside the waters 
As in pallid sand life's 
Statues sleep 
all of th~e.have m.c«;>mmon 1s an \V&mality, ~nd a perfection 
of -techmque for maximum· effect. at the cmema seems to 
by Jeff ~gel be lack;in.g today is·~ production of. enjoyabTe; fairly intelligent, 
Saturday afternoon, April 27 the third annual Sisters of and ongm_al entertainment. In the · concentration on film an 
St. Joseph Concert was' held at Ford· Hall. '.fhe chorus of Hollywood is expanding slowly to meet the times demand huf 
ninety-nine nuns and novices, from Rochester gave an enjoyable in ~e production of entertainment they · are offering notlting 
Tattered ~rm waves up! 
School keep or not 
THE SKY 
from the1 Ewe in African Poetry, ed. by Ulli Beier 
The Sky at night is like a big city 
where beasts and men abound, 
but never once has anyone 
killed a fowl or goat, 
concert of a large variety of songs. The program was c1ivided particularly worthwhile. · . -- · . 
into seven·portions, with each one being.devoted to a specialized ~ far as-fI~ art ~s.concerned! there are.many problems in 
type of vocal literature. The pr~ began with "ln the Spirit selectmg any bm~ted list · of favontC;S- The hst ~hanges as one ) I"· 
of the'-Sacred," including religious numbers· by Brahms and encounters_ new f1lm_s and :>Id classics not yet viewed. But in 
Haydn, followed by "On the Spirit of Nature," featuring works answer to the q~es~on of 'Wh~t do you really like?" and for · 
by Mozart and Elgar; "To .rl?e Spirit o_f the Di<X?se," devoted-to the pu~ose of st~g conv~rsation there follow~ _a list of ten ?f 
a work ·composed by William Fems for this performance; my all tlfl!e. favontes. They a-:,e put down here. JOJorder of their 
''With the Spirit of ,the Human Heart;'. featuring one· of -the- _release. C?-tizen; _KMU: (1941) Orson _W«;Hes_ piercing look at. a 
no bear has. ever killed a prey. 
There are no accidents; there are no losses. 
Everything knows its way. 
sisters ( who kep~ a _very enligh~ened _ looki_ng smile on ·ht:r. face man figh~ng ~is way to th~ top and fu~dmg 1t empty: Them~t1c-
throughout, her smgmg) as soloist with pi:ino accoJJiparument, ally and 10 hi~ .new t«:Chmques and t1;R1e sequence. mnovat10ns 
- sinfiing a spiritu~l and a song hY; ~unod; · "For the Spi~t of W,eHes made th<:, most unpo~~ Amencan film sinc_e Griffith. ~-
Children," includmg works by William Sch~ ·and Humper- Patke_r ~tme/u:l1, (1954). SatyaJ1~ Raf's ove!W~elmmgly beaun-
dinck· "From the Spirit of America" featuring·several spirituals· .ful view of a poor Indian .family gives classic statements on - PEACE . 
by GeFared Manley Hopkins · 
from his Selected Prose and.Poetry ed. by W. H. Gardner 
When will you ever, Peace, wild wood,dove, shy wings shut, 
Your round me roaming end and uder be my boughs? 
When when Peace, will you, Peace? I'll not play hypocrite 
To my own heart: I yield you do come sometimes; but . 
That piecemeal peace is poor peace. What pure peace allows 
Alarms of wars, the daunting wars, the death of it? 
' ' ' ma , t l I "th· · :ind concluding with "With the Spirit of tlie Th~;itre'' :mclud~ n s_ e_ erna 8trugg e WI .an un~anng na~re. 3: T_ke Seven 
mg an arrangement of songs from the musical "F1ddler·on the Sa~un,(1954) ,1\kira ;Ku~sowa directed tlus poenc film about 
Roor' and a selection from "Cavalleria Rusi:icana" · by Mas- a group of profesisonal wamors who save a _village from bandits 
cagni. '. . . . -- but can_n?t save the~selves. from the realization t\tat i_t is the 
The aft~rnoon was quite entertaining. The chorus· has an peac::ful villager who is th~ Vlc~or,. not the gallant but·dead hero. 
attractive large sound, especially in its alto sections, .~e height 4: L,'4vvcntura _(1959) ~toruom's subtle and sl~ st«?ry of a 
1 
, 
of the · concert probably was the '~Battle Hymn· of the ·Re- girl_ fo~f on an; island dunng a weekend of la dolce vita. An· 
O surely, r;aving Pea~ my Lord sho~ld leave i!l_lieu 
Some g<>odl And so he does leave Patience exqu1S1te, 
That plumes to. P.eace thereafter. And when Peace 
house 
He comes with work to do, he does not come to coo, 
· He comes to brood and sit. 
AWARE 
by D. H. Lawrence fr~m Selected Poems 
Slowly the moon is rising out of tJ:ie ruddy haze, 
Divesting herself of her golden shift, and so 
Emerging white and exquisite; and I i!) am~ze 
. public," which though, a bit slow, wa~ still very for~eful and tomo~1S technique -see~s. to border on the .~orin_g but that is 
d~amatic. A few of tlie· selections. however, were not particularly the~~erfect _:>ty!e.-for this mward drama_of al1.enat1on. The com-
enjoyable listening, ~s was the case_ with the· Prayer from posltlon of 10?1~1dual ~hots alon~ make the film one. to remen_i· , 
"Hansel Gretel," by Humperdinck. Although performed .very .be~. 5. Tke Virgin SP;'ng -~ 1%0) ~ngmar Bergman directed this 
here does nicely, there is really very little. that ,a good performance can do P.01~ant S!Ory-of gwlt, faith, P}lnIShment, · and personal ~espon· 
on this rather-worn out and exhausted piece of' music (this sibdi~. It is·on~~f Bergman's simpler wor!c5· and.?ne of his best. 
number not being much different-than the. rest .o( Humper. 6. Es.ght and Ofk: Ha/.f .(1963) the :lutob1ograph1cal story of a 1 
dinck's', riper,- his· only: lin~ to. everl_ast;ing fam_e). Howev.~, fi~m m!1ker who 1~ so lost pbilosoph1c3!ly that, he ca!' ~ot cope 
the after.0:09li concett was still a success, and, very well appreCJ- with his next assi~en~ t:tkes on univ':rsal valu«: 10 1t~ ~oll!-
ated by the audience. · ·ments on the aesthetic llllllts of ,the artist. Federico Fllim d1· 
rected. 7. Tke Organizer (1963) Mario Monicelli directed and 
See in the sky before me, a woman I did not know 
I loved but there she goes, and her beauty hurts my heart; 
I follow' her down the night, begging her not to depart. 
NARROW ARE THE VESSELS 
by St. John Perse from Seam.arks, trans. by Wallace Fowlie 
Amants O tard venus parmi les marbres et les bronze, -
dans l':tllongement des premiers fewc du soir, 
Aman~· q~i vous taisi~ au _sein 1es foules etrangeres, 
Vous temo1gnerez auss1 ce so1r en l honneur de la Mer: 
Lov~s I late-co~ers among the marbles and the 
bronz~, in the lengthenini fires o~ evening, 
Lovers who kept silent m the midst of ahen crowds, 
You too will testify tonight in honour of the. Sea: 
These tWo I 'direct to a certain future writer ..• 
SONNET 27 
by Wiliam Shakespeare from 
Tke Riddle of Shakespear' s Sonnets 
Weary with toil, I haste me to my bed, 
The dear repose for limbs with travel tired; 
But then begins a journey in my hea~, 
To work my mind, when b.odfs work's ~pired: 
For then my thoughts, from far where I abide,· 
Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee, · 
And keep my drooping eyelids open wide, 
Lookif!g on darkness which the blind do see: 
Save tliat my soul's imaginary sight · 
Presents thy sha.dow to my sightless view, 
Which; like a. jewel hung in ghastly night, . 
Makes black night beauteous aitd ·her old face new. 
· Loi thus, by day my lims, by night my mind, . 
· For thee and for myself no quiet fmd. 
. . by Emily Dickinson 
I have no life but this, 
To lead it here;., 
Nor any death, but lest 
Dispelled from there; 
Nor tie to earths to come, 
Nor action new, · 
Except through this extent, 
The realm of you. - . 
Marcello Mastroianni gave ~erh~ps-his best.performance in thiH 
tale of op.press1on ~nd .rebellion 1,11 the early Italian factory sys· 
terns. It. 1S a lastmg ode to the _oppressed classes and races 
o! any nm~: 8. A Man. For AU Seaons (1966) -Fred Zinneman 
directed· this film ~daptation of Robert Bolt's· play· on Sir 
T~~as More: This study of. conscience and loyalty to self is 
bnlba~lt at all le~els. 9. Bon-nie and Clyde. Arthur Penn directed 
what 1s per!taps the best American film since Citizen Kane. This 
study of VIole~ct: .and its .self breeding· and falsely alluring as-
pects of the cnmmal mind's yen for· gloty is told with immense 
s~l«: and lovi~g care. 10. 2001: A Space Odyssey. I · had the 
pnVllege !)f seemg thi~ l~t weelcend in its Cinerama forfu. Stan· 
ley Ku~nck's mammoth film is technically amazing and begins 
as a sattre oa.man's self' dehumanization ( a la Kubrick's earlier 
Dr. Str4!'-gelove ). The last half ·hour of the film shifts to coril· 
.n_ients. with profouncJ insight· on the true basics, existence, crea· 
t1on, life an~ death as one, and makes almost anything else seem 
banal. Kubnck has combined the wide screen and tfchnical vir-
tuosity of the Americans with the · philosophical · awareness of •· 
Bergman and Antonioni. What beti:er tum is there to close out , 
these. three years? It's the combination- _of all film worlds, en· 1 
tertamJ!lt;nt and art, t~nique and pieo,ry, and just po~~bly the 
best moVIeTve ever seen., · 
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with unequaled ~tam111a as we Delta Phi Zeta 
were the proud ho~t, of John; by Cheri Kroft 
we thank the Kaufman's for a lrc- Denver, lead s111gcr for the, 
G~EEKS Continued !Beclko!l'\ls New WKCJB 
01,,·idous cocktail party. We sec Mitchl'll Trio John. frlt thl' true I \\'1th mo5.t ~f u5 ~ust rt'CO\'l': 
th(' entrance of new officers and spirit of Delta Kappa a~ he left 111g from Spr111g \'v l'ekcnd, 1t s 
by Linda Struble lHf eadls Assu.nme 
Dutnes 
ho, c that they will bring us drunk at about 6·30 for his seven; hard to bel1c\e that f111als arc at The d.iy~ untll g1 aduat1on arc 
an• ·her successful year. . o'clock plane at the airport It I hand and the school year is com- \'('! ,· f{'\\ h that ~trang£' rni:..turc ~ ost of all, we see our first I was reported the ~lohawk did a 1~~" to a clo:c D~lta T:'11 ,'.1as,.'1 of Joy 111 aee<l!nplishnH'nl and Jar· e graduating class. \Ve are. job un his already weak stomach 11,11 Mc numb('! of gradu.it111.~ sc ,i. ~orrow in lea\'lng ,onwthmg 
sa) ng good-bye to the Brothers For the first time 111 the fra. · tor,. and we w1,h them all tlw pleasant IH'htnd IH'gtnning to 
wh built Pi Lam, and would li½e ternity's history we held a Tom I best of luek in the future On form 111 the nnnds of tlH' ,ernor'' 
to ·ish them the most success 111 ,Jones type picnic at the Lodge, Thursday_ :\lay 2. we hC'ld our an- lligh School graduation 1, prob-
th, years_ that come., The grad- Saturday afternoon. Spec 1 a 11 nu'.1'. Sc•nio'r. ~'icnic \\': all en-· ably the• mo~t rt'C!'llt reC'ollerl1on 
ua1 ng semors are Raymond Adel- thanks go to Buzz1c Boothroyd for, JO)ul ous~l\cs. but its sad to of such a ~c11ti111('nt. but }('a\·111g 
rn:1 , Donald Beers: S_tcve Bethcil, the tre~endous job he did on: realize that all of these girls will onP·, co!lpgp crPalL'' {'\Pn more 
Ro aid Bobbett, \V1lham !3rodsky, preparing the food for the picnic.! be lpavrng. However. \\'<' hope to rntL•nsc• fcP!ing, Hem {'\·er, the• 
\\', ·,am : 00_k,_ John_ Critl:~d~n, The highlight of Saturday's party ·1 ~e:,_ th~m <'.:ten._ ~nd a cl'.itc h~~ class of ·1;s ,L'c·m~ to be cl('st1nl'd 
Ja cs Ci onklute, _Rick DcFuria, came with the presentation of the .iii cad) be en sll for <1not her , to grPat lw1ghh of achH•\ <'llll'nt 
J{l b Dyer, Bu? Eisenberg, J:Iow- annually awarded "Tough-Tush I Alumnae Weekend ne:-.t fall' I '.\lanv ~<·111or" ,viii be cont111u111g 
ar· . Fink,clstcm, Jon Height, Award" prescnte~I this year ?Y . ~:vcral _of our_ sis_ters are get-! thci; eduC'allon on the gradual<' 
Cl r!cs Kelly, George Kiley, Rob- Pat Mccann and .Jun Cross to wrn- lln"' married this summer, and I level. Amon'-! th!' ,.,chool, that 
er· Porrctti, James Sanl\!arco, ner Lauren Modlin. our best wishes go with them A I our gradual!'" \\Ill bl' attending 
LC, nie S~hilstra, Robert Schu- _____ special "good luck''. goes lo :\1~ry I ar<' Cornl'll i·ni\·c•r,ity, Wharton 
m her, Richard Shelft, Don Tra- Ann Veltz, who will be workrng · Sehool 111 tll(' l" of Pa. llarvarcl. 
b• I, James Updyke, Ha~ry \Vasil- Phi Delta Pi with the Peace Corps in Thailand .. Chicago L:m Scho:il and Hastings 
cl• "• and Al Yates. P1 Lambda . . . Con"ratulations to the entire I Collc«e of r ·rn 
· ne ear older and anothn The hectic spring semester 1s . ,; _ _ . . , . _ "' ,, 
Cl is 
O 
y · rapidly coming to a close with Sprm,., '.Veekcnd ~ourt, espccia_ll) Bill Schwabb 1s one of (lJ(' few 
ye · wiser. I Phi Dells hard al work on many l~ ~ur ~is'.crs Lucia :\lontfort, \\h~: students from I{' who will enter 
projects. \\as CI0\1.1'.cd Queen. and Patti' '.\led1cal School next fall Both 
Phi Dclt weekend was a big l\,Iullen, s~phomore attc nclant. I .John de :\lart1110 and Alan Yates 
'th k t F -·d Congratulal10ns also to the, ·111 "O on tc> D<>11t·1I School Some success w1 a roe par y 11 ay \\ "' ~ , . Delta Kappa 
night at the Ithaca Rod and Gun soph_omo_rc male attc nd ant for I very unusual and exciting jobs 
First of all, I would like to take Club Lodge. Saturday afternoon makmg it up onto the stage! I will be undertaken by the stu-
thh opportunity to officially con- was formal initiation and installa- We are p1_-oud of our three s_1s-, dents. Having passed both the 
gratulate the new Brothers of tion of the new officers. These ters \vho will be on the varsity i oral and written sections of the 
Delta Kappa. They are: Jim Bates, officers arc: Pres.. Toni Beers; checr111g squad next year: Barb Foreign Ser~·ice Test, Dave '.\I!ller 
Ralph Bolt, Bob Boomer, Rick Vice Pres, DebLy Barnes; Rec. Werner, _Captain; Jeanne Palcic. I may soon be called upon to repre-
Cahill, John Collier, Ron Cuer- Sec., Gail Kull berg; Corr. Sec., Co-Capta111,. and Pam. Weaver.. ; 
vels, Dan Curtin, Phil DeJong, Si Diane Ingraham; Treas.. Jan Delta Phi would hkc to wish' 
Freedman, Jack Healy, Gary Le- Robinson; Chaplan, Dec Riley; all students a happy and fun- I 
<,(•nt 011r 11:d1or1 1n d1...,t:1nl lan:l..., 
Harn, K!•rr. :ind F<>st,·r Account 
11Jg .\'-!<·Ile:,· 111 '\c•\\ York ('1t 0 
\\Ill \\!'lcon11· (',1rol 11,vman a, a 
11('\\ <·111plo:,1•(' \Jan .\1111 \'l'lt, 
\\ 11! acc1·pt a l'l'acp Corps a,,1~11-
lll{'!ll 111 Tha1la11cl 
TIJ,,,,, ar,• on!:, a fl'\\ ,•,amp!,·, 
of ho\\ our pn•,pnt S!•111or, \\ 111 
})(' 1i-111g tlw1r ttllll' and t,ilL·nt 111 
fut url' :, l'ars l!opefull:,. the year, 
the:, ha,(' ,p!•nt at Ir· haH· pr<'· 
parPd ,·aeh for succc·ss ;1nrl pPr-
~nnal sat 1~fact1011 
by Ron Kobosko 
\\ I<'B .\\I-V\I h mo\·111~ 111to 
its f1n,il \\ C('k of ~cn·1cc for the 
.1r·.1cl(•1111c , ear. and 1t, frnal \\ eek 
of opC'rat;on 111 the present TV-
Hacl10 But!d1n~ at 124 East Buf-
f:ilo Stre<'l T\,o cla 0s ago, the new 
,tat][)n dl•partment heads as-
,umecl tlH'tr po.,1t10ns. they will 
'10th op<Tate the ,tat1ons until 
Continued on page 15 
CORNER STATE AT CAYUGA 
belt, Bob Leinback, Dave Masters, Alumnae See's., Sue Sweeting and filled summer, and we hope to! 
Mel Mauro, Pete Mayer, Gary Linda Bonapacc; IFC Rep., Sue sec C\'eryone back again next 
Mix, Joe Panebianco, Tom Pole- Auster; Sergeant-At-Arms, Lynne year! 
mini, Bob Scandurra, Tony Sea- Tyler; Editor, Beth Powell-Tuck; 
JENO-OF-SCHOOL YEAR 
ringe, Stu Sheslow, John Shorey, Historian, Barb Olson; Pledge 
Andy Silverman, Bruce Thomp- Mistress, Marie Franck. Saturday 
son, Jim Thompson, Rick Vogel, night we had the banquet at the 
Bob Van Benschoten, and Ted Fountainblcau Restaurant with 
Willis. Formal induction cere- Father Graf as the guest speaker. 
monies took place Wednesday, on Sunday there was a return 
April 23, at the Delta Kappa trip to the "lodge" for a picnic. 
House. Best pledge Award went I It was like seven-up - wet and 
! to Ron Cuervels and Worst Pledge wild! 
went to Dave Masters. In the This years float for spring I 
Brother category, Best was Weekend was a showboat with a 
awarded to Pete Greco and Worst movable paddle and two banjo-
to Ron Donlick (nobody seems playing sisters, Puff Cramer and 
to know why). Cheryl Tahmoush who accom-
The softball season is at the i panicd the fabulous tap dancing 
midway mark finding the DKA's I trio - Barb Goldstein, Linda 
with an undefeated record of 8' Swahlen, and "flapper" T. God-
wins and O losses, the DKC's with lewski! Thanks to our brother 
a 4 and 3 record, and the battling fraternity Phi Epsilon Kappa our 
B's with a 2 and 6 record. The joint project, the float, was a 
DKA's (vi rt u a 11 y unchanged huge success! 
from last year's team) are hoping 
,;. again to capture the number one 
spot in the play-offs this year. 
Deadline for the ned 
Greek columns Sep-
tember 2. Reserve 
your space! 
Since 1133 
Auro:a-on-C.yup Lake 
Home al 
Wells College 
Many of the Brothers, new and 
old,- were honored to be guests of 
Sisters of the Delta Phi Zeta and 
Phi Delta Sororities during their 
sorority weekend festivities. 
g.wd,i~e.t·s 
I will devote the rest of the 
column to the activities that took 
place during Spring weekend as 
it is perhaps the biggest social 
event of the year for the Broth-
ers. First of all, I would like to 
thank the many alumni brothers 
for returning to pay us a visit 
dur ng the weekend and the par-
·• tic~ at the Lodge. 
J. onored to be chosen as part 
of he weekend court from Delta 
Ka; oa were Gary McVicker, King; 
Ric ·ie Miller, Junior Prince; and 
Ma , Rowley, Sophomore Prince. 
Co1 ;rats to the rest of the week-
enr court, especially our fellow 
Gr, 'KS. 
1 'lta Kappa was proud to enter 
for the first time a completed 
flo, into this year's parade, to I 
be forever known as "Healy's 
Tr: cling Bar". Thanks to Bobby 
Jer. ·1ngs, Committee Chairman, 
for .1 truly fine job. 
T 1is year's Spring Weekend I 
par: ,es lived up to expectations 
as , \ erybody really had a great 1 
tim · without too much loss of I 
slec o, girls, morals. etc. Every- ' 
bod,· faired Friday night's party , 
fliEED SOME BODY WORK? I 
.Altmat1,&Green 
csktlM.-JJOJfl8Jewilers 
c.A IIC!A!J g~led sfot8. /44 8.Stote Sf.teet •tACQ2-/8/0° 
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o white 
o beige 
o navy 
o hot pink 
o black 
IIG R'EDUCTIONS ON 
0 409 COLLEGE AVE. (next to Student Agencies) 
O MEN'S l1. WOMEN'S TRADITIONAL APPAREL 
reg. 3.00 
The most delicate leg look around .. point d'esprit panty 
hose. Now at a special mini-price . . designed so you can 
buy several! Perfect for your very shortest mini-skirts, 
proportioned to fit just right. Point d'esprit, romantic and 
lacy, one of this season's favorite textures. Conjures up 
memories of old time romance. . yet completely the look 
of today.,Sizes ·of sm"all, medium and large fit like 
another skin! The colors have to be seen so come on in 1 
0 small o medium 
o tall 
HOSIERY, STREET FLOOR 
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DOROTHY HOYT DIILILINGHAM =_i\i; 
DOROTHY HOYT DILLINGHAM- artist. And recipient of the Grumbacker Award for 
Oils, the Jane Peterson Award for Oils, two medal of honors for graphics and countless 
other honors. 
Mrs. Dillingham and Ithacan reporter Jean Stillitano talk in Mrs. Dillingham's third 
floor studio. 
Blues and greens have a profound influence and dominate many of Mrs. Dilllngham's 
works. 
Dressed in a light blue smock and slacks, Mrs. 
Dorothy Dillingham, artist, posecl for the pho-
tographer in front of her easel. She was sitting 
in her natural habitat, the third floor art studio 
and was chattering gayly about her and Mr. 
Dillingham\ latest trip of searching for new crea-
tions for the.> downtown art museum. In the sun-
light, the large two-room studio was impressive: 
modernly furnished, neat - not at all like the 
imagined attic studio of Greenwich Village. 
A graduate of Cornell University, Mrs. Dilling-
ham noted that she wanted to be an artist "since 
age four." "I always wanted to paint," she said, 
"but I never had the time until graduate school 
when I minored in painting. And," she added 
with a smile, "I've been painting ever since." 
About four summers after graduate school, Mrs. 
Dillingham, artist, began her showings in New 
York City art galleries, but continued teaching 
because she believed she "couldn't make a living 
from painting." Now, after such one-artist shows 
as Macbeth Gallery, N.Y.C.; Juster Gallery, 
N.Y.C.; and David Gallery, Houston, Texas; as 
well as sh_owings at the Pennsylvania Academy 
in Philadelphia; Library of Congress, Washing-
ton, D.C.; \Vhitney Museum of American Art, 
N.Y.C.; and the Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, 
Ohio; Mrs. Dillingham has more than proved 
that she can make a living from painting. In 
fact, she is able now to be particular about 
which paintings she sells and admits that "I ·like 
to keep one or two from every art period I have; 
there are several paintings now that mean too 
much to me to sell." 
When she first entered the world of galleries 
and studios, Mrs. Dillingham was a "more tradi-
tional painter of street scenes and landscapes." 
"I became abstract overnight," she laughed and 
ironically, because of a showing she had with an 
abstract artist. "\Vhen I saw my small street 
scene shown next to a tremendous abstract paint-
ing, I thought mine was terrible and that I just 
had to change my style." She studied then, with 
Abraham Rapner, a great colorist in art. Even-
tually, says Mrs. Dillingham, "I went back again 
to the more realistic but my style had become 
stronger, more colorful, and more meaningful." 
Presently, Mrs. Dillingham considers herself 
"semi-abstract, no-a landscapist." She is inter-
ested more in the "poetic and romantic aspect 
of a painting, the inner feeling of it or what an 
artist can project into it subconsciously." 
Born and raised in Forest Hills, Ithaca's artist 
spent all her summers by Cayuga Lake and her 
winters in Ithaca so that she feels that Ithaca 
is "very strongly embedded in me." So great was 
the influence on her that she says, "I always 
painted Ithaca, no matter where I went, even 
when I was living in Manhattan. I painted the 
shapes and beauty of Ithaca." This is especially 
evident in her latest style series which she calls 
"the orbit cycle." With about twenty-one differ-
ent views of the orbit series already completed, 
1\1 rs. Dillingham· said that these paintings includ-
ing suns and moons are actually all of Cayuga 
Lake. "I paint what is inside of me," she ex-
pbined, "what I've grown up with, and this is 
especially true in the orbit series." 
The Dillinghams also have a summer home in 
the Adirondacks which Mrs. Dillingham consid-
ers a "very beautiful place to paint." There, like 
her many different views of Cayuga Lake, she 
was able to paint thirty different views of the 
same scene. "It's a matter of interpretation," she 
said. 
Surprisingly, even though the Dillinghams 
travel extensively, Mrs. Dillingham does not 
paint during her trips. Last summer, while she 
was staying in Spain, was the only time she 
painted during a trip. She stayed with friends, 
!,y le , 
The library at 2 Fountain 
Adirondacks where the D 
One of the more than twenty p, 1 
are actually," says Mrs. D1 ' 
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$tillita o 
ams have a summer home. 
. gs in the "Orbit" series. ''These 
an,, "all of Cayuga Lake." 
_J 
one of which she considers the best muralist 
in Spain, and as a result she has several bril-
liant interpretations of Spanish towns. On travel-
ing and painting, she feels that "Everything 
that deeply impresses a person doesn't have 
to he painted immediately. The impression stays 
within you so that even after a long time, you 
are able to use it. Sometimes it appears in the 
strangest ways when you aren't even aware of its 
presence." 
Being an artist, Mrs. Dillingham looks for 
composition and color in a painting. "I have al-
ways been very interested in color and with my 
orbit series I have been able to free myself from 
the boundaries of colors that other landscapes 
require." 
Ithaca's artist feels that one of the most im-
portant aspects of a painting "is that every part 
of the painting, every color, every ?hape, aug· 
ments every other part. For instance, if I were to 
change one thing in a completed picture, then 
it would mean that I would have to repaint the 
entire picture." Because of this, Mrs. Dilling-
ham considers the hardest thing in painting is 
knowing when to stop. Often, this is "madden-
ing" because, being a very fast painter, she is 
able to begin a painting quickly but then has to 
stop herself before doing the middle of a paint-
ing. "Some paintings are easy to do, others, even 
my smallest ones, are suffered over just in the 
decision of stopping or not stopping, adding a 
dab of color or not adding it." 
Using linen canvasses, Mrs. Dillingham only 
does oil colors and paints with oils mixed with 
a form of melted wax to make the colors more 
luminous. In the past, she has done graphics, or 
color etchings and has experimented with auto 
lacquers on pelon but presently she only does oils 
mainly because she is "quite pleased with them." 
Usually, when she has the time to paint, which 
is difficult to find with her busy schedule of 
trips and college functions, she begins in the 
morning and continues for three hours, stops, 
and then begins again in the mid-afternoon until 
dark. Her style is not strictly classical but on the 
classical ~ide because of her use of horizontal 
and vertical lines and is influenced by "pop art." 
She feels that eventually, "because I am crazy 
about nature" she will return to do a series 
much like her original realism. 
No matter what series Ithaca's artist 1s work-
ing on, however, she feels that it must come 
from inside of her. "Any artist who is a real 
artist is an individual. I can only paint for my-
self because if I paint for anyone else the pic-
ture will fail. My painting is a creation of my 
own world and to be creative I have to paint 
what is inside of me. Art, to me, is a connection 
with something above and beyond me. I don't 
know where that something comes from or how 
it operates but that connection is what makes 
painting so exciting." 
Even though she has been awarded such prizes 
as the Grurnbacker Award for Oils from the 
National Association of \Vomen Artists; the Jane 
Peterson Award for Oils; the Medal of Honor for 
Graphics from the NAWA; and the Mary Kelner 
Award for Graphics, Mrs. Dillingham feels that 
there is still room for improvement. "I feel that 
any artist who has any talent keeps right on 
developing throughout his career. There are no 
high or low points in painting careers; the end 
work doesn't necessarily have to be better or 
worse than the beginning work. But often the 
end work is different and more adventuresome." 
When asked, "What does art mean to you?" 
Mrs. Dillingham laughed and then pouted. Seri-
ously, she sa1d-"That is like asking me, 'What 
is love?' An is like a religion to me. Art is a way 
of life." 
Photographs by Eric Shepard 
The spacious two room studio has a beautiful v'iew of Ithaca, with its many gorges. 
Thare Mrs. Dillingham spends many hours each day with her painting. 
Each room of the Dllingham house has a different view of Ithaca, as seen through the 
paintings of Mrs. Dillingham. 
Every artist has his or her completed works kept aside after shows and before sales. 
Mrs. Dillingham explains, "I like to keep one or two from every art period I have; there 
are several paintings now that mean too much to me to sell." 
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UNUSUALLY DISTINCTIVE lrCOTWEAR FOR MEN 
FONTANA'S 
SINCS 1923 
COLLEGETOWN 
ITHACA, N. Y. 
AR 2-2080 
ANTIQUE GOLD FINISH 
2" ROUND MEDALLION 
ON LONG HEAVY 27" 
DECORATIVE CHAIN 
Verde 
FOR 
MEN 
ONLY 
ALSO AVAILABLE: KEY CHAIN MEDAL 
with heavy key chain 
Sood voor chock or aoaey order todayl Special Offer 
t!1bllo sapply lastsl Sead 2. 98 for oacb medallloa 
m•••••••••••••-•-•~•~•~•m a send check or money order to, O 
'MEMENTO'S LTD: 690 Taft st. No. Bellmore, N.Y. 11710" ! Please check which one you want ~ 
•o NECK D KEY a i MEDALLION CHAIN MEDAL Q 
• NAME _______________ ...,..., ____ .. 
IADORess _____________ B 
°ൿ Cl1'Y _______ STATE ____ ZIP • 
~••••••a••••••••••••~•~•~ 
I 
. Sil:u.nruell111ts 1Ulfgerlt T~ 
L([J)([])lk IBefo:rre ILea:ipn:rrng 
I 
by Paul R. Givens 
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences 
I 
Recent stirrings on college and I such scholarship leads to uncx-
university campuses have caused pccted social and political reform. 
·1 considerable soul-searching on Today we hear a great deal 
the_ part of the~e in~titutions to about human protest. There arc 
· define the relationships of free- protests of wars; protests of 
I 
do~, r:sponsibility, and scholar- college and university administra-
sh1p Since the very essence of tion; protests of civil discrimina-
. higher education should be a tions; protests of governmental 
J se~se of_ r:spo_nsible scholarly in- operations. on the international 
quiry, d1stmchons must be made level there arc protests of the 
between responsible and irrc- underdeveloped countries want-
sponsible inquiry and dissent. ing their share of the world's 
In a democratic setting, the wealth and privilege. There are 
concept of responsible scholar- even protests of theologians 
ship (this may be a redundancy) against theological and clerical 
requires that a person use logical concepts which have gone unchal-
analysis, remain open to con- lcnged for centuries. 
flicting views, and maintain moti- This rebellious climate has 
vaton for human betterment. certainly made its influence felt 
Such analysis may lead to a de- on college and university cam-
sire to change ways of concep- puses. For years, educators have 
tualizing, implementing, and sus- encouraged inquiry, but now that 
taining social institutions. Often it has led to social action many of 
LAFAVETT 
RADIO ELECTRON 
---- -.. 
~
. -----
1300 ITHACA-
DRYDEN ROAD 
Jct. Rtes. 13 & 366 
ASSOCIATE 
STORE 
,rH "l """f , .. • r ,.. ... , I' 
Locat&d Between the Box Car and the N:Y. Electric & 
Gas Corp. 
j them stand aghast at the tiger 
which has been released. Many 
J educators Jong for the complacent 
I
. days of yesteryear when ideas 
were to be thought of, not acted 
upon. But the urgency for social 
change and the threat of anni-
hilation has caused a rebellion in 
the minds of youth which is not 
lo be ignored. In some instances, 
the rebellion has been irresponsi-
ble, but it has not been entirely 
so. In America, indeed in Czecho-
slovakia and other allied com-
munist countries, there is a 
growing concern for change. 
There is evidence that we're par-
tially realizing what Hutchins 
calls the "civilization of the 
dialogue." Civilization of the dia-
logue "assumes that every man 
has reason and that every man 
can use it. It preserves to every 
man his independent judgement 
and, since 1t docs so, it deprives 
any man or group of men of the 
privilege of forcing their judg-
ment upon any man or group of 
men."' 
How docs all this relate to the 
purposes of a college? Colleges 
arc established and maintained 
to initiate and encourage free and 
open inquiry, but when inquiry 
leads to dissent then other rele-
vant questions emerge. The fol-
lowing questions come to mind: 
What arc the theoretical pre-
mises for dissent? 
Docs the dissent allow for argu-
ments counter to the dissent? 
Docs the dissent infringe upon 
the freedoms of those resist-
ing protest? 
If the purpose of dissent is to 
abolish established institu-1 
tions, customs, or mores, are 
the dissenters offering con-
structive suggestions for 
social or academic improve-
ment? 
If the above questions arc 
answered in such a way as to , 
maximize freedom, guarantee i 
human rights, and offer construc-
tive change, then it is rcsponsil le 
and consistent with rcquircmP, ts 
of acceptable scholarship. If t, c 
dissent 1s simply a whimsi, 1J 
conformity to modern fads, it , 
ill-based and not a logical o, . 
growth of scholarly inquiry ("c,1- '·:, 
Jcgcs should reward the formc, 
and discourage the latter. 
It should also be emphasiz, J 
that, while dissenters should fr !l 
a responsibility for protest, Ii~~-
wise successful protest (i.e., p1 1. 
test resulting in change) brin is 
with it added rcsponsibiliti, s. 
Social, political, and educatio1 11 
change should be directed towa d 
desired goals, not simply aw y 
from established goals. The e• 1-
phasis is then placed upon Cf) ,_ 
structive revolution. If the m<>,1-
ern dissenting college stud, ·it 
follows such a course, he can ,. 
pcct and will receive a fair h• r-
ing; if he doesn't, the effect 1f 
his rebellion will be a mass ·e-
treachment not obstinate c n-
scrvatism. Opportunities for ·c-
sponsible dissent should alw ,ys 
be present on a college cam1 .. 1s. 
Indeed, when such opportunit.es 
cease to be available on a colh ,;e 
campus, the campus ceases to be , 
truly a center of scholarly in-
quiry. 
1 Hutchins, Robert M., Freedo, ,, 
Education and the Fund, N. Y. 
World and Meridian, 1956. 
SOPHS! 
Organizati.onal Meeting 
for next year's Spring 
Weekend on Monday, May 
6 at 8 p.m. in the Rec Rm. 
You can really make this 
your weekend only by at-
tending. 
.__ ___________ __, 
~ Coty Originals Creates '===::=:!l;;iaiC-r-P 
t~ttl.41.48t~Tttl~'S ITU,\\ 
Shined-up Fashion Eye Shadow 
To Dazzle The Day, Light Up 
The Night! In Shimmering Silver, 
Gold, Lilac, Celery, Plus a nifty 
new Navy! All in one kit, with brush. 
Just $3.50 
CALl 273-5523 
FREE PARKING O FREE DELIVERY 
Open Monday thru Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Sundays and Holiday. 9:00-7:00 P.M. 
''Your Prescriptions Aro Always In Good Hands At The Mall" 
WABEBOUSE 
4-7 
TIEDDY & THE !PANDAS 
3:30-4:30 dime drafts) 
9 - 1 
BRIAN'S IDOLS 
From Albany 
TYROLEAN FLOWIER ACT 
9 - 1 
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Wesleyan 
Call~ 'For 
,Differentiation 
the fact that the correlate to the 
responsible exercise of freedom 
in academic matters is the respon-
sible exercise of freedom in social 
matters. 
(6) student extra-curricular acti- {968- Z969 
vities are needlessly isolated 
24-25 Winter Weekend 
29 Music School Concert #3--
Israel Chamber Orch,-Ford 
Hall 
~anet Seager 
Awarded 
Assistantship 
A community at odds with it-
self in either area will thwart it-
self and its purposes in the other 
:Middletown, Conn. (I.P.) - area. A community characterized 
Wesleyan University President by a general ·wrongness of tone 
Edwin D. Etherington bas chat- and loss 'of focus in social mat-
lenged students to recognize the ters defaults opportunities for 
relationship between academic cl_«;>se intellectual and personal 
. -purpose and social life ilnd to contacts among its members. 
relate University standards of Perspective on Student Activities 
conduct to those of society-at- Hundreds o! Wesleyan students 
large in a special report released are · involved in extra-curricular 
recenUy. activities. Among these are the 
1 
The 12-page comprehensive programs through -which increas-
! policy statement assesses the ing- numbers of students work 
I problems of University life and with Middletown youngsters, hos-
. sets forth specific organizing pital patients, jail inmates, and 
~!)principles and programs to "nar- others. This- type of commitment 
1' row the gap between things as is typical of young people who 
they are and things as they ought usually act on the basis of values 
to be." and concerns all of us can re-
~ Report: spect. 
Academic Purpose & Com.mu- The apparent anomaly is that 
nity Life many students, whether or· not 
The study of Educational Poli- they accept responsibility at 
cies and Programs, started more other levels, fail to recognize the 
than a year ago, is nearing its obligation they have to help 
conclusion. Faculty-student panels their own community function. 
are completing their work and Some say this is part of the 
'L preliminary cost analyses are be- Wesleyan "cool." I would say it 
ing made. Toward the end of the is a distinct default by those who 
,-:, second semester, the Board of should seek to extend their free-
. Trustees -will be asked for deci- dom in both academic and social 
sions · on recommendations now matters by-accepting - not re-
being formulated. jecting - responsibilities to the 
All of us - students, faculty community as a whole. 
members, administrators - can In terms of potential for crea-
now look forward to a shared un- tive release, respect for orderly 
derstanding of educational. ob-_ process and a whole coherent re-
jectives. It is my view, based on lationship between social and 
a current assessment of progress educational purpose, the existing 
to date, that we can look forward situation is -not satisfactory: 
to general support for the P@- (1) too many -students believe in 
gram likely to emerge. freedom from, not freedom 
The most . promising Policy for, perverting the concept of 
~ Study discu,ssions have been privacy into a habit of self-
i!)oriented . to concepts (broadly indulging privatism; 
, stated for purposes of this re- (2) student government works 
port) that relate to freedom, without the benefit of an ef. 
balance, initiative, and account. fective representative or 
ability: legislative process and .has 
Cl) increased range and de- been confronted with dis-
creased rigidity in curricular orderliness at' a time when it 
selections and requirements seeks to initiate change based 
starting in the freshman year; on critical analysis; 
(2) more normal social balance (3) judici~ machinery is so ill-
within the community and conceived as to require a 
closer faculty-student alli- ·sma11 group of students to 
l ances; , act - depending on circum-
10,. (3) greater mobility for both stances . - as investigators, 
~ students and faculty mem- Pr o s e c u t o rs, counsellors, 
from curricular work because 
faculty advisory roles have 
been largely eliminated, ave-
nues of - inter-organizational 
cooperation and administra-
tive support are clogged, and 
Campus 
Calendar February 4 E.U.B. event-tentative-
lecture or concert 
the relationship to educa- s~tember - 5 E.U.B. event-tentative-
lecture or concert tional purpose is unclear; 4 Meet the Bombers Dance -
(7) fraternities are wrestling with Rec. Rm. or Gym -
modes for accepting respon- 6 Rho Mu Theta Welcome Back 
sibilities as subcommunities, Dance - Rec. Rm. 
but the results are inexact 17 C. P. Snow Lecture No. 1 
and uneven at least in part Scott Carpenter - S--202 
6 E.U.B. event-tentative -
lecture or concert 
5-8 Scampers 
14-15 Phi Epsilon Kappa Sweet-
hearts Ball 
Janet Seager, a Junior Biology 
major from Cleveland, Ohio, has 
been awarded an Undergraduate 
Summer Research Assistantship 
at the Roswell Park Memorial 
Institute in BuffaJ.o, New York. 
Her research appointmen!,_,js 
to the Laboratory of Dr. Kenneth 
because the necessary under- 19 E.U.B. Speaker-
lying commitment to educa- 25 E.U.B. Speaker-John Ciardi 18 C. P. Snow Lecture #4-Hans Paigen, Associate Cancer Re-
tional purpose is not clear or Rec. Rm. Bethe-S.202 searcher at the Institute. 
is ignored; 27-28 Parents· weekend & 
(8) some students, frustrated be- Honors Convocation 
cause - problems are not October 
solved, call for greater free- 2-5 Play No. 1 
dom and responsibility while 3 Music School Concert No. 1 
25 Spring Blood Drive-Rec Rm 
March 
4 E.U.B. speaker-Robert 
Steele (CCFL)-Rec Rm 
5-8 Play #4 
others call for "the Adminis- · Andre watto - Ford Hall 
tration" to tighten regulations s E.U.B. Speaker _ James 8-24 Spring Recess 
and enforce compliance. Farmer (CCPL) _ Rec. Rm. 26 Music School Concert #4 -
In short, a group of men and 11-12 I.F.C. Fall Weekend Hermann Prey-Ford Hall 
women (students, faculty mem- 15 C. P. Snow Lecture No. 2 - April 
hers and administrators) are here S-202 1-2 E.U.B. Speaker _ Jules 
to join in a pluralistic society for 22 E.U.B. Concert No. 1 - Feiffer-Rec Rm 
a common academic purpose - tentative 2 CCFL-E.U.B.-Richard 
never to act as one, but always 29 Fall Blood Drive - Rec. Rm. - Eberhart-Rec Rm 
to reach cooperatively for - edu- 30-Nov. 1 Play No. 2 25-26 Spring weekend 
catioruil goals consistent with 31 CCFL-E.U.B. - Isaac Singer 27 E'r" 
community purpose and mutual - Rec. Rm. Di:~ of Ithaca College 
tolerance. But these men and NoV1hnber 15 c s 
women have not yet found ade- · P. now Lecture #5-S-202 6 E.U.B. Speaker-Harold Hays 28 Spring Musical 
quate modes for reducing tension, 12 c. P. Snow Lecture #3-S-202 
eliminating confusion, settling 13 E.U.B. oncert-Bobby Hutch-
problems and releasing energy erson Quintet _ Ford Hall 
in creative ways. 19 E.U.B. event-tentative (con-
One central reason is that the cert or lecture) 
May 
8 Finals 
17 Commencement 
The research will continue over 
a period of 10 weeks beginning 
June 24. Tlie program is sup. 
ported by the National Science 
Foundation to provide an oppor-
tunity for undergraduate students 
to pursue research in a field of 
their choice. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, inc:luding for-
eign cars, specializing In 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
AR 3-1821 Rear Entrance 
student does not always view 22 Music School Concert No. 2, 
Wesleyan as his community, but J'acqueline du Pre, Ford Hall COME OUT TO 
as a society structured and main- 28--Thanksgiving Recess 
tained - perhaps, in part, for December 
him - by someone else. The 3 E.U.B. event-tentative-
answer is to get into agreement lecture or concert 
that this should be "our" ·com- 4 E.U.B. event-tentative_ 
munity and to work out, coopera- lecture or concert 
tive]y, a set of commitments and 11•14. Play #3 
procedures consistent with edu- 15-20 Finals 
205 Elmira Road 
Italian & American Dinners 
3 Piece Combo Saturday Nights 
Dancing 9 • 1 
cational purpose. 20 Winter Recess Organist Wed. thru Sat. 
Anyone interested in the 
position of film critic for 
The ITHACAN please con-
tact The ITHACAN through 
intercampus mail. 
January ,.. 
13 Pi Theta Phi Registration 
Dance-Rec Rm 
21 E.U.B. event - tentative -
lecture 
FREE 
Open Tuesday thru Sunday - Closed Mondays 
AR3-5340 
Albany St. at Elmira Rd. 
II bers,- partially through im- judges, and jurors w~ pro-
proved inter-institutional co- cedural relationship to facul- ~========-=-==:;: 
operation; . ty and .administration is un- SUMMER STORAGE (4) course and program innova- clear and whose frustrations tions (such as education in over lack of student support 
the field) to permit students is mounting daily; 
to involve and test themselves (4) the Honor Code has been un-
in ways important to them; dermined to the · extent that 
Far the Great Taste -
of Quality ••• Try the 
(5) methods for supporting cri- student irresponsibility in 
tical inquiry, _ through re- other matters raises questions 
search and scho~p, and about the consistency of sup. 
in adult human relationships, port in this area; 
as the proper foundation of (5) graduate students are not 
an intellectual · community; drawn purposefully into the 
PASTRY SHOP 
113 N. Aurora St. 
AR 2-7272 
and. life of the community; 
~__, (6) the selection and maintenance 
' 
of graduate programs likely 
to complement and enrich the 
undergraduate experience. 
The Policy Study· will not pro-
duce instant change, but it will 
point the way. It also points up 
OPEN BOWUHG 
NEW 
ITHACA BOWL 
ELMIRA ROAD 
/ 
24 LANES 
20 BILllARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR I 
Completely Air-conditioned 
Summer Leagues Now 
Forming 
CA1L AR 2-1922 
,. 
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS 
IN DORMS 11 -24 
Congratulations 
to the 
graduating Seniors 
and 
~ Happy and Enjoyable 
Summer to All 
Peter van de Velde, Superintendent _ 
Lou Bainard _ Gen. Mgr. Clayton Cranmer, Assistant Superintendent 
1 
...................... , •••••• : a:;;;;=====-,=;==================~ 
--------AND--------
MOTi-i PROOFiNG 
When the Garments Are Cleaned -By Us 
o Insured against Fi!'e, Theft and Moths 
e Itemized Receipts Given 
o Pat's Tailor Shop - Basement off Dorm 12 
E> Delivery made in the Fall 
at your convenience 
Petrillose Cleaners Jlnco 
Ithaca Laundries 
102 Adams Street 
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WHClR IFM 
Program 
JListnngs 
Friday, May 3 
6:00 Limelight 
7:00 Mutual News Commentary 
with Fulton Lewis III 
7:15 Limelight (Continued) 
7:30 The Feminine Mystique 
7:45 Limelight (Continued) 
9:00 Escapade with Ed Tobias 
Saturday, May 4 
10:30 Morning Life 
12:00 Weekend with Mitch Davis 
3:00 Weekend with Dick Wil-
son 
12:00 Somewhere In The Night 
(Continued) 
Sunday, May 5 
· 12:05 Master Control 
12:30 Weekend with Sandy Hall 
1 :00 Broadway Request with 
Sandy Hall 
2:00 Weekend with Sandy Hall 
3:00 Spotlight 
6:00 Weekend with Pam 
Rogers 
8:45 History of Rock with 
Martin Lo Monaco 
9:00 The Al Rosen Rock Show 
Monday, May 6 
6:00 Limelight 
7:00 Mutual News Commentary 
with Fulton Lewis m 
7: 15 Limelight (Continued) 
8:30 Georgetown Forum 
9:00 Escapade with Rich New-
burh 6:00 Folk Music Ithaca with 
Bob Shulman Tue-sday, May 7 
10:00 Somewhere In The Night B:OO Limelight 
-Jazz with Tom Hill 7 ._ 00 I\" t 1 N C t -,u ua ews ommen ary 
11:00 History of Jazz with Tom with Fulton Lewis m 
' 
• 
Hill 7:15 Concert Hall with Martin 
l?llEASE 
l?ATRONIZIE 
' OUR 
ADVIERTBSERS ! 
Lo Monaco 
8:00 Limelight (Continued) 
9:00 Escapade with Carl Jenks 
WC'dnesday, May 8 
6:00 Limelight 
7:00 Mutual News Commentary 
with Fulton Lewis m 
7:15 Concert Hall with Martin 
8:00 
Lo Monaco 
Duct with Claudia Peligan 
and Jerry Casbolt 
Escapade with .Jerry Cas-
bolt 
1
10:00 
,-,.,...,....."**....,._,.....>##_~,,_,,~ 12:00 Sign-off for 1967-1968. 
Dinner at 
THE STATION 
Joe Ciaschi's incomparable new restaurant 
in the old Railroad Passenger Station on 
Taughannock Boulevard at West Buffalo-Street. 
~ncredible 
For reservations 272-2609 
BIOGRAPHY Continued 
tensive tour of Australia, her first 
there. On Friday, December 6, 
1963, she received the Freedom 
Medal from President .Johnson. 
The 1964-1965 season saw Miss 
Anderson's farewell tour begin-
ning in Constitution Hall, Wash-
ington, D. C. on October 24, 1964. 
Her official farewell recital took 
place on Easter Sunday, 1965 in 
New York, although she made 
three subsequent appearances 
that summer, speaking and sing-
ing at Lewisohn Stadium, Robin 
Hood Dell and Chatauqua. 
On September 27, 1965, she 
sang a 30-roinute concert in Paris 
to launch the drive for The Fes-
tival of Negro Arts in Dakar. 
Miss Anderson appeared at the 
invitation of the French Govern-
ment in the famous Gothic Sainte 
Chapelle, the first such concert 
to be held there. 
Since hei: retirement from a 
public singing career, Miss An-
derson has given many speaking 
engagements and has appeared 
with the New York Philharmonic, 
Philadelphia and other major 
orchestras as Narrator in Aaron 
Copland's "A Lincoln Portrait." 
She is active in a wide range of 
service activities, including adop-
tion agencies, the Girl Scouts, the 
Asia Society and programs for 
high school dropouts. 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Pauporhl 
Quick Senrlce 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
SUMMER 
ST-DRAGE 
Cornell Laundry 
Gro111ncD !Floor Dorm 12 
BE WISE New York On No Dollars 
Continued 
York Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. 
USE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CALL X3260 FOE CLASSIFIEDS 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCER..""1-
Do you know about the shoe ropair 
tthop ot 530 W. State St. I All work 
guurnntcc.d on Rhocn, ha.ndbogs, brief 
coecs nnd nll other leather Brticlce. 
It's SLOTTEO"S SHOE RIWAIR. 
Phone L\R '2·4949, 5o/0 discount if you 
mention Tho ITHACAN"! 
MEDIATOR AVAILABLE - willing to 
nupcrvieo ncgotin.tiona b o two o n 
Plnnnecl Parenthood Committco nnd 
prospcctivo first family-call Lyndon 
evenings 202·456-1414. 
PAN·AM TO EUROPE--Filling up fast. 
Juno 18 to Aug. 29, Ot>II 277-3861 or 
277-1587. 
PUBLl:0 A:SNOUNCEMENT--Ae Prosi• 
dent of lthn.ca Tech. I nm proud to 
n.nnouncc the purchnsc of tho Brooklin 
Bridgo to help clooo and cover the 
faculty gop.-Dr. Dilly. 
Dru.ft InformBtion nnd counselling. 
Ithncn Solcctivo Sorvico Information 
Center. - JOG N. Aurora. Tuoa., Thura.1 
ond Fri., 2·5. 273-1032. 
THOUGHT FOR FINALS-Don't worry 
if your mo.rke nro low and your re .. 
wards oro few. Remember that the 
mighty ook was onco a nut like 7(1UI 
FOUND--Girls rod winter coat wl\h 
half bolt Bild black trim. else '2. 
Brand: AGA • made in Austria. Found 
in Lo.st Dec. Onll John 8181. 
SOIENTIFIO BREAKTHROUGH - A 
wu,y has been discovered \o make the 
ineido of n box lnrgor without In• 
creasing the external dimonslonL For 
furthor information call Parker !!oore 
274-3221. 
I Buy oa well as Soll 
come sco mo cit.her way 
ALVIN R. BOOK 
Usod Cars Bought, Sold - AR 8-6024. 
825 S. Meadow St~ Ithaca 
STILL PLAYING-ASIAN TBEA.'l'ER• 
Tho Johnson Monster or Row I Won 
~oon. }r;~~tjti;,~inr.f .. v~ ..!'.fl.:! 
Rust. Produced b:r--Pentagon I'lc• 
turcs. Filmed on Lo<eaUon In Red. 
Whito & Blue. ADULTS ENTER-
TAINMENT. No resorvaUoua; solec• 
tivo <>vnilnblo at the door thru G. 
Hershey. Surprise Ending. 
Send $1 for authoritative "Handbook 
for Co!'scientlous !)bjectors." Natlonall:, 
rocogn_izcd. Amenco.n Friends SerYlce 
Committee. Box 181; Univoreit:, Station 
Syracue:o, N.Y. • 
Buying nnything of value - bring It 
~~l~~ store. 4.44 W. Stnte or phone 278· 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS - The 
only man who ever got all hla work 
done by Friday WIH Robinaon 0.-U-, 
Julius Rudel, conductor; August 
6, Lorin Maazel, conductor; and 
August 13, Andre Previn, con-
ductor. At the United Nations, 
visitors can witness history in 
the making. Admission to official 
meetings is free and tickets are 
issued at the Information Desk 
shortly before the meetings be-
gin. The General Assembly, Con-
ference and Secretariat buildings 
are open to the public every day. 
The New York Shakespeare 
Festival will present "Henry IV", 
parts I & rr, and "Romeo and 
Juliet" during the summer sea-
son at the beautiful outdoor 
Delacorte Theatre by Belvedere 
Lake in Central Park. Perform-
ances are nightly, except Monday, 
and free tickets are distributed 
on first-come, first-served basis, 
beginning at 6:15 p.m. Many visi-
tors and residents alike have dis-
covered that a picnic supper in 
the park is an ideal way to pass 
the time until the 8:00 curtain 
call. 
The restoration of Richmond-
town, on Staten Island, shows the 
evolution of an American village 
during the 17th, 18th _and 19th 
centuries. ,Enter !}le exciting, 
glamorous world of television by 
getting free tickets to TV shows 
at the Bureau's Visitor Informa-
tion Center. Then enjoy folk 
dancing from around the world 
and square dancing in the city's 
parks. For the less energetic park 
visitor, there are the Goldman-
Guggenheim Band concerts. 
Stroll through the tiny, winding 
streets of Chinatown . and dis-
cover the local grocery shops 
stacked with unusual Chinese 
specialties. Chinatown is one of 
the city's gayest neighborhoods, 
where even the fire escapes are 
painted bright yellow and red 
and the outdoor telephone booths 
are shaped like pagodas. 
Be sure to visit the nation's 
market place, the New York Stock 
Ex~hange, open Monday through 
Friday, On-the-scene, "live" ex-
planations in the gallery over-
looking the trading floor will 
help you to understand how 
shares in American business are 
bought and sold on the nation's 
largest organized securities 
market. 
FOR SALE-GLASSES-From l'Jlnm 
POrEHZA. 209 E. Seneca. where 
you'll find n complete aelectlon o! 
frames. n_nd B lnboratory to fill 1111 
pers,:npt1one. 
Every Tuesday, during .July and 
August, you can enjoy free fire-
works displays at Coney Island 
with its famous boardwalk, beach' 
and amusement park from 9:00 
to 9:20 p.m. _On Wednesday there 
are free fireworks at Rockaway 
Beach. 
Summer is a wonderful time to 
see· the spectacular flower shows 
at the New York Botanical 
Garden in the Bronx and Brook-
lyn Botanic Garden. A beautiful 
Hawaiian Garden will bloom June • -~ 
27-29 in the colorful ·Channel 
Gardens at Rockefeller Center. 
New York's great free museums 
will offer a full calendar of cuJ. 
tural events and special exhibits. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
will display its five major sculp. 
ture acquisitions this year in the 
Great Hall beginning June 23. 
There will also be a special ex. 
hibit of Dutch drawings and 
prints. The annual Summer Loan 
Show, opening .July I, will fea. 
ture impressionist and post im-
pressionist paintings and scuJp. 
tures on loan from the private £· ,~ 
collections of New York's great 
art patrons. 
The Cloisters, branch of the 
Metropolitan, in Fort Tryon Park 
incorporates sections from me'. 
dieval buildings within modern 
structures - the perfect setting 
for its medieval art, including 
the famous Unicorn Tapestries. 
Special programs of recorded me- , 
dieval music are broadcast on 
Sunday and Tuesday afternoons 
at 3:30 p.m. and a free lecture is 
given every Wednesday at 3:00 
p.m. 
Window shopping, especially 
along Fifth Avenue, with the 
popular specialty shops, is a 
favorite pastime of many visitors. 
These chic shops are world-
famous for their beautiful and 
fascinating displays of luxurious 
goods. With its great diversity of 
shops and department stores, 
New York is truly a shopper's 
paradise. 
Times Square, theatrical cen. 
ter of the city, brilliantly lights ,• 
up at night with rows of spec- " · 
tacular illuminated signs which 
have earned it the name "The 
Great White Way." The Allied 
Chemical Exhibit Center in the 
heart of the area contains three 
floors of fascinating displays, in-
cluding a visit to the moon and a 
magic show. A running news sign 
around the Tower gives the latest 
news headlines. 
Of course, New York's famous 
sigbtse~ing attractions - the 
United Nations, Lincoln Center, 
Statute of Liberty, Empire State 
Building, Rockefeller Center and 
the new_ Madison Square G~den 
1968 WONDER AW.ARDS-April Jl'ool'a 
Award to I.,yndon Johnson. Edsel 
Award to Georgo B.omnoy • .A.via Award 
to Richard Nixon. Hitch•hlkor Award 
to Bobby Kennedy. Orlglnnllty Award 
to tho Dorm Naming Committee. 
LOST-'J'.'.hursdar_ night 4 :25. Ono white 
purse 1n tho Pub. My gal needs t.he 
papers ond Identification. Ploase :n,. 
~:m 20~~ questions asked. Dorm 11, 
WE RENT ALMOST EVERYTHINGl-
f~~t8f Rent-all. 363 Elmira Ed. AR 
Fridoy Night Special at tho Porter-
house Ro?m. A sizzling Delmonico and 
½ or ~ hve Moine Lobster. $5.60 com-
plete dmnor. 854 Elmira Rd. 272-6262. 
THE TOWER FAOULTY OLUB la now 
ta.king applications for summer em .. 
ployment. Full and part-time Bua 
Boys. Port-timo Waitresses and Walt· 
F1;:~u1t;enc1ub.pp]y in ~erson, Tower 
Some of the best free shows in 
town can be seen on walking 
tours through the city's historic 
and diverse ethnic neighborhoods 
Vis~t Little Italy in early .Jun~ 
durmg the Festa di San Antonio 
on Sullivan and West Houston 
Streets. It's a lively street festival 
resembling a crowded carnival-
ablaze with neon lights, busy 
game booths, and mountains of 
Italian delicacies. A free guide 
to many neighborhood walking 
tours is available from the New 
Center - offer interesting and 
worthwhile tours at nominal 
rates. And the local sports events, 
art exhibits, music and dance 
concerts make the city one of the 
great entertainment capitals of 
the world. 
An important stop on the 
traveler's itinerary is the New 
York Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. Its Information Center, 
in the heart of Manhattan, at 90 
East 42nd Street, New York, 
10017, is open every day of the 
year, 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Multi-
lingual guides are eager to as-
sist. you and to give you free 
folders on hotels, restaurants, and 
all the city'.s attractions during 
We are now at cull' 
new Uocatiorm 
106 N. Aurora Sto 
Come Dun andl See lUJs 
the Summer Festival. 
These are some of the re~ons 
why New York is the especially 
"Wonderful Town" to visit this 
summer. 
SUMMER JOBS I 
Work and Vacation 
this Summer at the 
Jersey Shore 
Earn $1500 or more work-
ing for New Jersey's larg-
est ice cream vending 
company. 
Pleasant outdoor work. 
No investment. 
Full or part time. 
CARNIVAL BAR ICE CREAM 
CORP. I-
Route 36, Box K 
Eatontown, New Jersey 
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_I _Y_O_IJ_B_CLO _ IJ_D_E_D_S_T_*_B_t lC. Hosts Summer 
Colf.Bf erences 
Coced fl({]) Spend §ell1Li({J)rr 
Jf re([Jur trm .A1i1r IF~zr~e 
A mirlhftil guiek lo mystic mishaps 
by H""7 V. PI410 
WICB STAFF Continued 
ARIES (Mnrch 21,April 10): This 
will ho tho typo of wcok Whero, if: 
you build a hotter moueo ~rnp, ~he 
world will bent you for mlfl.troot1ni;:; 
animals. 
TAURUS (April 20-Mny 20): You 
hn\·c, euy tho atora, o. rcm~rko.blo n.bility 
to strip n.wa.y irrc1evnnctcs to get n.t 
tho nnked truth-to deftly remove the 
clonk o! folso flnttory. laying bnro tho 
hidden motivos of others. In. cesonco. 
you have tho nttributca of n,._ph1loaopl1cr 
with n. dirty mind. 
GEMINI (Mny 21.Juno -20): Much 
depends upon your choice of food nnd 
drink this wcok. If you ont greens. y~u 
will enjoy fina.nc:::iol success; m.oBt will 
lend to n.thlctic euccCRB; sen.food por-
tcn.dB scholastic nchiovement. Mush-
rooms.. however, ,,rill turn yo\l into n 
toad without horns. 
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22): A rock· 
nnd-roll nnnouncor in your second houeo 
of Thor bne this mceengo for you: 
''Thia-is-tho-LVNN -SOUNNNNl>'-whero· 
nll·tl>c·HlTS-kcep-liAP·PCnning-1>t-num· 
b~J'-ONE-dor-ful·R.11,. Y • DEE> • Oli • with · 
SOCKROCK-ROUND·tho • CLOCK • tho • 
OOLID-GOLD . SOUND· of · th<> • TOP · 
FOOOR-TEEEEE ' ' "' Tho stnrs do not 
undorstnnd this... 
LEO (July 23-August 23): Yon will 
{ind, Loo, tha. ovorythi'!g yon Bro, or 
ever V·tnnt to be, you will owo to your 
nngcl. Good time to etort looking for 
n. wealthy old angel. · 
VIRGO (Aui;ust 24-S<lptembor 22): 
A potion hne been prepnred for you by 
the goddesa Aphrodite; it will bo ~t-
iered to you by her aon. Eros, d1s-
gnisod· BS a. benutiful hwna.n of tho 
opposito sox. Oppoaito fro~ whnt. hO'!'· 
e\"er ie not clearly defined; so it 
wuoid he boat to rojoct thnt potion nnd 
tnko up with n dopendablo Bncchuo. 
LIDRA (Soptombor 23-0ctobor 22): 
Venus bns been eniiling nt you - for 
some time now. symbolizing n. soDl:Owhnt 
older womnn of grco.t undcrstn.nd1ng. n 
liking for quiet conversation in remote 
plnces Bnd n hnbit of touching yon 
, ... ·hon sho talks. If you nro mnle. this 
could portend an interesting ndvcnture. 
If female, it means you hn.vo a motber 
fixntion-hopc!ully. 
SCOR.PIO (October 23 • November 
21): A now. rntbcr !lnonymo_us fnco 
with searching eyes. Just. arrived on 
campus. suggests this rnessn.go fro!ll 
the stnrs: .. You co.n pnt a chicken 1n 
th~ pot, but clon' t try to put pot in the 
chicken." 
SAGITTARIUS (No,·ember 22-De· 
cember 21): The stars aro fn"Vornblo 
for you now, o.nd good tl~ings should 
come to you. If good thmgs do not 
conic to you. you nl'o probnbly a very 
evil person hiding behind a. fncndo of 
brn\'::ulo v,thilo secretly rending Tarot 
cards. 
CAPIUCORX (December 22-Jnnuory 
20) : Horace, now port ot tho occult 
world sends this lJ.r~ont m~ssngo to 
you:·· "Bcwnrc--you trend o,·cr fires 
hidden under n treacherous crust of 
nshcs1'' Thia mn.y-or mny not-bo 
cnuso for gcnuino nlnrm. doponding on 
whether Hornco is still pnrtying with 
Bacchus. 
AQUARIUS (Jnnua.ry 21-Fobrunry 
19) : Lenvo the mesaa~os o! Bob Dy!nn. 
AIJon Oinaborg, Andy ,vn,-hol, oncl 
M.nrhnrishi Muhceh to others; tho stars 
indicate that, for yon, the philosphy of 
Little Orphan Annie is whcro it's really 
nt. You mny. however, hovo o. etl'a.n.i;e 
rclntionahip with sonioono nnmod Sandy. 
PISCES (Februnry 20-March 20): 
\\'"hen it iR not nccceeu.ry to drink, it is. 
necessnry not to drink. Further. wbon 
it ia not, not nextrncosaa.Jyn {cq) • .•• 
your nstrologcr is not himself today, 
sorry. 
sign.off for the summer and be-
gin orientating their departments 
toward their plans for .next year. 
WICB-AM will remain on the air 
until Sunday, May 12; WICB-FM 
will cease operations for the sum-
mer on May 8. Beginning this fall, 
the entire Drama and Radio-Tele-
vision Deparbnents will be in the 
new performing arts building on 
South Hill; WICB will begin oper-
ating out of our new, spacious, 
well~quipped studios and offices. 
Besides the even newer improved 
sound and increased overall cam-
pus service, some new program-
ming ideas will be introduced and 
carefully integrated into current 
successful policies by AM Pro-
gram Director Jim Chirumbolo 
and FM Program Director Ed 
Todias. Overall, both WICB AM 
and FM will be better than ever, 
and each will have a sound to 
look forward to when we return 
this Fall. 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Servo You 
ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING 
lde's Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falla Road 
AR 3-4111 
by Cheir-i Dinkins 
During the summer vacation, 
the Ithaca campus plays host to 
a number of summer conferences. 
The following list includes those 
conferences and the dates on 
which they will occur. 
Upstate Insurance Agency Con-
vention . May 23 
Beta Sigma Phi State Convention 
May 24-25 
Christian Retreat and Seminar 
May 24-25 
TNT-3 State Education Dept. 
June 5-7 
International Association College 
· Unions .................... June 10-14 
Society for Developmental Bi-
ology 
June 18-20 
NYSCABPER Careers Conference 
June 25-29 
National Institute of Farm and 
Land Brookers Conference 
June 8 
Summer Workshop of Buildings 
and Grounds Administrators 
July 9-11 
International Poultry Convention 
July 10-11 
Latter Day Saints Youth Confer-
ence ................................ July 12-13 
American Natural Hygiene 
Society Annual Convention 
July 21-27 
New York State Retired Teachers 
Conference . . . . . . ........... Aug. 5-6 
York State Craft Fair ... Aug. 5-10 
Eastern Regional Institute for 
Education Summer workshop 
Aug. 11-13 
J.C.C. Summer Leadership 
Conference ................... Aug. 16 
International Workshop in Ithaca 
Aug. 18-30 
DeMolay Summer Conclave 
Aug. 22-24 
Eastern Regional Institute for 
Education Annual Conference 
Aug. 25-29 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
AR 2-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
' 
.......••..•.•••..••.. , ...... . 
CONGRATULATIONS & BEST WISHES 
TO ALL THE GRADUATES 
from 
WARR.EN'S ATLANTIC 
State at Meadow 
NO'WI 
Order !Flowers for 
Motherr's Day - May 12 
George·s Restaurant and Lounge 206 E. Seneca Next to Post Office 
Corner Cayuga and Green Sts. 
Opposite New Woolworth Store 
Miss Janis L. ward, a junior 
student in the Physical Therapy 
program and a native of North 
Syracuse, has been selected by 
the Department of the Air Force 
to participate in a sponsored pro-
gram for her senior year. The Air 
Foree has chosen only twelve stu-
dents in approved physical ther-
apy programs throughout the 
country for this honor. 
The students are commissioned 
second lieutenants in the Medical 
Specialist Corps, and they receive 
the pay and allowances of that 
rank while spending their senior 
year in a civilian school. 
Miss Ward's assignment will in-
sure her a broad and com-
prehensive professional experi-
ence. Today hundreds of physical 
therapists serve in the armed 
forces in programs designed to 
assist patients in returning to use-
ful lives through ,total programs 
of rehabilitation. 
The program offered by the 
Air Force is only one of many 
outstanding opportunities avail-
able to qualified men and women 
in physical therapy. According to 
Dr. Robert B. Sprogue, Director 
of the Division of Physical Ther-
apy, approximately one-half of 
the men and women upperclass-
men in Physical Therapy are par-
ticipating in some form of 
scholarship or traineeship pro-
grams. 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THIE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
Think There's Something Missing 
in a Donut? 
Then you haven't tried . 
BOLTON'S DONUT DINETTE 
CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
Playtex·invents the first-day tampon"" 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind ••• 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average, 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to ym,. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect~ 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a JJ1),.bap 
is almost 7.erol 
Try it fast. 
Why live in the paot? 
·1·~·,;,·; ~ •.:. ~.. ·.~:..~ --~ 
; ;y; ~) .' ... 
. r... :-:; : . .$ • 
... ; • .:. S, ~ • 
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GAY 90's 1968 
-· 
Winning this year's float parade and for the third year in a row is Rho Mu Theta, 1hey will 
receive the 75th Anniversary President's Trophy for their efforts. 
Another of the most unusual Gay '90 floats - the biplane. 
103 N. Aurora 
273-9922 
BIG DADDY 
SUBS 
l O VARIETIES 
Discount on Orders over 20 
SMOOTH DATES 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
AR 2-3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening tho gracious 
Old English atmosphere is perfect. The mood at the 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
Late supper selections available 9:30 to 11:15 p.m. 
I<mt 
STEAK HOUSf.E 
109 South Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. Phono 272•1618 
SPRING WEEKEND 
1969 
MEETING I 
MONDAY AT 
8:00 P.M. IN 
THE REC ROOM 
All Sophs are urged 
to attend! 
11Your Drugstore Away lrom Home" 
Hallmark - Snoopy for President Cards 
112-114 N. AURORA ST. 
AR 3-3033 
206 E. State St. 
IFOOT LOCKER* 
ALL FIBRE 
(metal reinforced) 
AR 3-3891 
12"x16"x30" ............................................. : ............ $12.95 
16"x16"x30" .......................................................... $16,95 
14"x21"x36" .......................................................... $18.95 
18"x21"x36" .......................................................... $21.95 
22"x22"x36" .......................................................... $24.95 
24"x25"x40" .......................................................... $27.95 
* Free Delivery 
by Linda Garrett 
The gym filled slowly and the 
crowd became impatient. Finally 
the lights were dimmed and 
Saturday's Spring Weekend Con-
cert began with the Pozo-Seco 
Singers. The delightful blend of 
the voices of Susan Taylor, Don 
Williams, and Ron Shaw formed 
a melod'ic, pulsating folk-rock 
sound that entranced The entire 
audience for alm0.5t a full hour. 
Included among their numbers 
were "I Can Make It With You," 
and "Leaving On A Jetplane." 
Complying with the audience's 
demand for an encore, the Pozo-
Seco Singers returned to' perform 
"Guantanamera" and "Morning 
Dew." 
Once again the Soul Company 
returned to Ithaca College -
this time with a new lead singer .--------------
and a slightly different sound. 
"Cold Sweat," "Skinny Legs and 
All," and "I Thank You" were a _ 
few of the songs the Soul Com-
pany performed. Unfortunately, 
the audience seemed a bit cold 
and inattentive to the group, most 
likely due to the mounting ex-
pectancy of Marvin Gaye's ap-
pearance. 
Finally, at 11, Marvin Gaye came 
on stage. His reception by the 
audience was warm, and his en-
tertainment was excellent. He 
mingled both soul and smooth 
sounds in his renditions of "Ain't 
The lhacan Staff wishes 
all Students Good Luck 
on Final Exams -
See You In September 
• 
Deadl!ne for tho 
First Issue 
September 2, 1968 
That Peculiar," "How Sweet It '--------------1 
Is," "Born Free," and ''Who Can 
I Turn To." His captivating, 
energetic sound and his delight 
in performing and bringing the 
audience along with him made 
Marvin Gaye's performance a 
truly great and unforgettable one. 
BARNE"n"'S 
~ 
<S~ 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2•9881 
Pizza & S~bs l.' 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Steaks, Hot Dogs 
Sausageburgers 
French Fries & Onion Rings 
The Foods That Make 
FAMOUS 
Speedy Delivery 
To Your Door 
From 11 a.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
404 W. State AR 2-1950 
11Happy11 invites you and your date to meet 
Bloody Mary, for 50c, Saturdays from noon 
1 til 7, at the ••• 
sotdf/s}\c1 
TAVERN 
108 N. Aurora St. 
P.S.-Specials daily. 
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·- NOW HISTORY TOO! 
The Mitchell Trio presented folk and political tunes - Most 
notably their version of "Leaving on a Jetplane," which was 
written by one of the group, and the '68 Nixon. 
Hines, Hines and Dad opened the Ball Friday night and received 
quite an ovation. As the posters exclaimed, ''They really were." 
HEAD1 S 
CAMERA SHOP 
Photographic Products 
and 
Photo Finishing 
Since 1901 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
101 MADlt .. 
JOSJGOIIIS 
the NEW 
diamond shape 
OVAL ELmAN<Z: designed bl' 
Lazare Kaplan A Sons, Inc.. 
cutters of the world famous 
Jonker diamond, is.a com• 
pletety new concept in dia-
mond design. 
Why not drop in today! It 
Would give as great pleasure 
to show you this sparkling _ 
new czeat!on in-a variety of 
fine ri~ settings. 
PATTEt,rs 
JEWELERS 
Est. 1919 
The trio of Don Williams, Su5Gn Taylor and Ron Shaw are the 
Pozo-Sec.o Singers. The Singers opened Saturdays' concert with 
many popular favorites. 
The soul sound of Marvin Gaye 
was the headline attraction for 
Gay '90 - 1968. 
THE HEIGHTS 
AT THE AIRPORT 
Always welcomes you ! 
Before, during and after 
your Final Exams! 
AR2-9783 
Precision 
Wheel Allgnmenft 
Regularly $7.50 
Now 0D1V .. o 
$666 AnyU.~~ e!trm 
Check front aprlnp. al!.= 
absorbam and atamngw 
auambly; align front-en • 
aorrect camber,oaata.toe,6 
GDOD/YEAR 
SERVICE STORE 
318 W. State St. Phone AR 3-4580 Ithaca, N.Y. 
Robert S. Boothroyd! Agency, One. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
PHONE 272-8100 
312 E. State St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
''We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
$1.97 RECORD CLEARANCE 
Thousands of original $4.79 LP's including 
0 Baja Marimba Band 
°ᆹ~ Four Seasons 
o The Association 
o Wilson Pickett 
o Claudine 
0 Turtles 
0 Lettermen 
0 Dionne Warwick 
0 Supremes 
°ᆹ Four Tops 
0 Temptations 
0 Herb Alpert 
0 Sam & Dave 
0 Doors 
AND MANY MORE 
PORTMAN MUSBC CO. 
124 N. Aurora St. 
AR 2-1110 
ca:: 
;, 
, 
' 
' 
"" 
'THIE YARN SHOP 
204 N. Tioga 
THE MOST COMPLETE 
ART NEEDLEWORK 
SHOP IN THIS 
AREA 
COME IN AND 
BROWSE 
HELP CHEERFULLY 
GIVEN! 
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Student Government 
Continued from page 2 
Society also aspires to sponsor a 
Black Arts Festival that would be 
an annual affair likened to Ithaca 
College's Spring Weekend. The 
entire F<:stival will be comprised 
of Black entertainers with a broad 
base of appeal. Entertainers such 
as the Miles Davis Quintet, LeRoi 
Jones Dance Troupe, Harry Bele-
fonte, Nina Simone, etc. will per-
form, comprising various parts of 
the Festival. Although the Festi-
val would be festive in charac-
ter, cultural enlightenment would 
be a concomittant occurrence. 
It was noted earlier that this is 
a scholarship program. Therefore 
the question arises, "Where is the 
scholarship?" From now until 
graduation the primary emphasis 
is placed on raising funds for the 
scholarship, as the scholarship 
fund already has siJC applicants. 
Therefore, we face--Ithaca Col-
lege will match our efforts dollar 
for dollar - the task of raising 
$9,750.00 for tuition immediately. 
But still, this leaves one question, 
"How do the programs relate to 
the scholarship?" 
September comes only once a 
year. Therefore, there remain 
eleven months during which 
scholarship yields very little vis-
ible fruits. so, rather than allow-
ing the Memorial Fund to become 
narrow, why not broaden the 
scope of the fund, allowing for 
education the remaining months. 
The programs described above 
(Lecture Series, etc.) will cost 
money but they will also make 
money. All monies made from 
these programs will be deposited 
directly into the fund for schol-
arship to be made available the 
following September. 
N.Y.; Mr. Joseph Hartnett, Tomp-
kins County Trust, Ithaca, N.Y.; 
Fran Herman, Radio Personality, 
Board of Directors, Ithaca Festi-
val of Art; Mr. Jack Kiley, Mayor 
of Ithaca; Mr. Robert Routatou, 
United States District Attorney, 
Cleveland, Ohio; l\tr. Ben Stam-
baugh, Director of Foundation 
Relations of Cornell Universtiy; 
Mr. Walter L. Wiggins, Attorney, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Ithaca College: D e an John 
Brown, Professor Martha Garland, 
Dean Paul Givens, Father Graf, 
Professor Sidney Herzig, Faculty 
Advisor of Students•· Afro-Ameri-
can Society of Ithaca College, Mr. 
Ben Light, Assistant Dean Walter 
Newsom, Professor Charles Sack-
rey, Assistant Dean Marylee Tay-
lor, Professor Stuart Whitney, 
Professor Bernard P. Birnbaum, 
Mrs. Howard Dillingham. 
As indicated above, the organ-
ization encompasses all the veins 
of Ithaca College. This is a must 
because the potential talents of 
the Ithaca College community is 
both manifest and great. It is, 
therefore, the wish of the mem-
bers of the Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Memorial Fund that 
Ithaca College will direct itself 
to supporting this effort . to 
"bridge the canyons of ignorance" 
through exposure and communi-
cation. 
Drug Survey 
Continued from page 2 
by a physician, is quite risky. 
The results of the survey indi-
cate that there are between 10 
and 15 students who are using 
barbiturates more than 10 times 
in a three month period. With 
reference to the psychedelics oth-
er than marijuana, I aip con-
vinced that the use of these drugs 
is running a very serious risk. I 
am particularly concerned about 
literature that I have read, and 
have had many of the kinds of 
contacts with people in difficulty 
because of use that I have had. 
These students obviously have 
come to different conclusions on 
the basis of their reading and ex-
perience than I have arrived on 
the basis of my experience. I 
would very much like to talk to 
these students. I feel that I can 
learn from them, and, if they are 
interested, I am interested in 
sharing with them my knowledge 
and experience with the drugs. 
I realise that, because of the il-
legality involved, many of these 
students are totally unwilling to 
engage me in an honest conversa-
tion regarding their drug use. 
Despite this I would still like to 
request that some of these heavy 
drug users sit down and discuss 
with me their' involvement and 
their reactions to the use of these 
drugs.· 
The most practical way for a 
student who is involved in heavy 
use of drugs to discuss their drug 
involvement with me would be 
for them to make an appoint-
ment with me through the coun-
selling service. In this way they 
would officially be "patients" of 
the counselling service. As such, 
any information that they share 
with me would be "in confi-
dence". Because of the confi-
dentiallity involved in the coun-
selling relationship, I can guaran-
tee that any of the heavy drug 
users who will accept my invita-
ti_on will not, in any way, jeopar-
dize their relationship to Ithaca 
College, nor will they, in any 
way, get into· trouble with the law 
as a result of contacting me. I 
want to learn from these indi-
viduals; I want to increase my 
knowledge about the motivations 
behind drug use and about their 
reactions to drug use, and, in the 
long run, I want .to increase my 
value as a counselor within the 
campus community. 
Project 
Upward 
Bound 
West Tower 
Continued . 
of intra-mural teams 
• • 
(e.g. a 
Evanston, m. (I.P.) - North- wrestling team and a softball 
western University's Project Up- team), a dorm picnic, the con-
ward Bound - a program to pre- struction of a dormitory "Night 
pare students from poverty areas Club" with "Exotic Entertain-
fo a college education - has re-
ment," the first West Tower 
ported one of the lowest drop-
out rates in the nation. float, and the establishment of 
Only three of 135 students have a Council Office to facilitate the 
dropped out of Northwestern's 
program in three years, said Dr. 
Margaret Lee, director of the 
program. An officer of the Office 
of Economic Opportunity said 
this rate is "among the best" of 
the 257 similar Upward Bound 
projects being conducted at uni-
versities throughout the nation. 
Last summer, according to Dr. 
Lee's report, IOO students with 
strong academic potential from 
Chicago's inner-city schools - 77 
of them beginning their second 
year in the program - partici-
pated in eight weeks of resident 
study on campus under a $161,-
157 grant. 
At the end of the summer, 80 
returned to their communities 
and high schools, and 20 entered 
college, but all remained in regu-
lar contact with members of the 
Upward Bound staff for counsel-
ing and tutoring throughout the 
year. 
administering of all events and 
to house the dorm library, dormi-
tory awa~ds, and from which the 
Executive· and Judicial branches, 
as well as the loan fund, have 
operated. ~ 
In addition, West Tower spon-
sored a spectacular auction 
through which $273.00 was raised 
and donated to a scholarship 
fund champiQned by Dr. John 
Ryan. Furtherm.ore, a large sum 
is presently being collected, with-
in <the dorm, to be donated to the 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
Scholarship Fund. 
Thus, it is quite obvious that 
the West Tower has set a unique 
precedent at Ithaca College. Ac-
cordingly, the G<lvernment of 
West Tower has attempted to in-
ject some of its own enthusiasm 
into the other dormitories result-
ing in a year of meaningful 
change and more intense student 
involvement and political acti-
vism at Ithaca College. 
by Patricia Good 
Did you know: that the incom. 
ing freshmen were born in 1950' 
... that someone showed a lot o! 
people ·a filter cigarette that de. 
livered the taste because every. 
body was eating his hat ... that 
the rain in Spain falls mainly in 
Ithaca ... that Arthur S. prefers 
girls ... that all the Senate is a 
stage . . . that the harder they 
fall the bigger they are ... that 
DK had a monopoly on the stage 
last Friday ... that some people 
don't know how to count to three 
... that the Friends of Ithaca in-
vaded the Union cafeteria 
that the sun never sets on· th~ 
I.C. campus ... that a Jot of peo-
ple had to get up and leave the 
room ... that Lin is 35th in her 
class ... that monocles are "in" 
... that area code 312 is in Chi-
cago ... that cramming is no way 
to study for finals ... that there 
is no way ... that Mother's Day 
is May 12th. • • • , 
PRATT'S 
FLOWER SHOP 
. ' . 
'.' ~ , 
;·~T~ 
.. 
205 N. Aurora St. 
AR 3-7562 
"Our program is an attempt to 
give able high school students 
from inner-city schools a chance 
to become knowledgeable about 
the variety of opportunities from 
which they can choose profes-
sional, personal, academic, voca-
tional, and social goals," said Dr. 
Lee. The summer program is 
divided into two segments, High 
School and "Bridge" for entering 
college freshmen. 
FRA TERN ITV JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. l 
Ithaca College Class Rings Although initiated by a small group of students (Students' Afro. 
American Society), the Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Memorial Fund 
has achieved wide base support. 
The following is a picture of the 
organization behind the Memorial 
Fund: 
the 10 to 15 students on our cam- r-------------- r-------------. 
pus who have used psychedelic Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
Steering Comm'ittee: Earl Wil-
liams, Dean Brown, Dean Taylor, 
Father Graf, Peter Burrell, Five 
Afro-American Society Members; 
General Secretary: Beatrice Clark; 
Treasurer: Mr. Lizzio (Advisor), 
Father Graf, Dr. Hart, Benne 
Herbert; Canvas Committee: Louis 
J. Baldwin (Co-Chairman), Dan 
Karson (Co-Chairman); Ithaca 
College Canvas: John Harcourt 
(Advisor), Paul Givens (Advisor), 
Jess Nadelman (Chairman), John 
Beach, Tom Pandick, Lance 
Conha, Danny Baker; City Canvas: 
Ben Light (Advisor), B. Birnbaum 
(Advisor), S. Whitney (Co-Chair-
man), C. Carrintgon (Co-Chair-
man), Lauralyn Bellamy, Bob 
Dowell; Public Relations Commit-
tee: D. Talbott (Advisor), Alex 
Block (Co-Chairman), D. Creigh-
ton (Co-Chairman); Advisors: Mr. 
Roger Bardwell, Superintendent 
of Public Schools, Ithaca, N.Y.; 
Mr. Jack Goldman, Director of 
the Ithaca Neighborhood College; 
Mr. Edward Hart, M.D., Ithaca, 
drugs other than marijuana more 
than 10 times during the Novem-
ber to January period. I likewise 
am quite concerned about the 5 to 
10 students who have used 
opiates more than 10 times dur-
ing the same three month period. 
I am quite concerned about 
these students who report what 
I consider to be heavy use of 
potentially very qangerous drugs. 
All of my reading and experience 
has led me to the conclusion that 
the use of these drugs is running 
a very real risk. I ani also aware 
that most of the students who 
are involved in heavy use of 
drugs have read about the same 
HOTEL LEONARDO 
!Friday Matinee 
Special! 
3 - 6 P.M. 
105 N. Aurora St. 
ATTENTION: PARTY LOVERS 
A FUN DO AT THE 
!PORTERHOUSE ROOM 
At the Wonderland Motel 
lrcB'Ddh.ae Bourgui,g.noimrrne 
For Two- $10 
Tender Morsels of Beef Filet - 4 Exciting Sauces 
YOU do the cooking in a special Fondue Pot 
Sorved with - Tossed Salad, Potato, Rolls and Relishes 
A New Adventure Bn Dining 
654 Elmira Rd. AR 2-5252 
Dear Leo, 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Did you ever get 
your hat back? 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
AR 3-4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
ROSES ARE RED 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
MOTHER'S DAY CARDS ARE HERE 
WHERE ARE YOU? 
CHARJAN'S 
State & Tioga 
SO ARE GRADUATING CARDS 
Spend 
your summer 
learning · 
at Hofstrao 
As day students you can complete up to 14 credits - virtually a 
full semester's work - during Hofstra's two five-week summer 
sessions. Evening students can compleie up to 8 credits. 
Almost 400 undergraduate and graduate courses to choose from. 
Classes are taught by regular Hofstra faculty supplemented by 
outstanding visiting professors. _, 
These courses are also available at Hof~tra's Extension in Commack. 
First Session: June 18 - July 23 
Second Session: July 25-August 28 
, Registration in.formation and catalogues may be obtalned by 
writing or calling Director of Summer Sessions, (516) 560-3511. 
~pend your summer at this exciting university ••• learning, 
.n<>UTIIA. 
"*1 Hofstra University 
~ Hempstead, N.Y. 11,50 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS-MUGS-TROPHIES 
, Phone 272-5959 -
SPRING CLEARANCE 
Sate 
IS ON! 
Prior to the close of school the 
Squire Shop has its Spring and 
Summer Clearance Sale. Save 
now on warm weather sports-
wear for both m~n and women. 
Save II m fJ 
20% to 50% 
on 
·Men's and Wonen's' 
' Sportswear 
TRADITIONAL CLOTHES 
@,quirt &t,np 
" .... at the gateway to tke Campus." 
410 College Avenue 
Jr 
! 
The World 
of Wheels 
by Jack Gedney and Ron Cohn 
l. , '~,--,,,'_,, ,' :-, ' 
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',,:' J W AA Continued 
, , , , .Jo Anderson and Melinda Vaughn 
. ' l, won 6-3, 6-4 and the second dou-
' , ' 'i I blcs players Linda Zwahlen and 
, 1 Odette Bruns also came out vie-
. \ torious 6-3, 6-3. Their hard work 
, , -. ,'' ,,:; ) and desire to win merit all the 
'," "" girls a sincere congratulations on 
I a good season. 
, The spring conference for the 
Central New York Women's 
' Athletic and Recreation Asso-
ciation will be held on May 4 at 
1 Keuka College. The delegates 
· 1 from Ithaca are Puff Cramer, ~ -;,--,:1 Lynne Tyler, Sara Jane Werner 
and Ginny Willetts. They will be 
<,;;J·J:.>,:.<:,, ! meeting to discuss women's 
ROAD TEST-The AMX by American Motors-The new 
Al\1X by American Motors needs a slight introduction, not be-
cause it is new, but just because it is!! The American Motors 
Corporati_on of Kenosh_a, Wisconsin, has had the image of plain 
Jane, basic transportation, Joe Lunchbox type cars, bur, in 1%8 
has done some imagc~busting. The Javelin, AMC's "ponycar," 
started the year off right for the company, but in an Ithacan 
road test last semester this writer was left rather unimpressed. 
Thus we entered the AMX road test with some reservations 
about just how good the AMX could be? The answer to this 
question is very, very good indeed. The car reminded one of a 
older Vette in some respects, and in others it reminded us of 
"something else." The second question we asked ourselves was, 
~..._;:.,.,,....,..,~.;........::.;:...'_".,..,.:,.·_.....,.,.:-' 1' sports and to plan the sports day 
The perfect getaway car from the campus cops. schedule for the 1968-69 season. 
many "thank-yous" cannot be ex-
pressed here, but it is hoped that 
the people involved with W AA 
will realize our gratitude to each 
and everyone of them. The ad-
ministration, faculty, officers, 
committee heads, and interested 
girls have been an integral part 
of W AA. We thank all of you for 
your interest. A special thanks 
to '.\1iss Kelsey for all her time 
and effort in helping W AA help 
the women on this campus. She 
has given so much of herself and 
will always be remembered. W AA 
would like to wish her all the 
success and happiness while she 
is on sabbatical leave next year. 
Being president of an organiza-
tion is perhaps one of the most 
tiresome and frustrating jobs. 
Cookie Brahm, our president for 
1967-68 did not tire in her job. 
She overcame the many dis. 
couraging moments and helped 
\V AA to a successful year. She 
has showed us how "the road not 
taken" is the best road for us. 
She has shown us through her 
strength of character and desire 
to help others that W AA can tra-
vel on this road and be .success-
ful. 
,is_ the _A:t'AX worth the mo!ley, and you can bet your sweet 
• bzppy 1t is. The standard, stripped AMX is a fully equipped car. 
even thought its 225 horsepower V-8 would not strike fear into 
the heart of a G.T.O., as our 390 V-8 would. All that one really 
needs t~ add on to the standard car's $3245.00 price tag is the 
390 engme (315 horse), a radio, and the disc brakes, or in a 
package deal one could option for the GO PACK.AGE, which 
includes for $310.00 all that one could want in the car in the 
way of a hauler. The third question we considered was how did 
AMC_ build the AMX, or if "image busting" was the game, has 
American Motors succeeded on its first time out? The answer 
is we don't know, but the old gray Rambler's ain't what they 
used to be. 
AMX DRIVING IMPRESSIONS 
1 Once we were seated in the fully reclinable bucket seats 
and strapped in the seatbelt-shoulder harness combination we 
fired up the responsive 390 cu. in. powerplant. Just about any 
torso size can be accommodated in the ample interior for the 
seat travel is adequate and the steering wheel is adjustable ( at 
extra cost). The automatic shift linkage went smoothly into 
"Drive" and we were happily out of the parking lot. The AMX 
immediately gave us the feeling that we were m a highly pre-
These three are part of AMX no cost option. 
pared race car. The suspension was ultra-tight, as was the close 
ratio manual steering gear. We immediately fell in love with it. ADMIN.-REFORM 
It would take corners faster than• a similarly prepared Javelin 
due to the shoner wheelbase and heavier suspension. The steer-
ing was light and responsive for a 3200 lb. car and could be 
easily lived with. If pushed into a -hard corner the car would 
initially understeer (plow) slightly but could be easily correct-
New York, N.Y. (1.P.) - Presi-
dents of American liberal arts 
colleges were called upon re-
cently to exert greater efforts in 
stimulating change and innova-
tion in their institutions. i)cd with power application. In fact, we were coming out of most 
'' turns with oversteer once the handling characteristics were 
aligned with our senses. They were urged to involve stu-
The AMX, unlike most American cars, gav~ us a real "seat dents in the reform of educa-
of the pants" driving sensation. The suspension never got too tional policies and practices to 
harsh to be uncomfortable and remained controllable on bumpier "escape the disruption and turm-
roads. At no time, even at speed, did we feel we were out of oil of further rebellion." 
touch with the car. The power assisted disk brakes proved their These recommendations to col-
w_orth when entering tight corners. At no time during the test 1 ~ege presidents wer~ l:1ade known 
did they fade or show signs that they would. It was encouraging m a book contammg papers 
to hear that American l\Iotors included them in their high-per- delivered at a Conference for 
formance packages. Praise must also be given to the E70-14 Presidents of Liberal Arts Col-
Goodyear Hi-performance Polyglass Wide Oval tires ( I'm glad leges, held at Teachers College, 
I don't have to say tha~ aga_in), for they gave ample bite on Columbia University. Professor 
take-off and were very sticky m the corners at normal pressures. Earl J. McGrath, director of the 
They are also part of the performance package. The only driving Teachers College Institute of 
a~noyance found was with the Borg-Warner automatic unit. 
We felt that the unit shifted crisply but that it wasn't up to Higher Education, edited the 
t~e standards of the Turbo-Hydramatic of GM or the Torque- publication. 
fine of Chrysler. Having nothing to do with the car's handling Active presidential involvement 
but .in line with dri~ing imp!essions was the lack of visibility in the planning and direction of 
afforded by the sloping rooflme of the rear deck. This was es- higher education is imperative, 
pcC1al!y anoying when at intersections of less than 90°. Professor McGrath asserts. Other-
. In conclusion the AMX was a real surprise for us. The car 
1s _a guaranteed head snapper, and proved its worth with the ,---------------
faire: sex as well (see _photo). The feeling that one got while 
playmg Dan Gurney with the car on State of New York num-
bered raceways would have ecstacized the heart of any auto-
motive Walter Mitty. It had the sound, the feel, the look of a 
real G.T. m~chine, but the price of a well optioned Toadmobile. 
The only Itnaca !1rea ~MX can be viewed and driven at Long's 
· i\Iotor Sales, which will be. glad to answer any questions and 
order you one of your own If you want one though, don't wait. 
Our AMX was No. 01731 and with only 10,000 being produced 
that leaves one with only (?) 8,269 to choose from. 
; !**' 
SUPPORT THE MARTIN LUTHER KING 
MEMORIAL FUND. 
HELP CONTINUE 
WHAT HE MADE POSSIBLE-! 
Donohue-Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
wise, he says, change and inno-
vation will only occur in direct 
proportion to faculty turnover. 
The only sources of new ideas, 
he believes, are likely to be facul-
ty newcomers who import the 
possibility of change with them, 
although those with new ideas 
frequently meet with antagonism 
and indifference. 
Professor McGrath is convinced 
that administrators "have not 
sufficiently involved students in 
the reform of educational poli-
cies and practices." 
FOR SALE 
MATERIAL and 
WEDDING GOWNS 
(Made to order) 
O Dresses 
O Crowns 
O Hems 
O Alterations 
Ca II AR 3-8268 
afternoons 
GEE'S SPORT SHOP 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
0 Guns - New & Used 
0 Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
0 Quality Fishing Tackle 
0 Gun Supplies 
Since 1898 
rF IR. IE fE 
S lUl M M IE [R 
ST(» !RAG lE 
for aDB your winter garmenll"s 
IFO.IETCHER1S 
lll"lhacCD ColDege Cleaning Cenil'eli' 
The Association consists of col-
leges in the central New York 
area who compete in various 
sports. At the present time there 
arc approximately twenty col-
leges who arc members. We hope 
our delegates enjoy their experi-
ence at the C.N.Y.W.A.R.A. con-
ferences. 
I am sure most of you find it 
hard to believe that this year has 
almost become a memory. Just 
imagine freshmen, we'll soon be 
"upperclassmen." We hope that 
W AA has made your leisure 
time more enjoyable. It is impos-
sible for most of you to realize 
the work that goes into planning 
the athletic events of the year, 
but your interest in the activi-
ties makes it worthwhile. Don't 
forget the Women's Athletic As-
sociation is for you. All I.C. 
women are members and it is 
through all of you that our pro-
gram is successful. 
There are so many people who 
have given so much to help 
W.A.A. Perhaps we neglect to 
give thanks for all the time and 
effort that different people have 
put into this organization. Per-
haps we shouldn't be so hesitant 
in showing our gratitude. The 
BROOKS (4) 
?HARMACIES 
(THERE'S BOUND TO BE 
One Near Youl) 
FREE DB.IVERIES 
IF YOU'LL PHONE 
AR 2 - 3341 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ••• 
where everybody meets 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
DTHACA 
(§) 
SERVICENTER 
under new management 
1 <> 
'.Complete Car Service 
'Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE AR 3-3261 
335 E. State St. 
ENJOY THE ELEGANCE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE IN THIS AREA .•. 
CILUNTON rH101'tEH.. 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
BANQUETS, PRIVATE PARTIES, MEETINGS 
in the Beautiful Main Ballroom 
Also Special Rooms for any event Phone 273-3222 
ROOMS REMODELED and REFURBISHED FOR YOUR 
GUESTS by the Day or Week with FREE Parking Facilities 
Don't you fred about finals 
for your friends all" 
BROWNING KING are behandl 
you 100% 
SO DON'T YOU IFORGIET thall' 
your personal clothing 
headlquarters is at the base o!F 
the hill at STATIE AND AIUIR.ORA 
- that is IBROWNDNG ICING 
for alD your clothing needs 
HASKELL DAVDDSON1 S 
§PORT§ 
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Bombers: Doubllelbteader 
Tomorrow 
IC Golf Teatn 
24-0 Over Harp~r 
Sus queha:1nna9 s 
Pitching Strong 
by Mike Hinkclman 
Tomorrow afternoon the Bomb-
ers go up against Susquehanna's 
Crusaders in a doubleheader at 
Selinsgrove, Pa., then return 
borne for contests againt St. 
Lawrence and Cortland on Mon-
day and Tuesday,· respectively. 
elude second baseman Harry Kost, 
who had a .316 average last year, 
catcher Gary Howe, infielders 
Randy Alexander, Bob Yaris, and 
Brian Cory. Sophomores are ex-
pected to carry the hitting load. 
The Bombers will conclude 
their regular campaign with home 
contests against St. Bonaventure, 
Hartwick, C. W. Post, and a road 
doubleheader at LeMoyne. 
· The Ithaca College golf team 
won its second match of the sea-
son on Saturday, April 27, by de-
feating Harpur College, 20-4, at 
Binghamton's Vestal Hills C.C. 
The weather was cold and rainy 
and was not conducive to good 
scoring. Rick Wright, Ron Bob-
bett, and Tom Sandler fought the 
elements to snare medalists 
honors with six over-par 78's. 
Wright's back nine included two 
eagle 3's. Ithaca won five of the 
individual matches and tied the 
other. Besides the above three, 
Butch Riseley and Gary Lewis 
registered victories, and Tom Fay 
rallied to tie his match. 
?.>P DHT ?.> UlH1E 
Coach Jim Hazlett's Crusaders 
have been hampered by a lack of 
hitting in the past, but have al-
ways been strong in pitching, and 
this year will be no exception. 
Southpaw Bob Guise, Susquehan-
na's best pitcher, compiled an 
ERA of 2.75 last year, but won 
only one game, while losing five. 
Junior Phil Hopewell is another by Mike Hinkelman 
key pitching hopeful. Senior Jerry For awhile, last week, it seemed as though the Chicago 
Miskar and Junior Gary "Gilbert, \Vhitc Sox might not even win a game at all this season. Last 
both outfielders, are Susquenhan- Thursday, after Eddie Stanky's Pale Hoses had dropped their 
na's leading bitters, and both tenth game in a row, a 3-2 setback to Minnesota, Stanky even 
compiled averages of .280 last barred Vice-President Humphrey from the Chisox' locker room 
year. Other key personnel in- quarters, not to mention countless numbers of newsmen, who 
-elude infielders Nick Lopardo, seem to take a special pleasure in needling Mr. Stanky, whether 
Dennis Baker, and Jimmy Hall. h~ is in the throes of a losing streak or the joviality of a 
With the season record now 
standing at 2 and 0, the team 
faces a tough schedule of five 
matches in eight days. They faced 
Oswego away on Tuesday, Cort-
land and Brockport, at Brockport 
on Thursday, and will play Roch-
ester Tech at home today, then 
close out the season on Monday, 
May 6th, at Cortland. 
Match Results: 
Wright (0 dft. Conlan (H), 3½-½. 
Bobbett en dft. Gainen (H) 3-1. 
Riseley (0 dft. Gentry (H), 31/z-½. 
Sandler en dft. Cohen (H), 4-0. 
Lewis en dft. Sandler (H), 4-0. 
Fay en and Moseley (H), tied, 2-2. 
WAA 
Picnic 
Closes 
Season 
by Chris Flatley 
SPORTS 
Hot Corner 
by Ben Reese 
I .h~ve been wntmg this column since Janµary and have 
enjoyed the experience very much. But, since this is the final 
issue for the year, I would like to share some of the unanswered 
questions I have run across. . 
QUESTION NO. 1: WICB is not broadcasting any of the l 
I.C. baseball games this year. Why is this? I spoke to 
WICB Sports Director Don Berman about this and he · 
told me the reason. The baseball broadcasts, like the 
football broadcasts, are done from the large "new" tower 
on the edge of the football field. The v(ew of the base-
ball diamond is very good. That is, it was a good view in 
the old tower which accidentally burnt down last year. 
Then the new green p;essbox was built. · This stru~turc ·1 
was as good for football as the old one had been. But 
there were no facilities for baseball. The old pressbox had;1 
a window in the rear through which the baseball field j 
could be seen. But the new box doesn't even have a win· I 
dow. You can't see the baseball field at all. It was re-
quested that this situation be remedied but nothing has 
been done since last year. WHY? 
QUESTION NO. 2: The Bomber varsity bas,eball team 
plays its last game of the season on Graduation Day. I 
can understand the i::eason for this, which is that be. 
cause the schedules -are made up years in advance nothing 
can be done about the present schedule. This is unfor. 
tunate. Ithaca Coilege is on a class- schedule which has 
the year ending in May when most schools are just be-
ginning their seasons. I have not checked with the Ath-
letic Department, but I am wondering why this could not 
be remedied in future years. 
• • • • • 
HOT SHOTS: I want to thank all of the readers of this 
column for bearing with me throughout this semester. Good luck 
St. Lawrence has been hurt by winning streak. In that loss to Minnesota, the White Sox collect. 
graduation losses to almost their ed 12 hits, but could push across only two runs, and this seems 
entire pitching staff, the outfield, to be indicative of the many woes confronting the Chicagoans 
the infield corners, and the this season. Rarely do the White Sox collect 12 or more hits in 
catcher. Only returning regulars a single game, and then to lose when they do, simply adds to 
are second baseman Paul lbert their futility. Fortunately, however, Chicago snapped the losing 
and shortstop Vince Bianchi. Re- streak the next afternoon by beaing the Twins by the narrow 
serves Ron Waske and John, margin of 3-2. It was reported that Manager Stanky was so 
Moore are expected to shore up' thrilled with the achievement that he did a "war dance" in 
some of the infield problems, ccnterfield of Metr~politan Stadium. Unbeknown to Stanky the 
while Wayne Bates is the best bet White Sox would revert to their losing ways again the 'next 
to nail down the catching chores. afternoon, absorbing a 4-1 setback to Minnesota. 
Well, the end of the year is al-
most here. W AA had its final 
fling with a picnic at Stewart 
Park this past Tuesday. The park to all seniors and best wishes for their future. I want to apologize 
was attacked by frisbees, soft-. to all of the seniors who did not get mentioned in last week's 
ba~ls, volleyballs an? barb~cue column. I would have ·liked to include you but there was not 
grills. Everyone was m _the right enough space. Have a good summer. See you next semester. Utilityman Phil McWhorter, Dan Absolut_ely nothing has gone right for the White Sox this 
Herrick, and Jon Ellison head the season. Their once-strong and always-rugged pitching_ staff has 
outfielders corps. The pitching crumbled (both Joe Horlen and Gary Peters have ERA's ex-
staff is anchored by junior Bob cceding 5.00); their hitting attack is as feeble as it has always 
Sylcester, who compiled an ERA been ( the team batting average is a solid .190); and what's mor 
of 1.58 last year, and sophomore the Sox haven't gotten as much as one good break. Yet, despit~ 
Ron Hayden, last year's leading all this, Chicago still has the same nucleus of the team, which 
frosh pitcher. . last year, was right in the thick of the American League pennant 
Coach Bob Wallaces Red Dra- struggle until the final five games of the season, when their 
gons of Cortland are expected to hard-pressed pitching staff simply couldn't withstand the tre-
be in for a rebuilding year as mendous. pressure and burden of the hectic pennant scramble. 
graduation last year all but deci- Just what is wrong with the Chicago White Sox? 
mated the Cortland pitching staff Last year, as you'll remember, it was pitching and speed, 
and the outfield. Pitching is ex- the Stanky trademark, that kept the White Sox in the pennant 
pected to be Cortland's strong race. In fact, pitching and speed have been the forte of the 
point. Last year's top hurler, Al White Sox down through the years. But then, last season, in 
Greenburg, will on~e again the wake of the Chicago collaI?se in the pennant struggle, Gen-
anchor the staff, while sopho- eral Manager Ed Short negotiated trades to beef up the Chi-
more Fred Bruntrager last year sox' attack. Acquisitions included Tommy Davis from the New 
posted a 4-3 record, had a 1.89 York Mets, a bonafide .300 hitter, Tim Cullen, a peppery 
ERA, and struck out 79 batters second-baseman from Washington, and veteran outfielder Russ 
in 54 innings for the frosh. Out- Snyder from Baltimore. At present, Davis is batting .175, Cul-
fielder Don Congdon, last year's Jen .190, and Snyder .095. Apparently, if owner Arthur Allyn 
leading hitter with a .362 average, Short, and other officials of Chicago's higher echelon had studied 
is expected to anchor the hitting history more thoroughly, history would show them that in 1959 
attack. Other key personnel in- the Sox won the American League pennant with pitching and 
speed. 
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Moreover, i_n view of the broad and symmetrical layout of 
~hicago's Comis~e~ Park, a':1d the prevailing winds that blow 
m from Lake M1ch1gan day m and day out, it simply does not 
~old true _that_ what _Chicago needs is a power-laden hitting 
lineup. It 1s quite obv10us that Comiskey Park is not a hitter's 
Park, and that in the past, sluggers have found the confines 
of Comiskey Park anything but friendly. Because of the loca-
ti01~ and nat~re ?~ Comiskey ~ark, the Sox have had to depend 
enurely on p1tchmg for som~ time n?w. Th_us, when its pitching 
staf~ cai:i no longer c?pe with the m~reasmgly-stronger hitters 
commg mto the American League, Chicago simply collapses like 
a punctured balloon. Unquestionably, it is too much to ask of a 
4-'!lan starting rotation and 44-year-old knuckleballer Hoyt 
Wilhelm to carry a team through an entire season. It is impos-
si_ble to win pennants on pitching alone; you must have the 
hitters, and hence, the balanced attack. Chicago however 
doesn't n~ed sluggers, but hitters who can spra; the ball 
around, hitters_ who can perfect the hit-and-run play, etc. 
Indeed, this was very much the case in 1959. Time and time 
again, Chicago would win games with a base-on-balls a stolen 
base, an infield out? and a passed ball. However, afte; Chicago 
lost the World Senes to the Dodgers in the fall of 1959 Bill 
Vceck, the thcn:owner of the White Sox, said what Chicago 
needed ~as a sohd attack-sluggers who could deliver the long-
ball. With more beef and muscle, Veeck insinuated the Sox 
could win pennants indefinitely. Nex.t year, the White Sox 
dropped out of sight. It culd happen again this year. 
mood and had a great time. . The statistics for the latest .. ----11!111-lill!'" _______________ .,.. 
sports events show our I.C. wo-
men to be doing well. The La-
crosse Team won their game 
against Skidmore with a score of 
9-5 on April 22. And one April 26, 
they played a tremendous game 
against Penn State. They lost 
12-10 but the game was tied up 
until the last two minutes. The 
girls softball team lost to Brock-
port, but came back to Show their 
skill against Oneonta with an 
overwhelming victory of 15-6. 
They looked as if they were really 
enjoying .themselves despite the 
cool weather. The Spring fun 
helped all of the teams, but the 
wind was a disadvantage to the 
Tennis Team. Because of the 
strong wind on our hill, there 
was a lack of practice time for 
the girls, said Miss Carnell, the 
coach. However, they did manage 
to have a good_ season. The re-
§ults of the last two games show-
ed a loss to Skidmore but a win 
against Brockport. In the Skid-
more contest, the first singles 
player Annette West, won her 
match, 6-4, .6-2. Elaine Goldband 
the second singles player lost 7-5: 
6-3. The doubles also lost: Jo An-
derson and Melinda Vaughn (first 
doubles) 7-5, 6-1; Linda Zwahlen 
and Brenda Kruse (second dou-
bles) 6-2, 6-1. When the team met 
with- Brockport they won by a 
total score of 3-2. The first sin-
gles player, Annette West lost 
4-6, 6-3, 6-0 while the second sin-
gles payer, Elaine Goldblllld won 
6-3, 7-5. We also had a third sin-
gles player, Margie Lane who 
came through to win her match 
4-6, 7-5, 6-3. In the doubles 
matches, the first doubles team, 
Continued on page 19 
Study with us this summer. Our 300 acres of green shaded camjius 
provide I perfect summer stul!f atmosphere. Durh12 off hours erijoy 
an-campus tennis, riding or bowling,. - · 
We're Just minutes from parks, beaches, golf courses, several fine 
theatres and museums and just an hour from Manhattan and the 
Hamptons. 
Modem residence halls are available on the campus lor underaradu-
ats men and women. 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
-Uberal Arts and Sciences, Pre-Professional, 
Pre-Engineering, Business and Education 
GRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS In the Graduate Schools 
of Long Island University: Biological Sciences, Business 
Administration, Chemlst,y, Education and Certification, 
Management Engineering, English, Foreign Languages, 
. Guidance and Counseling, History, Library Science, Marine 
Science, Mathematics, Music Education, Physics, Political 
Science, Sociology, Speech. · 
· Apply now for TWO 5-V,EEK SUMMER SESSIONS 
June 24-July 26 and July 29-August 30 • Day and Evening 
Admission open to visiting students from accredited colleges. 
•
or additional Information, summer bulletin and application, 
. phone (516) 626-1200 or mall coupon 
C~W.POST COLLEGE 
OF-LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY 
"'NEW DIMENSION$ MERRIWEATHER CAMPUS 
IN I.EAAIIING" r---------------~------------, I Dan of Summer School, C.W. Post College, Merriweather Campus, I 
P.O. Greenvale. Lt~ N.Y.11548 CP I l Please send me Summer Sessions Information bulletin. I D Women's Residence Hall D Men"s Resldonce Hall I I a Unde,sraduate D Graduate Cl Day D Evenlna I 
. I I Name •••••••••••••••••• ._ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I I Mdresa •••••••••••••••••••••• •.............................. I 
I City" ........................... State ............. Zip........... I 
. I I If visiting student. from whlch college? •••••••• , •••••• !'. • • • • • • • • • .J 
~---------------------------
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"An Entertainment 
RASCALS TO BE 
tGROOVI-N' AT CONCERT 
The Rascals are no longer , Angeles, Honolulu, Europe and meeting the demands of the , 
young. The Rascals have never the Far East were waiting, and times is noticeable by persuing ' 
been sophisticated. The Rascals demanding. They had heard the their albums: "The Young Ras-
are definitely not teeny-bop. The sound. They ·bad loved the sound. cals," "Collections,'' "Groovin' ," 
Rascals have never been to Danny It was new and exciting. People "Once Upon A Dream." Progress. 
Baker's room. The Rascals have were dancing, listening, hum- And their concert will mirro:i; j 
never been greater. ming, and whistling "I Ain't (very their growth. Each minute will 1 
In 1965, Fellx Cavaliere, Eddie ethnic) Gonna (ditto) Eat Out be filled with the same electric· 
Brigati, Gene Cornish, and Pino My Heart Anymore." "Good exc!tement that filled Madison I 
Danelli played a- gig at a club in Lovin" came out more as a sound Square Garden. Each song a 
Southhampton, Long Island called than a song. The Rascals are monument to what is the Rascal 
tbe Barge. As far as the owners dynamic "in _a .. world--that>s·-con,- · sound . . . now. 
nd patrons were concerned, they stantly changing." Their sound One of the factors that has 
ould have stayed forever. How- has grown, The same musician- contributed so much to their all-
vcr, Sylvia, New York City, Bos- ship, the same audience appeal- around success is the fact that 
ton, Washington, Cleveland, Los but today! Their 11.exability in the Rascals write all of the songs 
a--------------·-----------, they record. The string of hits 
that they have written include 
THURSDAY. APRIL 25 
''Your Father's Mustache" 
8:30 in the PUB 
Curfew - 12 Midnight 
FRIDAY, APRIL 26 
Gay Nineties Ball Featuring 
The Mitchell Trio and 
Hines, H"mes and Dad 
"It's Wonderful," "How Can I Be 
Sure," "A Girl Like You," 
"Groovin'," "Lonely Too Long," 
"Come On Up," and "You Better 
Run)' They also create all of the 
arrangements on their recordings. 
! _., 
Explosion"· 
9:00 in the Gym 
From a rough, el).etgetic · group 
of youngsters two years ago, the 
Rascals have developed into the 
outstanding No. 1 American 
group of the 1960's. Young Rascals ~o appear in concert Friday, April 27 at 8:30 in the Gym. 
Cabaret- 2:00 a.m. Terrace Cafeter~a 
SATURDAY. APRIL 27 
· Gay Nineties, 1968 Float Parade 
11:00 Downtown 
Reviewing Stands in front of Rothschild's 
Department Store 
Concert - Sat. lunch picnic - Union Quad. 
The Young Rascals and 
Pozo .Seco Singers 
8:30 in the Gym , 
Cabaret- 12 Midnight - Terrace Cafeteria 
Old Movies - Fields- Keystone Cops 
Robert Benchley 
SUNDAY. APRIL 28 
Nickelodeon with Buster Keaton, Keystone 
Cops, W. C. Fields 
8:00 Rec Room 
CURFEWS 
Coeds with parental permission may have all 
night privileges for Friday and Saturday . 
nights. Without permission curfew will be 3:00 
and 4:00 a.m. Girls must secure. permission 
slips for the all night curfew from their house 
rnothers. All night privileges with weekend · 
ticket only. 
PRING WEEKEND COMING ATTRACTIONS 
eekend Happenings on WICB-TV - April 18 
Check WICB-TV program listings in The 
Ithacan 
\ 
orning Life - 11:00-11:30 a.m. Sat, April 13 
on WICB-AM-FM · with Danny Baker Spring 
Weekend Chairman and Miss Sharon Staz, 
iunior class advisor will discuss the plans and 
attractions of Spring Weekend. 1968 
orning Life-Sat, April 20. at 11:00-11:30 
a.m. on WICB-AM-FM with Tom Pandick. 
Spring Weekend Concert Chairman and 
Danny Baker. 
1;lrl elections for Spring Weekend Court -
~pril 22, in the Union Lobby 
Pozo Seco Singers 
Reflect What's Now 
The trio of Susan Taylor, Don 
Williams and Ron Shaw are per-
haps best known to many as the 
Pozo Seco Singers. Columbia 
Records artists since 1965, they 
will appear in concert with The 
Rascals on Saturday night, April 
27, at 8:30 p.m. in the Gym-
nasium. The group has had a long 
succession of hot recordings to 
their credit. Among them, singles 
including "If I Were A Carpen-
ter" by Tim Harlin, "Time," 
"I'll Be Gone," "I Can Make It 
With You," "Look What You've 
"Done" and "Louisiana Man" as 
well as LPs, "Time" and "I Can 
Make It With You." 
The Pozo Seco Singers were 
originally formed in Corpus 
Christi, Texas when Susan and 
The Strangers Two (Don Williams 
Collins, Stan Getz and again with 
The Rascals. 
. Don Williams, who plays guitar 
and harmonica for the Pozo Seco 
Singers, also writes some of their 
material. He, like Susan, con-
siders signing with Columbia his 
biggest break in show business, 
and recalls that the single "Time" 
officially launched their career as 
professional performers. A lover 
of pop, folk and classical music, 
Williams lists Gordon Lightfoot, 
& Lofton Kline) were all appear-
ing at a Del Mar Jr. College 
Hootenanny. By the end of the 
evening the three had compared 
sounds, liked what they heard, -
joined forces and formed The 
Pozo Seco Singers. 
Ron Shaw, the newest member 
of the trio joined the group early 
in 1967, replacing Lofton Kline. 
Since then, his evolvement as one 
of The Pozo Seco Singers has j 
been a most natural and almost 
spontanous one. A specialist on I 
both the six and twelve string 
guitar, as well as the five string , 
banjo, Shaw writes much of the ; 
material the group uses. J: 
Paul McCartney and John Lennon 
among his favorite composers. 
Susan Taylor, the youngest 
member of the group began sing-
ing and playing the guitar at the 
age of ten. A devotee of all types 
of music, she als(j composes 
music and lyrics ("Forget His 
Name," "Reasons"). Her long 
range plans include broadening 
her professional career by per-
haps acting and/or writing a 
book. 
In recent months the trio has 
appeared at Expo '67 and on the 
Joey Bishop and Mike Douglas 
Television Shows. Their immedi-
ate plans include a guest per-
formance on the "Pat Boone In 
Hollywood" Show. 
Gay Nineties 1968 -
" An Entertainment· 
Explosion." 
All Night Curfews 
Have You Made Your 
Reservations? 
Look For "·A Weekend 
Happening" April 
18th. 
Start Your Day With 
"Morning Life," April· 
13th. 11:00 a.m. 
"Beautfiul Morning" -
A Weekend Sure-Shot 
°"'""i I Th ks J Al an - ess, ex, 
Alan and Maurice 
Happy Birthday To 
Sharon and Jess 
"Use Right Shoulder" 
Sebring: "The Place To 
Be When You're Cut-
ting More Than One" 
Who Wanted To Know 
What TJllle It Was? 
Did You Know: Post 
Cards Were Legalized 
in 1898? 
Zonked On A Dollar -
Thanks To Dave and 
Jim 
Just Think - Only 243 
Days Till Fall Week-
end 
A long time professional musi-
cian, be formerly beaded his own 
group, and has appeared with 
such top.artists as Johnny Mathis, Susan Taylor, Don Williams and Ron Shaw-The Pozo Seco Look For Sammy In The 
Dave Brubeck, Trini Lopez, Judy Singers. Audience This Year! 
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The Best Place In The World 
' 
Is Right Under Your Nose 
Antique Cars Highlight 
Weekend Float Parade 
The largest and most spectacu-
lar parade in Ithaca College his-I tory will be the Saturday morning 
I attraction of Gay Nineties, 1968. I Featured will be fast marching 
Screeming Eagles Drill team of 
: Utica, New York. 
Apalachin, New York; The Mello-
Dears All Girl Drum and Bugle 
Corps also of Apalachin; and The 
Barons of Steuben Junior Drum 
and Bugle Corps of Corning, New 
York. All three present a color-
ful and entertaining spectacle of 
pagentry, music, and marching. 
The Mitchell Trio. 
Known as the "Aristocrats of 
prec1s10n drill" the Sreeming 
Eagles present an exciting, dar-
ing, and dazzling display of open 
maneuvers, performing them with 
a high degree of proficiency -in 
execution coupled with a vast 
amount of audience appeal. The 
Screeming Eagles is unique in 
style, and cadence, using five 
tempos in displaying their fabu-
lous routines and maneuvers. The 
Corps consists of 65 individuals 
ranging in ages from 9 years to 
23 years; this includes a 20 man 
color guard. 
Once again this year a large 
contigent of wildly colored floats 
will represent the fraternities 
and organizations of the College. 
There are more entries this year 
than in any previous year. The 
best of these floats will be pre-
sented the first annual President's 
Trophy by the Ithaca College 
Seventy-Fifth Anniversary com· 
mittee. Mitchell ·Trio: 
A N e-w- Tradition 
· In the spirit of the medieval 
"goliards," the wandering student 
minstrels, they sing out the news 
.,, . they speak their· minds and 
their hearts in song. 
, They ,carry on the old tradition 
oUolk music; they are a part of 
~the new tradition . . . they help 
lf.o make it. They are The Mitchell 
Trio, appearing at the Gay 90's 
Ball-Friday night, April 26 at 
9:00 p.m. in Ben Light Gym-
nasium. 
They've sung of The John Birch 
Society:, "We'll all be glad to see 
you when·. we're meeting in the 
.John, in the John, in the John 
Birch Society," of Barry Gold-
water, ''We're the bright -young 
men, who want to go back to 
1910, we're Barry's Boys," of the 
Ku Klux Klan: "Had a little rally 
the other night, shot up town in 
.; fury, Luke~s arrested, Pa's on 
rtnal, .and the rest of us are on 
the jury," of Naziism in Germ~y: 
' "Each and every German, dances 
·to the strain of the "I vas not a 
Nazi Polka," of Adam Clayton 
Powell: "He's a pot that calls 
the Kettle white," and of the 
Go,vernor of Alabama: "What 
bigotry needs is a woman's 
touch." 
The Mitch~ll Trio originated at 
Gonzaga University in Spokane, 
Washington. During their first 
year they ~ sang for campus 
ilroups, clubs and parties in- the 
Spokane area. Their good friend, 
Father Reinard Beaver, a Catho-
lic priest, helped procure en-
gagements for them - with and 
Without the aid of his-· Roman 
collar ... and when Father Bea-
ver had to leave for New York 
to attend an Army Chaplain's 
training course, he suggested that 
'f!ie Trio accompany him. They 
did, and they literally sang their 
way across the country and into 
New York's chic Blue Angel sup-
per club. This was their first 
.Professional engagement. 
· Since then, The Mitchell Trio 
as become a headline attraction 
across the country . . . at 
res of colleges, at plush 
tclubs, like the Drake Hotel 
Chicago, the Hungry i in San 
else<>", the Crescendo in Hol-
od, Basin Street East in New 
York City, on such television 
shows as The Bell Telephone 
Hour, Ed Sullivan, The . Tonight 
Show, The Mike Douglas. Show, 
The .Steve Allen Show, From the 
Bitter End, and the satirical That 
Was The Week That Was. They 
have recorded 11 albums to date 
and already are planning their 
next. The Trio are Mike Kobulk, 
John Denver, and David Boise. 
It was while attending Gonzaga 
University, Spokane, Washington, 
that Mike...Kobluk and two friends 
formed the now famous singing 
group. While at Gonzaga, Mike 
was a man of many interests. He 
majored, at one time or another, 
in such disparate fields as elec-
trical engineering, business ad-
ministration, English and mathe-
matics. These days, Mike's prime 
interest is music. 
John Denver spent his early 
years traveling throughout the 
United. States and Japan before 
settling down in Fort Worth, 
Texas, for high school and two 
and a half years at Texas Tech, 
wher.e he studied architecture. 
Before joining the Trio, John was 
a frequent feature in several 
popular Phoenix and- Los Angeles 
nightclubs, including Ledbetters, 
Randy Sparks' California bot 
spot. 
David Brise's family eventually 
settled in Houston, where David 
began singing in high school. 
After college at The University 
of Texas, he began ,bis profes-
sional career with a group called 
The Rum Runners. They went to 
Daytona Beach, Florida for the 
annual spring. festivities and 
while there, won a Mercury rec-
ord contract and an appearance 
at the '63 Monterey Folk Festival. 
For the next three . years, the 
group toured the country working 
many top clubs and the Playboy 
circuit. Then, in June of 1966, 
David joined the Town Criers, a 
very popular folk-rock group 
which enjoys a fine reputation 
in the- Southeast and has done 
more than a hundred concerts in 
that area. David met John Denver 
in Houston, and struck up a re-
lationship which eventually led 
to his becoming an active mem-
l)er of The Mitchell Trio. 
As a first time added attrac-
tion this year Gay Nineties 1968 
presents three of the finest Drum 
and Bugle Corps in upstate New 
York. The Apalachin Grenadiers 
Junior Drum and Bugle Corps of 
Also an outstanding first in 
this year's parade will be the win-
ner of the preliminary Miss 
America Pagent for this area, 
Miss Chemung Valley. The week-
end court this year will ride the 
parade route in Antique Cars to 
match the Gay Nineties theme 
of this most exciting weekend 
ever. 
Hines, Hines & Dad: 
They Really Are! 
Hines, Hines &, Dad "We can't "'!'ait to do itl" 
H. H. and D.; Not Hubert the Olympia in Paris and while 
Humphrey and donkey, but Hines, in Milan did TV shows for Italian 
Hines and Dad. Not a ketchup· television. 
. To date, their club activities 
company, but Ma_urice and Greg, have included the Latin Casino 
in show business since they were. in Phila., the Frolics, Revere 
seven, and Dad, Maurice Sr., · a Beach, Eden Roe in Miami and 
headliner for twenty years. What held-over engagements at the 
do they do? "The audience does- Concord Hotel and the Nevele 
n't know what to call it, they just Country Club. 
know what to do; like pounding This Fall they have already 
on tables, standing up at the been booked for the Persian 
same time and smacking their Room of the Plaza Hotel. At the 
hands together until they start to Concord they performed for stu-
hurt, and yelling more, more." dents on intersession. "Our minds 
The first big break came when work better working with stu-
tbey were signed to appear at dents. Nothing goes by them." 
the Moulin Rouge in Las Vegas. Add to this the Holiday House 
The newspapers roared their ap- in Pittsburgh and the complete 
proval and they were promptly circuit of Playboy Clubs around 
booked at the Dunes and the the country. Television is not 
Riviera, both in 'Vegas. foreign to Hines, Hines and Dad. 
Their credits, include having They have appeared on the To-
worked with Cab Calloway in the night Show with Johnny Carson, 
Cotton Club Revue of 1958-as well The Joey Bishop Show, The Ed 
as an extensive tour through Sullivan Show, Mike Douglas, 
Europe where they appeared in Operation Entertainment, and 
many major theatr~s including the Kraft Music Hall. 
The Mustache perform at Your Father's Mustache in New 
York City. 
Mustache Brings 
The Past Alive 
An entertainment "trend"· that 
began more than 75 years ago is 
literally sweeping the nation to. 
day. The banjo's, beer and bo-
dee-0-do formula of Your Father's 
Mustache is enjoying tremendous 
success in many major cities and 
resort areas. 
It smacks of Rudy Vallee, the 
Perils of Pauline, the lunch-time 
beer pail, vaudeville and bun-
-dreds of other memories from 
out of America's past. 
It is this nostalgia listeners 
sing along with in a setting which 
blots out the world of supersonsic 
rockets and big government. 
Format of Your Father's Mus-
tache banjo music is uninhibited 
fun and plenty of nostalgia. A 
visit with the Your Father's Mus-
tache banjo band is like journey-
ing to some of the golden eras 
of America's past. It is the Gay 
90's, a prohibition speakeasy, a 
World .War I recruiting center, 
the uninhibited atmosphere of the 
Roaring '20's, the splendor of 
Tiffany glass and what might 
have been John L. Sullivan's 
neighborhood bar, all rolled into 
one. 
Once it begins Your Father's 
Mustache is- a hand clapping, 
foot stomping evening of happy 
music and fun. 
RCA Victor recently released a 
hot new record album, "Your 
Father's Mustache," featuring the 
Mustache band and dozens of 
standard singalong tunes. 
The world of network television 
recently began issuing the call 
of national fame to Your Father's 
Mustache. They have already ap-
Every article about enter-
tainers you have ever read ends 
with a blurb similar to this: "Yes 
gang, this group is the finest, 
greatest, the most superb, the 
most unbelievable artists, dish-
washers, writers, hamburger 
eaters you have ever seen." We 
are here to tell you that Hines, 
Hines and Dad are not dish-
washers and they only have a 
mild interest in hamburgers. 
Hines, Hines and Dad are talent-
ed musicians, as light of foot as 
Fred Astaire, compare to Bill 
peared on such programs as the 
Ed Sullivan Show and Colliseum 
with more scheduled for the near 
future. 
Time, Newsweek, Look and 
other major magazines have all 
carried feature articles on the 
banjo sound. 
The Gay Nineties 1968 ap-
pearance of Your Father's Mus-
tacre will open the colleges most 
spectacular weekend ever begin-
ning at 8:30 p.m. in the Pub. 
The present banjo mania orig-
inated with a young man. who was 
barely out of his cradle when the 
United States moved from bo-dee-
o-do to a position of.world leader-
ship. Joel Schiavone, 30-year-old 
graduate of Yale and the Harvard 
business school founded Your 
Father's Mustache in 1962 in Bos-
ton. 
Presenting a five piece group 
of two banjos, a tuba, a trom-
bone, and one washboard player. 
The group is keyed to include the 
audience as a major part of the 
entertainment. 
The group describes their style 
as group enthusiasium. The lis-
tener is at first cold, and quiet, 
but as the light goes down and 
the music gets louder you begin 
to feel it, and you begin to clap. 
Soon your part of one of the 
wildest, and most unique musi-
cal experiences you have ever 
known. So drop your reserve, and 
put away your upperclass sophis-
tication and join in on the hand 
clapping, singing, and good fun. 
Your Father's Mustache con-
tinues to grow. When will it stop? 
Not until people tire of having a 
good old time. 
Cosby and Dean Martin and Jer-
ry Lewis as comedians, voices 
with the ability to handle "tender 
love songs" as well as soul. Are 
they artists? Are they complete 
performers? Do they say it all? 
Entertainment critics across the 
country tell it; audiences come 
out of night clubs and concerts 
screaming the news. We know 
after witnessing their perform-
ance at the Gay Ninties 1968 Ball, 
Friday, April 26, at 9:00 p.m., 
you will believe. . They really 
are! 
